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So:-.tE NATJO:\S COULDN'T. And there are people in this country who are 
trying to push America down the same road. 
They don't speak out for socialism openly - they know most Americans don't 
want it. Instead, they give persuasive reasons for the steps that lead to socialism. 
There's one clue that will help you recognize this hidden socia lism. It's the 
old line: "Let the federal governme nt do it-or rnn it-or take it over -or own 
and operate it." When you hear that, look out. 
For the more things the federal government runs, the closer we are to 
socialism - whether we want it or not - and the fewer rights and freedoms we 
have left for ourselves. 
America can escape socialism - here 's how you can help: Recognize the steps 
that lead to it. Help your friends and neighbors see the danger. And use your 
ballot wisely! 
• " MEET CORLISS ARCHER"-Sundoys - CBS-9 P. M., Eastern Time 
UIRGlnlA ELECTRIC Ano POWER COfflPAnY 
• l 
Thomas Ryland Sanford 
"A Godly and consecrated man has gone to his reward." 
Thus did the editor of the Times-Dispatch conclude his tribute to Dr. T. 
Ryland Sanford, whose death in an automobile accident brought sorrow to a 
veritable army of friends and admirers. 
As a preacher, he thought that life was full of meaning. He also thought it 
was full of fun. It can be truly said that he lived all of his 72 years. Stalwart 
and strong in character and mind as he was in physique, Dr. Sanford was . an 
outstanding figure in any gathering. 
His booming laugh was infectious and recognized at every Homecoming. 
Dr. Sanford was always there. In later years, he came in pain, supported by a 
cane. At every football game, he was there as inevitably as the referee. Last 
year, when he faced a serious operation-faced it, of course, with the courage 
that was characteristic of him-he wrote a friend that "I hope the Lord will 
spare me long enough to see Richmond beat William and Mary once more 
in football." 
Dr. Sanford played on teams that defeated William and Mary, and he gave 
to the University five sons, all of whom brought glory to the institution, not 
only in athletics, but in the classroom and, of more importance, in the careers 
they have achieved since their graduation. 
All of the Sanfords won letters in athletics. All of them won the key of 
Omicron Delta Kappa. Two of them were elected to Phi Beta Kappa. No one 
is likely to quarrel with the suggestion of the editor of the Times-Dispatch that 
"Dr. Sanford and his stalwart sons" probably are the best-known University 
of Richmond family. 
A notably successful pastor throughout his long ministry, Dr. Sanford held 
many positions of responsibility and trust in the Baptist denomination. One 
of his most lasting achievements was the founding of Hargrave Military Acad-
emy. He was for a number of years a member of the Board of Trustees of the 
University of Richmond. 
Finally there came a day when physical infirmity made it impossible for him 
to stand in the pulpit. But that didn't stop Dr. Sanford. He preached sitting 
in a chair, and was known throughout the area served by the Baptist Church 
of Village, Va., as "the sitting down preacher." Finally on March 10, 1951, he 
preached his last sermon as a pastor. It was entitled, "The King's Ferryboat," 
a sermon he had presented to some twelve Baptist congregations. 
On June 7 alumni from near and far will come back to the campus for the 
annual gathering of the clan at commencement. But it won't be altogether like 
old times. Missing will be the hearty greeting, the infectious laugh that an-
nounced the presence of this virile Christian gentleman. 
A Godly and consecrated man has gone to his reward. 
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FLUVANNA BOY 
FOR most readers of this magaz ine, any story of the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century will be ancient history, but for the 
few remaining contemporaries it will awaken 
sweet memories. I believe we can truthfully 
refer to this period as one of stagnation, a 
calm before the storm that was so soon to 
break. Things began to happen with star-
tling rapidity around 1900. Scientific dis-
coveries and applications of these brought 
an increased confidence in man 's ability to 
master Nature. There was economic progress 
and attendant problems, social progress 
and unrest as well. Soon there came wars 
and upheavals which represented funda-
mentally the common man's wide-spread 
dissatisfaction with things as they were and 
had been for many years. Though I was a 
youth in college during the depression of 
1893, I did not hear specifically of it, did 
not realize that there had been any marked 
depression then till I read of it in histories 
years later. I did know that my brother had 
difficulty selling the larger-than-usual. wheat 
crop in '93, had to take an appallingly small 
price, but the dollars were correspondingly 
valuable, and he simply accepted the situa-
tion and went on sowing more wheat the 
next fall. 
Mail came three days per week. There 
were no dailies, with glaring headlines of 
expected happenings; no screaming radio 
announcers who pose as news analysts , with 
advance information on what move this or 
that national leader will take next , leading 
the unsophisticated to look for the heavens 
to fall before night , but always inviting the 
audience to return for further news next 
day. The weekly papers were quite satis-
factory to the men who had time and in-
clination to read. They were interchanged 
between neighbors Saturday afternoons at the 
Post Office, or given, when several weeks 
old , to those who could not aHord to sub-
scribe. Those of us who have to have both a 
*Althou gh he has walked with king s, Dr. Lov-
ing , beloved "sage of Fluvanna ," has never lost 
the common touch , a quality which has endeared 
him to two generatio ns of students. His life as a 
farm boy in Fluvanna County-queen of all Vir-
ginia 's 100 subdivisions, as every student who ever 
passed physics will agree- is set down in the ac-
companying article wi th charm and vigor. Th e man 
who _later was to become president of all Virginia 's 
Baptists confesses that one of the religious pre-
cepts that has guided his lif e came from the lips 
of a little Negro boy in a Fluvanna cornfield. 
Student s of a mor e recent generation will find 
illuminating his comments about college educa-
tional standard s in the days before the turn of the 
century, parti cularly the heavy emphasi s upon lan-
guages and mathematics. 
A brilliant student, Dr. Loving won both the 
Crump prize in mathematics and the Tanner medal 
in Greek . Later he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa 
and has served with distinction as secretary of the 
Un iver sity of Richmond 's Epsilon chapter. 
By R. E. LOVING, '98* 
morning and afternoon paper will do well to 
recall that Horace Greeley's Weekly Tribune 
brought him fame and power and prosperity. 
Those were the Horse and Buggy days. 
One did not need to hurry to keep up with 
the course of things. There was not always 
plenty, but life seemed good to those who 
had known the hardships following the Civil 
War. They had home , peace, family; life 
and all work followed a dependable annual 
cycle. Negligible as were the comforts and 
luxuries of living, no one had seen or im-
agined anything better. There was general 
contentment, with no plans for significant 
changes or improvements. Virginia got a 
new State Constitution in 1902, but so 
conservative were the electorate that the Con-
vention had to proclaim the New Constitu-
tion , lest it be defeated at the p_olls . 
But let us come back to Fluvanna. I ar-
rived there in 1874, the last of six children. 
The next older, a sister, was eight; the oldest, 
a brother, was seventeen. I must have been 
a sort of toy or plaything for the other chil-
dren , right much of a pet too. I do not 
recall any special jolt to my will or wishes 
till my mother took me eight miles away 
and left me in the home of an aunt who 
had a son near my age. Her object in this 
was that I might learn to take my nourishment 
at the table, and not insist on an "appetizer" 
every morning just before getting up time. 
I raised a little ruckus the first morning, but 
it seems almost instinctive for small chil-
dren to respect a switch , whose application 
I narrowly escaped . About this time, my 
mother had another smart idea (my father 
had died when I was quite small) . She in-
formally adopted a little colored boy, some 
two years older than I, for my playmate 
and chum. We never fought, seldom quar-
reled; we continued to be fast friends till 
I went away to school. After he had bought 
a small farm and married and had his own 
horse and buggy , he visited me each sum-
mer when I was home on vacation from Col-
lege or University, till his death. Let us 
remember there were neither pediatri cians 
nor psychiatrists in those days, to give my 
mother advice on handling and rearing chil-
dren. (Indeed the Oxford Dictionary indi-
cates that the word pediatrics did not come 
into use till I was a lad of ten years.) I 
am sure that the country folks in that con-
servative, easygoing, and rather primitive 
period evolved more sound solutions to their 
problems than their bustling posterity do. 
These are too occupied with this or that to 
take time to think; with their mo·re abundant 
dollars they buy their ideas as well as their 
amusements from professionals . 
(Cont inu ed on page 17) 
It was from this home in Fluvanna County that yo ung Robert Edward Loving wen t for th, his 
book bag over his shoulder, for his first taste of public school educatio n. (He d idn't like it.) 
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U of R TO RECEIVE ARNINGS 
FROM $2,700,000 BEQUEST 
Alumnus A. D. Williams Sets Up Three Trust Funds To Yield 
Aggregate of $81,000 Annually 
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS were gratefu lly 
£l.. surprised over the generous bequests 
which came to the University of Richmond, 
and to other institutions, by provisions in 
the will of Mr. Adolph D. Willi ams, who 
died at his home in Richmond on Mard1 14, 
19S2. In arranging for the disposition of 
his large estate, valued at more than $10,-
000,000, Mr. Williams named the First and 
Merd1ants National Bank to admini ster a 
trust fund of approximately $9,000,000 for 
the benefit of several cultural, benevolent , 
and educat ional institutions. By the terms of 
the will the University of Richmond will 
receive as its share annua lly the earning 
from $2,700,000. 
It was interesting to learn that members 
of the Williams family were probably re-
lated to Richmond College in the early years 
of its histor y, and that they maintained a 
kindly concern for the institution through 
all the intervening years. Sometime before 
1835 Jesse Williams , reputedly a native of • 
Caroline County, made his home in Rich-
mond where he took his place among the 
"ea rlier brethren who were prominent in the 
counsels of the (First Baptist) Church, lib-
eral in its support, and of good repute in 
the community for integrity and piety ." This 
fait hful member, who contributed generous-
ly of his time and skill toward the building 
of the new house of worship on Broad Street 
at Twelfth, was the father of Adolph D. 
Williams and Thomas C. Williams - later 
known as T. C. Williams, Sr. It is particular-
ly noteworthy that the student register of 
old Richmond College shows the name of 
Thomas Williams, or Thomas C. Williams , 
and the name of Adolph D . Williams for 
the years 1846-49. It will be recalled that 
Richmond College received its charter under 
provisions of an act passed by the General 
Assembly of Virginia on March 4, 1840; 
therefore the two Richmond youths , neither 
of whom grad uated from the College , were 
doubtless in classes with other young men 
who were the first to receive the Bachelor of 
Arts degree in 1849 .. 
As a young man Thomas C. Williams be-
came associated with James Thomas , Jr. , who 
operated a thriving tobacco business in the 
city of Richmond. He was· the same James 
Thomas of honor ed memory who made the 
historic pledge of $5,000 in 1866 to save 
Richmond College and to secure the con-
tinuance of the school "on a scale worthy of 
its traditions and ambitions." By dilig ence 
By REUBEN E. ALLEY, '22 
and app lication young Williams learned the 
tobacco business thoroughly. Within a few 
years he was invit ed to become a partner in 
the company which he later reorga nized to 
bear his name . Wh en he died suddenly in 
April, 1889 , at the age of 58 years, T. C. 
Williams , Sr., held a position of high es-
teen as a citizen and friend. His associates 
on the board of trustees of Richmond Col-
lege were distr essed that the school had "lost 
one of its most generous patrons, wisest 
counselors, and sincerest friends ." The fac-
ulty of the College likewise adopted resolu-
tions with a "desire to express our sense of 
the great loss and to offer our tribute to the 
memory of one whom we so highly esteemed 
as a wise and faithful trustee, a liberal and 
timely benefa ctor of the college." 
It soon became apparent that T. C. Wil-
liams, Jr. , would not only be a competent suc-
cessor to his father in business , but that he 
would maintain the cord ial relationship to 
Richmond College . He accepted the place on 
the board of trustees of the school left vacant 
by his father. The following year he made 
arrange ments for a gift of $25,000 to en-
dow a professorship in law, thereby en-
abling the Law School to reopen after a lapse 
of eight years. In 1920 the Law School re-
ceived anoth er gift from Mr. William s for 
$40, 000 which led the trustees to name the 
school as a memorial to T. C. Williams, Sr. 
During the difficult years of transition when 
Richmond College and Woman's College of 
Richmond moved to their new hom e at 
We sthampton and reorganized as the Uni-
vec:ity of Richmond , Mr. Williams was 
Chairman of the Executive Committee of 
the Board of Trustees. Dr. R. H. Pitt re-
membered his wise leadersh ip and expressed 
appreciation on behalf of those who had a 
part in that important undertaking. "The 
late T. C. Williams , Jr. , was chairman of 
the Executive Committee through all this 
trying period and to his business ability, as 
well as to his personal devotion to the in-
stitution , is very larg ely due the happ y and 
complete emergence from those temporary 
financial difficulties." When he died in 1929 
Mr. Williams left a bequest of $200,000 to 
Richmond College, but most of his estate 
went to a brother, Adolph D . Williams, who 
had been named for his uncle. At her death 
in January , 1950, Mr s. A. D. Williams left 
one-tenth of her estate, or about $5 0,000, to 
the T. C. Williams Law School, and befor e 
his death Mr. A. D. Williams had given 
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about $93,000 to inaugurate a successful 
campaign for funds with which to build a 
new hom e for the Law School on the main 
University campus. 
Thus we find that the magnificent bequest 
of $2,700,000 by Mr. Williams was but the 
latest and, if it may be added, the full-fl edged 
express ion of a long-standin g friendship 
which had found occasion to prove itself 
through genero us deeds over the years. 
Mr. Williams specified that the trust fund 
be divided into two equa l parts of approxi-
mately $4,500,000, so that the income might 
be used for different purposes. Because 
neither the State nor the Federal Govern-
ment levies inheritance and estate taxes on 
trust funds of this kind, the income from th e 
whole amount will be available. Seven insti-
tutions will share the income from Part A 
of the trust fund, each institution to receive 
the earn ings from an amount set apart to its 
cred it. Under Part A the University of Rich-
mond has a credit of $600,000 which, if 
invested to earn three per cent net, will yield 
an annual income of $18,000 . This money 
will be used at the discretion of the Board 
of Truste es for maintenan ce and support in 
any or all schools of the University . Similar-
ly, the T. C. Williams School of Law has a 
credit of $600,000 under Part A, so that it 
will also receive an annual income of ap-
proximately $18,0 00. This mon ey can be 
used only for the Law School. 
Thr ee institutions , including the Univer-
sity of Richmond, are to share equally in the 
income from $4, 500,000 designated as Part 
B of the trnst fund , which means that the 
University will receive the annual income 
from approx imately $1,500,000. By the 
terms of the will this money , approximately 
$45,000 each year, must be used for scholar-
ships or fellowships. President George M . 
Modlin has announ ced that "a faculty com-
mittee is being appo int ed to make recom-
mendations for the most effective use of 
these funds for scholarships and fellow -
ships ." 
In summary, Mr. Williams set apart three 
tmst fund s with an approximate value of 
$2,700,000 for the benefit of the University 
of Richmond. The estimated annual income 
from the three funds is $8 1,000. The Uni-
versity and the Law School will use $3 6,000 
annually for operat ing expenses, while the 
remain ing $45,00 0 will be paid to students 
as scholar ships and fellowships. 
(Continued on page 31) 
LIFE IN TROUBLED ASIA 
JAPAN and Kor ea offer a contrast today, for one is just recovering from the ef-
fects of war and the other has been ravaged 
by war 's fury. 
In the Korean conflict, Japan may. be 
termed a staging area for U. N. troops leav-
ing for Korea and returning from the battle 
areas. The central theme in the Far East 
War theat er is in fighting the war and en-
deavoring to bring it to a successful climax. 
Here it is a battle of men and weapons 
rather than the battle of words and politics 
which is dominating newspaper columns in 
the United States. 
Th e destruction of this war makes an in-
delible impression on one. In all the reports 
and articles, it seems not enough has been 
written about the effects of the war on the 
Korean people. I have seen the city of 
Inchon which has been completely destroyed , 
and nothing is left but rubble. Also Hung-
nam, a city of approximately 300,000 popu-
lation , was demolished by sea and air 
bombardment during the evacuation of U. N . 
Troops from the Chosen Reservoir. 
All the cities of Korea have been destroyed 
with the exception of the United Nations 
port of Pusan. Vill ages have been burned , 
crops left unattended , families separated , and 
thousands of civilians have been killed from 
bombings. The countless refugees are on a 
continual move with the tides of battle , and 
the city of Pusan in South Korea is overflow-
ing with them. 
Before the start of this struggle , Korea 
was a very poor country , but now it is des-
titut e. Gen erations will pass before Korea 
will ever recover. The Koreans ' main in-
terest is getting a daily bo-Yl of rice to stay 
alive, rather than politics . One can contem-
plate wheth er the average "man in the street " 
consid ers the choice of a political system 
worth the terrific cost his country has paid. 
I have come in contact with a number of 
college stud ents from National University 
in Seoul, who had fled when the Communists 
had taken the city. Th ese students had left 
possessing only the clothes they wore and 
were working in Pusan as interpreters and 
foremen of dockworkers unloading AmePican 
ships. 
Many can speak English fairly well , hav-
ing studi ed the language in college, and find 
this knowledge extremely helpful in getting 
a job interpreting for the U. S. Army. The 
desire to study in an American college is 
heard very often among the students in the 
Orient . · 
As I have said , the problem for the Ko-
reans is one of survival. The Japanese, on 
By LEE M. GAHEGAN, '48 
the other hand , have emerged from the ashes 
of war and have proven ready to be admitted 
to the family of nations. Great strides have 
been taken by the Japanese people in the ef-
fort to bring their country back to normal. 
The Japanese can again be self-sustaining 
with the coming peace treaty allowing them 
their independence and the chance to sell 
their products in world markets. 
For the past year while traveling with 
the Military Sea Transportation Service, I 
have had the opportunity of observing many 
of the characteristics of Japan and some of 
the aspects of the situation in Korea. 
In Japan, one is impressed by the crowded 
conditions and lack of open space. Cities 
of the Orient have much greater population 
in respect to the area covered than com-
parative cities in the United States. Here, 
small dwellings are built side by side, be-
tween buildings, and even under bridges. 
The average Japanese house consists of two 
to three small rooms in which live an average 
of six persons. 
On small areas of unused ground, one 
finds tiny gardens . Gardens are seen grow-
ing even along the railroad tracks, for space 
in Japan is at a definite premium. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Lee Gahegan , a junior administrative officer 
in the Military Seo Transportation Service of the 
Deportment of the Novy, finds Japan and Korea 
on appalling study in contrasts . Cherry blossoms 
in Japan ; war and rubble and hunger in Korea . 
He writes interestingly of what he hos ob-
served in the Orient and makes some suggestions 
about what America "s role should be in Asia . 
A student in the University of Washington be-
fore the war, Author Gohegon spent four semes-
ters at the University of Richmond as a member 
of the V-12 unit . He took his B.A. degree in 
1948. He hos hod more than three years of 
military service with the Novy. 
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Lacking, are the skyscraper type buildings 
characteristic of many American cities. No-
ticeable to an American is the absence of 
paint on the drab houses and buildings. The 
Japanese make up this deficiency in many 
cases by their orderliness. 
In the rural sections, the Japanese coun-
tryside is very colorful with its rice paddies 
and neatly terraced crops. The soil is cul-
tivated very intensively and a very high yield 
per acre is attained. A high yield per acre 
of crops is an absolute necessity, since there 
are only fifteen million acres of farm land 
in Japan. This amount is approximately the 
number of acres that are used in the U. S. 
for a minor crop like peanuts. 
Overpopulation is a problem that is dis-
tressingly evident in Japan. Eighty-two mil-
lion people are crowded into the islands of 
Japan, which have an area about the size 
of the state of Montana. This population 
is increasing each year as is illustrated by 
the fact that in Tokyo alone the rate of in-
crease is 20,000 persons per month . 
The Japanese people as a rule are small 
in stature and crowded for space, and there -
• fore the things they create are small. The 
merchants play an important role in Japanese 
society, for most communities have countless 
shops on their streets . Some of the tea shops 
and restaurants are so small that they .will 
accommodate only four or five customers. 
Manpower is overabundant in the Orient 
and the fruits of human labor bring only a 
fraction of the wage they would bring in 
the United States. The Japanese shops and 
stores with their intricate and exquisite arti -
cles of handiwork, such as beautiful silks, 
brocades, cloisonne pottery, china, and knick-
knacks offer a paradise for the American 
shopper and curio-hunter. 
In the larger cities, the majority of the 
people wear western style clothing, although 
there are yet many men and women who 
wear the traditional kimonas and gitas (Jap-
anese wooden type shoes). The native garb 
still predominates in the rural sections. 
The transportation system in Japan is good , 
and fast electric trains run between the large 
cities. Taxi service is abundant in the cities. 
In the streets of Yokohama, Tokyo, and 
other cities, pedicabs are most numerous . 
These are bicycles with a sidecar either cov-
ered or open. The charcoal burning taxi-
cabs are a novelty. They are older model 
American autos with their engines powered 
by charcoal burners mounted on the back 
of the car. They smoke and stall but usually 
manage to take the passenger to his destina-
(Continued on page 28) 
COMMENCEMENT '52 
SATURDAY, June 7-Alumni-ae Day. Joint Dinner, 6 p.m., Keller Hall. Speaker: Dr. Samuel W. Stevenson. 
SUNDAY, June 8-Baccalaureate Sermon, Cannon Memorial Chapel, 7:30 p.m. Speaker: Rev. E. Norfleet Gard-
ner, '14. 
MONDAY, June 9-Commencement Exercises, Luther H. Jenkins Greek Theater, 7:30 p.m. Speaker: Dr. Francis 
P. Gaines, '12. 
A JOINT dinner in Keller Hall will bring to a close the annual Alumni-Alumnae day exercises on 
June 7 which are expected to bring hundreds of alumni 
and alumnae back to the campus. The return of the old 
grads will inaugurate the annual commencement pro-
gram which will be climaxed with the conferring of 
some 300 degrees at final exercises in the Luther H. 
Jenkins Greek Theater. The speaker will be one of 
Alma Mater's most distinguished sons, President Fran-
cis P. Gaines, '12, of Washington and Lee University. 
Another alumnus, the Rev. E. Norfleet Gardner, '14, 
pastor of the First Baptist Church at Henderson, N. C., 
will preach the baccalaureate sermon in Cannon Me-
morial Chapel on June 8. 
He will become "Dr." Gardner the following evening 
when he and four other distinguished citizens-four 
of them alumni of the University of Richmond-will 
receive honorary degrees. The fifth honorary degree 
recipient will be John Stewart Battle, Governor of Vir-
ginia and a past president of the University of Vir-
ginia's General Alumni Association. 
Both Governor Battle and President Morgan L. 
Combs, '17, of Mary Washington College at Fred-
ericksburg, will receive the LLD. degree. 
L. Howard Jenkins, '08, prominent Richmond busi-
nessman and a member of the University's board of 
trustees, will receive the degree of Doctor of Science. 
Doctor of Divinity degrees will be conferred on Mr. 
Gardner and the Rev. Clifton C. Thomas, ' 17, general 
secretary of the State Mission Board of the Maryland 
Baptist Union Association . 
Alumni and alumnae will have their separate exer-
cises on their respective sides of the lake before joining 
for the dinner at 6 o'clock. As usual, class reunions will 
be an important feature of the alumni and alumnae ac-
tivities . 
Features of the Westhampton program will include 
the alumnae symposium in Keller Hall at 11 o'clock, 
followed by the annual business meeting and luncheon. 
On the men 's side of the lake there will be the customary 
luncheon, given by the University in honor of alumni 
and members of the graduating class, and a baseball 
game in the afternoon. 
HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES. John Stewart Battle (left), Governor of Virginia, will receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws a t 
commencement exercises June 9. Others who will receive degrees at that time are (left to right) : Dr. Morgan L. Combs, ' 17, Doctor of laws ; 
L. Howard Jenkins, '08, Doctor of Science; Clifton C. Thomas , '17, Doctor of Divinity; and E. Norfleet Gardner, ' 14, Doctor of Divinity . 
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U of R BIG BUSINESS 
IT SHOULD not be hard to analyze why one is devoted to one's Alma Mater. Cer-
tainly our experiences here were heightened 
by the fact that for many of us it was the first 
time we had been away from our parental 
hom es and on our own, as it were. Let us go 
back in our memories, each with her indi-
vidual store, and see what we find . 
First, there were the friendships of our 
contemporaries, a wealth of new friends with 
the same· intellectual abilities and the same 
intellectual curiosity. Those friendships here 
enriched our lives enormously and for some 
they have also meant a happy married part-
nership. 
Then there was the impact on us of the 
personalities of the professors on the cam-
pus. Tonight one cannot forget in particular , 
that great college president, Dr. Boatwright. 
We remember his gentle dignity as he went 
about the campus, his genial smile as he 
greeted us. As we grew to know him better 
we realized the strength of his administra-
tive ability; the ideal that he held that no 
student of real capab ility should be denied 
high er education because of lack of money, 
his belief in the right of a professor to state 
his honest opinions. Those of us who heard 
him read his paper on Go ethe were charmed 
with his scholarly mind and those of us who 
have worked with him since our college days 
knew that for him no idea was too new to 
be investigated and sifted for its value. 
There was Miss Keller whose purpose was 
to give and maintain for Westhampton a 
high academic place in the list of colleges. 
It was she who surprised us at times by 
knowing our inward thinking, be it good or 
bad, and making those incisive remarks that 
set things straight. 
Ther e was Dr. Harris, charmingly en-
dowed with his Greek culture; Dr. Gaines , 
whose chape l talks were among the best ser-
mons we have ever heard and whose jokes 
many of us are repeating still; Miss Lough , 
whose kindly interest, expressed often over 
the teacups, helped many of us over difficult 
moments , and to understand the British Em-
pire; Mi ss Harris , coming with the love and 
tradition of the old Richmond College, add-
ing her wisdom of stars and people to our 
lives ; Dr. Loving, of whom it has been said 
few professors have sent more good students 
on to advanced work, with his happy back-
slap and "How's Fluvanna"; Dr. Ryland, a 
bit crisp and stern in exterior, but holding 
*Wh at Dr. Emily Gardner , a member of the 
board of trustees of the University of Richmond, 
told Westhampton College Alumna e Fund work-
ers about the operation of the University, its assets, 
tangible and int angibl e, is a story that will be 
dramatically interesting to all of Alma Mater 's 
sons and daughters. 
By EMILY GARDNER, '18* 
one up to scientific accuracy; Dr. Mitchell., 
whose opening sentence to any talk was like 
a bombshell shattering all smug notions, 
and Miss \\'loodfin, to many of us, contem-
porary friend and to others, inspiring teacher 
whose classes one dare not attend unless the 
morning paper had been read. All of these 
are no longer connected with the University 
but have been followed by professors of like 
caliber and individual stamp. 
Then, there were the vast fields of new 
ideas . Some of us came from small towns 
and farms and here we may have heard our 
first symphony or seen our first professional 
theater or visited our first art exh ibit. It may 
have meant the opening up of scientific vistas 
in biology or physics or chemistry . It may 
have meant the unfolding of human history 
or the unveiling of human destitution . It may 
have meant the first conscious search for re-
ligious truth. 
There are unique qualities that a private 
school, especially one under religious aegis, 
has that a state-supported school cannot have . 
Many of these qualities are shared by other 
private schools but there are some elements 
that Westhampton as a part of the Univ er-
sity of Richmond has in particular. 
First, its physical beauty on the rolling 
hills. The dignified Collegiate Gothic build-
ings of red brick , designed by Ralph Adams 
Cram, are as beautiful as any campus can 
boast. In the spring the dogwood and the 
redbud, in the fall the flaming maples and 
the golden beeches, and in the winter th'e 
dark pines - tonight the snow-make the 
place a delight. -
Second, its physical tie with Richmond , a 
city that many of us students learned to love 
so much that to return to live in it was a 
necessity. 
Third, the smallness of the college un it. 
This has been deliberately planned with the 
idea that none of the colleges of the univer-
sity will number more than 500 to 600 stu-
dents. This gives an intimacy of teaching and 
learning. 
Fourth, the denominational sponsorsh ip. 
Founded and annually subscribed to by the 
Baptists, the sponsorship ensures an over-all 
religious stress . The purpose of the college 
is educat ion for Christian living and to that 
ideal its professors are dedicated , for which 
no apology need be made. 
Fifth, its tradition of sound scholarship to 
be obtained at minimum price . Originally 
planned to educate Virginia men for the 
ministry, the University under the leadership 
of Dr. Boatwright and now Dr. Modlin, 
continues its policy of serving Virginia stu-
dents . Last year three-fourths of the students 
at Westhampton were from Virginia. Many 
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of those students were on scholarships or 
working their way through college. They 
were the daughters of ministers and doctors 
and farmers and small shop owners. The 
other fourth came from nineteen other states 
and two foreign countries. These , no doubt, 
stimulat ed and enriched the lives of the Vir-
ginia students out of proportion to their 
number. 
Sixth, the tradition of tolerance. This tol-
erance, having as its fund.amental basis reli-
gious tolerance, extends into all fields of 
teaching. At the beginning of one of Dr. 
Boatwright's Million-Dollar Campaigns, one 
of the outstanding professors of the Univer-
sity was attacked by a prominent business-
man for his radica l teaching and Dr. Boat-
wright's uncompromising reply was for aca-
demic freedom to his faculty. 
Lastly, a challenging growth plan. The 
campus is big enough for many more build-
ings and schools. The library is to be built 
at the side of the lake, dominating the cam-
pus. The new law buildings are to be started 
soon. The buildings for the School of Busi-
ness Administration are needed. A Fine Arts 
building will go up, one of these days, and 
even the Swimming Pool will be realized! 
May I speak to you now from the vantage 
point of your representative on the Board 
of Trustees on the financing of the Univer-
sity. The running of the University is a big 
business. Last year the operating expendi-
tures were $1,328,732.81. It will be of in-
terest to you to know the University has nev-
er been operated in the red , despite depres-
sions and other unforeseen occurrences . Even 
though 1951 required the expenditure of 
$103,278.49 for new boilers and equipment 
in the powerhouse, there was a balance on 
the books of $1,945.27 ! 
The sources of revenue for the Univer-
sity are these: 
1. Investments, 14% . These investments 
are on the endowment funds of the Univer-
sity which amounted to $3,248,818.84 in 
1951. Compared with the endowment of 
Harvard, which is over $170,000,000, this 
may seem small , yet it is not far from the 
average of colleges and universities of like 
size. 
2. Student fees, 45%. 
3. Board and room rent , 30%. 
4. Virginia Baptist Cooperative Pro-
gram, 8.5%. 
5. Miscellaneous, 1.s7c. 
Needless to say this income is necessary 
merely for the running expenses of the Uni-
versity. When building programs are initi-
ated they must come from campaigns and 
(Continued on page 32) 
"Leta Mae. . . " 
"It's Dean Pinchbeck's strident falsetto. 
He 's addressing one of the contestants on 
the University of Richmond-WRVA scholar-
ship quiz program. "The bisectors of the in-
terior ang les of a triangle meet at a point 
which is five inches from one of the sides. 
What is the diameter of the circle that can 
be inscribed in the triangle? " , 
With hardly a moment's hesitation, Leta 
Mae answers: "Ten inches." 
The dean, his face wreath ed in smiles, 
echoes: "Ten Inches!! " "That 's correct," he 
shouts, ··score ten points for Leta Mae . W e're 
really sharp tonight. " 
When a contestant fails to answer a ques-
tion , the dean looks even mor e crestfallen 
than the quiz kid. " I guess that was a toughie ; 
yes, that was really a toughi e," he says, sym-
pathetically. " I wouldn't know the answer 
to that one myself if it wasn't written out 
here." 
H e doesn't oft en deal out condolences. As 
he says, the kid s are really pr etty sharp and 
know most of the answers to the fairly diffi-
cult question s dealing with the sciences, 
Ameri can history , mathemati cs, and Eng -
lish . Sometime s the student's knowl edge and 
the clarity with which he expresses himself 
brings from the dean an ungrudging com-
pliment. 
To a student who had thrown back the 
correct answer to a difficult math question 
almost before the dean had finished asking it, 
he exclaimed : "My word , my word. " Shak-
ing his head in amazement-, he added : "You 
know, in my math class at college, I had the 
highest tempera ture and lowest grade of any 
student in the room. " 
The kid s love him and so does the radio 
audi ence which has been outspoken in praise 
of Quizmaster Pinchbeck and equa lly out-
spoken in praise of the program itself. 
Among thos e who have had kind words to 
say about the Scholar ship Quiz is Dow ell 
Howard , State Superintendent of Public In-
struction , who has been pleas ed with the con-
siderable store of knowledge evidenced by 
rhe participants. Certain ly thos e who believ e 
that the high schools are not doing a good 
job of teaching will find no suppo rt for their 
argument in the answers given by the quiz 
contestants. 
Of course, they are the cream of the high 
school crop in the eastern Virginia area which 
the contest embraces. The winn ers will re-
ceive handsom e scholarship prizes ranging 
from $350 to $90 0 and aggregating $4,200 . 
(Th is total is exactly doubl e the amount 
originally announced. When th e Univers ity 
administration saw the caliber of the stu-
dents participating in the program, it decided 
to make every effort to attract them to the 
campu s.) Th e Richmond Rotary Club is mak-
ing available $750 of the grand scholarship 
prize of $900. 
The University enter ed into the Scholar -
ship Quiz with WRV A only after very care-
ful consideration and, perhaps, with some 
concern abou t the likelihood of success. 
Would school officials give it their endors e-
ment ? Would high school students bother to 
take the pre liminary wri tten exam ination ? 
The answer to both questions was a ring-
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We 're reall y sharp tonight . The quizmaster is 
Dean Raymon d B. Pinchbeck. Standing {left 
to right) behind the contestants are Lee Lively, 
announcer, and Sam Carey, program director 
for WRVA. 
ing affirmative. Without exception, every 
superintendent of schools commended it to 
the pri ncipals of the schools in his area and 
th ey, in turn , to the senior advisors and the 
students. 
Did the students take to it ? Ask the weary 
professors who were swept off their feet by 
an avalanche of more than 500 examination 
papers -w hich they had to grade! (Th e 
number would have been even larg er but 
for the fact that only the superior students 
in each school were encou raged to take the 
preliminary , hour-long written quiz.) 
For the purpose of the contest , the eastern 
Virginia area was divid ed into 27 districts. 
Students with the thre e top papers in each 
district were chosen for personal interviews. 
Then 27 students-a ll of them among the 
school's schola stic leaders and many of them 
the number one ranking student in their 
senior class- were chosen to represent their 
districts. 
Then, in groups of threes they were 
broug ht to the WRV A microphone for nine 
week ly quarter-final rounds broadcast from 
the auditorium of one of the participating 
schools at 10 o'clock on consecutive Friday 
nights. Any fear that the students would suf-
(C ontinu ed on page 32) 
THAT NEW LAW-BUILDING 
By WILLIAM T. MUSE, '28, DEAN, T. C. WILLIAMS SCHOOL OF LAW 
THE LAW SCHOOL of the University will soon be located in a new building 
on the main campus. TI1e Board of Trustees 
have recently authorized the construction of 
a modern structure costing some $400,000, 
and it will be located on the right of the 
path leading from the bus stop on Campus 
Drive to the Administration Building, and 
will face the path. The original plans, an-
ROOF 
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nounced in January, to relocate the Law 
School on the suburban campus of the Uni-
versity were made possible by gifts from 
alumni and friends of the School which 
permitted compliance with the provisions of 
a conditionally created trust fund of approxi-
mately $90,00 0. At that time a $3 00,000 
structure was planned. The enlarged build-
ing is made possible by a recent generous 
bequest to the Law School from the late Mr . 
A. D. Williams, son of Mr. T. C. Williams 
for whom the School was named in 1890. 
It is hoped that construction will begin this 
year, and the Law School soon will move 
from beloved, but inadequate, Columbia 
Building which it has .occupied for more than 
thirty years. 
The new building will provide all the in-
structional facilities needed by a modern law 
school and will equal or surpass, in both 
size and arrangement, many of the recently 
constructed law buildings of other universi-
ties in the South . The Gothic architecture of 
COURT ctOOM. 
ROOF 
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the three-story building will be in harmony 
with the traditional design of the University. 
The work center of any law school is its li-
brary. A reading room seating two hundred 
students will occupy the central portion of 
the first floor. Both open and closed stacks 
are arranged adjacent to the reading room 
for convenient access by faculty and students. 
To accommodate the increasing number of 
students who use typewriters in their library 
work, a student typing room is placed just 
off the reading room. The stacks will shelve 
the 22 ,000 volumes now comprising the law 
library and will house anticipated accessions 
for the next twenty-five years. 
There will be four classrooms ranging in 
seating capacity from twenty-five to sixty. 
Since the School has no ambition to be large 
or national, the largest classroom will accom-
modate the first-year class of sufficient size 
to maintain what is thought to be an ideal 
average enrollment of 125 to 150 students. 
The new building provides three seminar 
rooms, the smallest of which will seat ten 
and the others will seat twenty each. 
The dean's office will be located at the 
front of the building on the first floor. Sev-
eral faculty offices and the librarian 's office 
will also be located on this floor with addi-
tional staff offices on the second floor. Also 
on the first floor will be a faculty conferenc e 
room which will serve as a study for part-
time faculty members. A large student lounge 
will complete the first-floor plan. 
A modern courtroom will be provided on 
the second floor above the library. This room 
will serve as an assembly room and a meet-
ing place for professional groups of the City 
and State. It will accommodate two hundred 
persons and will be equipped with a bench 
for three judges, a jury box, witness stand , 
counsel tables, judges chambers, and will be 
suited to the conduct of both nisi prius and 
appellate moot cases. A large room on the 
third floor, equipped with a conference table 
and recessed closed shelving, will provide 
a headquarters for all student organizations 
such as the Student Bar, McNeil! Law So-
ciety and the law fraternities. Permanent indi-
(Continued on pa1;e 28) 
THE University of Richmond campus has Spring fever! The malady manifests it-
self in two ways-a fever of activities and 
a lazy, "Let's take a walk around the lake" 
feeling among the students. Sunbathing is 
vying with studying for top billing on the 
campus agenda, but University men and 
women are beginning to buckle down for 
the whirlwiind conclusion of a busy semester. 
Students obtained inspiration for the sec-
ond half of the year- and for life-during 
Religious Focus Week, a five-day period when 
15 secular and religious leaders came to the 
campus to help students find "In All Thy 
Ways ... God." An atomic scientist, a col-
lege president and a United States Congress-
man were among the leaders who spoke in 
morning and evening chapel services, at 
seminars, discussion groups, and "bull ses-
sions" in the dormitori es. "A wonderful 
experience ... " and " ... one of the most 
inspirational and wonderful things that ever 
happened on this campus" were typical stu~ 
dent reactions voiced at the end of Religious 
Focus Week. 
Budding geniuses on both sides of the lake 
received recognition during March when Phi 
Beta and Kappa tapped 26 students and an 
alumnus, Dr. Moses Lewis Breitstein , '15. 
These Einsteins were initi ated during Uni-
versity of Richmond Honors We ek. In this 
five-day period of glory giving, eight West-
hampton juniors were elected to membership 
in Mortar Board, honorary leadership society 
for senior women. TKA elected two silver-
tongued orators to membership and the Pi 
Delta Epsilons extended the right hand of 
publication to six student journalists as well 
as to William G. Leverty, telegraph edi-
tor, and John H. Colburn , managing editor, 
of the Richm ond Times-Dispatch. A few 
weeks later ODK conferred the degree of 
MBW (Master Big Wheel) on five student 
leaders from Richmond College and the 
School of Business Administration as well 
as electing to honorary membership Horace 
H. Edwards , '26, ex-mayor of Richmond. 
It was "winner take all" at the Virginia 
Intercollegiate Press Association convention 
which met on the University of Richmond 
campus during March . The home publication 
team came away with four out of eight of the 
awards and also copped the presiden cy of 
the Association. The Richmond Collegian 
placed first in the newspaper competition 
and also won the award for excellence in 
writing for the second time . Th e M essenger 
took the trophy for the best artwork and 
engraving among collegiate magazines in 
addition to placing third in general excel-
lence, and M essenger editor-in-chief, Virginia 
LeSueur, was elected VIP A president. 
Although yearbooks are not judg ed at 
the Spring VIP A convention, the Web staff 
has been working hard on this year's annual. 
The 1952 Web will be dedicated to Miss 
Mary Elizabeth Wrenn and Dr. Othell Hand , 
UR directors of religious activities, and Miss 
Beverly Randolph, Westhampton senior, was 
selected as W eh Beauty by Cecil B. DeMille . · 
Another sweepstakes winner was the Rich-
mond College All-Campus party which took 
every post in Spring Student Government 
By VIRGINIA LeSUEUR, '53 
elections . Charlie Tulloh of Bluefield, W. 
Va., was the victorious presidential candi-
date. In Business School elections the A-C 
party won four of seven positions, and it 
is rumored that both the Demo crats and 
Republicans have consulted the U of R party 
to obtain the secret of their 14 in 17 win 
record. Next year's Business School prexy 
will be Jim Frye of Mount Airy, N. C. 
Miss Kath erine Beale of Sparta was chosen 
by Westhampton students as their 1952-53 
College Government Association head. 
Mid alternate Rah 's and Boo's students saw 
a wrecking crew demolish the venerated Slop 
Shop which had withstood weather, fire, and 
the college students of decades. The tiny 
building which had served for years as both 
college shop and post office was quickly 
razed and only a scattered, fire-charred plank 
or two remain. 
Li'l Abner and Daisy Mae deserted Dog 
Patch for the University of Richmond to 
attend the Sadie Hawkins Day dance given 
by the freshman classes of Westhampton 
and Richmond Colleges. From bare feet at 
the freshman dance, UR students put on 
socks for the WC College Government As-
sociation Sock Hop and became real "city 
slickers" for the Harlequin Club Black and 
White Dance. Dancing shoes got hard wear 
during the second semester when social frater-
nities were hosts at Spring formals . "Blue 
Moon " was the theme of the Westhampton 
Junior Prom, and halfway through the eve-
ning the Blue Moon turned to the gold of 
WC class rings which the juniors received 
from their escorts. 
An informal dance sponsored by the 
Varsity Club was the climax of Greek Week, 
annual interfraternity competition. The fra-
ternity men practiced their barbershop har-
mony for weeks before the Greek Week 
song fest while skits and take-offs featured 
the entllies at the ODK carnival. "The Fastest 
Fraternity on Campus" was the title awarded 
the winner of the Gr eek Week track meet. 
While the brotherhoods were making last 
minute plans for the Friendly War , com-
parative grade averages were released by 
Dean Gray. Phi Alpha was at the head of 
the list for the fourth consecutive year while 
Phi Gamma Delta placed second and Pi 
Kappa Alpha came in third. Both the all 
men 's and the all frat ernity averages were 
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higher than for the preceding session. 
With the beginning of softba ll season, 
intramural athletic competition on the Rich-
mond College-Business School scene reached 
a fever pitch. Phi Kappa Sigma topped 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon in the battle of the 
bucket, and the Air Force ROTC team topped 
Theta Chi in volleyball competition. 
Th e Westhampton athletes, determined to 
equal the UR varsity's 80-61 basketball vic-
tory over the super-rivals, William and Mary, 
defeated the Squaws and went on to down 
four and tie one of their seven rivals in 
intercollegiate competition. Juniors and 
Sophomores battled to a deadlock to share 
intramural basketball honors . 
Even the frogs in the UR lake are croak-
ing in unison these days, inspired by the 
numerous concerts on campus this Spring. 
In addition to the faculty recital and the 
recitals given by music majors, the Glee Club 
and the UR band broke forth in song and 
with clanging cymbals. Both musical or-
ganizations have had extended concert tours 
to churches and other colleges in the State. 
Lantern parades and voices lifted in song 
praised Westhampton's Queen of the May, 
Joy Selby of Pittsburgh. The Nutcrack er 
Suite was chosen as the theme for the 1952 
festivities and the ballet and carnival on the 
green were built around the theme of danc-
ing flowers, animated lollipops, and Arabian 
dolls. For weeks before the Big Day, West-
hampton students included a sentence about 
"no rain on May Day" in their morning 
prayers. 
University of Richmond social fraternities 
are in the process of cl1anging the tradi-
tional "Hell Week" to "Help Week." The 
boys decided to direct the energy spent in 
service by pledges and the time spent by ac-
tives in chastising the neophytes to a com-
munity service project, and through the In -
terfraternity Coirncil they decided to work at 
Camp Richmond , a YMCA camp on the James. 
Over fifty Richmond College and Business 
School students donn ed work clothes to clear 
underbrush and saw logs in preparation for 
the erection of additional buildings at the 
YMCA camp. "Help We ek" was the fourth 
service project undertaken this year by the 
Interfraternity Council. In addition to sup-
porting a French orphan boy and sponsoring 
the Christmas party for children, the IFC 
sponsored the solicitation of blood donor s 
for the Red Cross Bloodmobile from the 
men 's divisions of the University. 
RELIGION FOR EVERYDAY LIVING 
By MARY ELIZABETH WRENN, 
Director, Religious Activities, Westhampton College 
IF YOU had been on the campus the sec-ond week in February you would have 
heard people saying things like this : ''I've 
done more thinking this week than I'v e done 
in months," or " I have never seen any pro-
gram that has created as much interest or 
received as tremendous a response as this." 
You would have wanted to add something 
yourself to describe your own feeling about 
Religious Focus Week. 
Alumni will recall former Religious Em-
phasis Weeks and remember gratefully the 
excellent speakers who have influenced the 
campus through the years. Those who hav e 
assisted in planning such weeks know that 
a perennial question is "H ow can every stu-
dent be encouraged to participate in the 
week's activities?" 
Fourteen men and women from varied 
walks of lif e helped us find the answer to 
that question when they came to "focus" our 
attention on spiritua l values during the week 
of February 11-16. As students packed the 
chapel for both morning and evening ad-
dresses, crowded into Keller Hall for the 
seminars, sought personal conferences with 
speakers, and brought searching questions to 
the "bu ll sessions" in the dorms and fra-
ternity houses, there was convincing evide nce 
that young peop le are interested in finding 
a vital religious faith for everyday living. 
Many alumni will know the members of 
the Focus Week team, brought to the Uni-
versity through the assistance of the Baptist 
Sunday School Board and its Student De-
partm ent: Robert S. Denny, associate in the 
Student Department and co-ordinator of the 
team; J. P. Allen, pastor of the First Baptist 
Church in Charlottesvi lle, Virginia ; 0. K. 
Armstrong , Congressman from the sixth dis-
trict of Missouri; Marjorie Moore Arm-
strong, journalist and wife of the Congress-
man; R. Lofton Hudson , pastor of Wornall 
Road Baptist Church in Kansas City, Mis-
souri; Culbert G. Rutenber , professor of 
Philosophy of Religion, Eastern Theological 
Seminary in Philadelphia; Duk e K. McCall, 
president of Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary in Louisville; Arnold Ohm, Gen-
eral Secretary of the Baptist World All iance 
and a native of Norway; Ralph Overman, 
chairman of Special Training Division of 
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Ten-
nessee; Fred Smith, vice-pres ident in charge 
of industrial relations, William Powell Valve 
Company in Cincinnati, Ohio; Doug las Gow, 
insurance executive of Toronto, Canada; 
Robert C. Norman, lawyer of Augusta, Geor-
gia; Mrs. John Hall Jones, marriage coun-
selor and homemaker of Birmingham, Ala-
bama; and Mrs. J. 0. Williams, writer and 
homemaker of N ashville, Tennessee. 
The warm friendliness of thi s group and 
their ready availability for conferences at 
any time gave ample reason for students to 
remark: "These people are really Christian s 
- fun to be with and intellectua lly as well 
as spiritually stimu lat ing." One of the team 
said he had never been on a campus "where 
the spirit of open-m ind edness, courtesy, and 
cooperation was more genuine." 
Seminars and chap el addresses were 
planned around student needs and requests. 
Thus the afternoon seminar on love, court-
ship, and marriage (titled: "Are You Fit To 
Be Ti ed?" ) was the result of a poll of stu-
dent opinion which revealed universal in-
terest in this subject! The six simultaneous 
evening seminars covered such fields of in-
terest as basic Christian beliefs, scientific and 
psychological approaches to religion, voca-
tions and the will of God, Christian race re-
lations , achieving spiritual maturity, and 
full -time religious work. Intern ational rela-
tions , entit led "The World As I See It ," was 
discussed by speakers who had lived and 
worked in different parts of the world. There 
was also a series of discussions on Christian-
ity in practice with relation to politics, law, 
business, and labor relations. 
One of the most delightful features of 
Focus W eek was the Coffee Hour before the 
evening seminars. This was a time for stu-
dents and faculty to become better ac-
quainted, to visit with team members, or to 
sing around the piano while Dr. Overman 
played . There were always groups laughing 
at Mr. Smith 's stories, talking po litics with 
th e Congressman, or browsing at the book 
exhibit. 
• The idea of having speakers visit classes 
was something new which proved to be one 
of the most valuable aspects of the program. 
H earing a speaker's po int of view expr essed 
in class stimu lated interest in his seminar or 
chapel address or in a personal conference. 
Team members visited a class at the requ est 
of the professor and his students. Th e co-
operat ion of the faculties was splendid , and 
over 100 different classes in Richmond and 
Westhampton Colleges, the Business School, 
and the law School partic ipated in this phase 
of the week. 
As many as 300 students of all denomi-
nations and faiths worked in the planning 
of Focus Week and as musicians , ushers, and 
escorts for the team members. Back of all 
plans was the purpose "to prese nt the Chris-
tian faith in terms understandab le to college 
men and women, to po int out the relevance 
of that faith to daily living and to the great 
(Continued on pax e 32) 
SALESMEN FOR GOD . Here are eleven of the me.mbers of the "team " which talked religion 
to University of Richmond students-at chapel, at seminars, in "bull sessions" in the dormi-
tories and fraternit y houses . Left to right are: R. Lofton Hudson, pastor of Wornall Road 
Baptist Church in Kansas City, Mo.; Fred Smith, vice-president in charge of industrial rela-
tions for the Wil liam Powell Valve Compan y in Cincinnati ; Ralph Overman , chairman of 
the special training division of Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear _Studies; Arnold Ohrn , gen eral 
secretary of the Baptist World Alliance; Congressman 0 . K. Armstrong of Missouri and 
Mrs. Armstrong ; Culbert G . Rutenber , professor of the philosophy of religion at Eastern 
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia ; Robert S. Denny, associate in the student department 
of the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board; Robert C. Norman, an Atlanta lawyer ; Mrs. 
J. 0 . Williams , writer and homemaker from Nashville, Tenn., and Dr. J. P. Allen, pastor of 
the First Baptist Church in Charlottesville . 
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SPIDERS WIN EIGHT IN ROW 
Pittmen Lead Big Six, Southern Conference Race 
THE toast of the town as the ALUMNI BULLETIN goes to press are the members 
of Mac Pitt's baseball team which had won 
eight games in a row and were out in front 
of the procession in both the Big Six and 
the northern division of the Southern Con-
ference. 
When they polished off Hampden-Sydney 
on April 23 by a score of 10 to 8, it was 
the eighth consecutive triumph for the Spi-
ders, who hadn 't been whipped since April 
8 when Randolph-Macon's Yellow Jackets 
did it. 
Since losing to the Jackets, the Pittmen 
have won victories over Pennsylvania, Le-
high, V.P.I., Maryland, Virginia, V.M.I., 
Washington and Lee, and Hampden-Sydney. 
Although there was no question but that 
the Spiders had a tight defense, they showed 
little hitting power at the start of the sea-
son and their pitching was a big question 
mark. They proceeded to lose to Yale · in 
TRACK 
The University of Richmond track team, 
which according to head coach Fred Hardy 
"wi ll be stronger than last year's squad," has 
sound ly trounced the Washington and Lee 
Generals 93-33, has lost a heartbreaker to 
the Wolfpack of North Carolina State 66-
65, and has fallen victim to the Big Six 
champion V.P.I Gobblers in its first three 
dual meets. 
Co-captains Walter (Baby) Nelms and 
Bob Parsons, plus star miler Bill Jordan have 
been the Spiders' top point-getters. Nelms, 
whose specialty is the 100-yard dash, led the 
Spiders over Washington and Lee with 13 
points by taking firsts in the 100 and 220 
Low Hurdles and finishing second in the 
220. Nelms, clocked at 9.8, holds the school 
record in the 100. 
Parsons , a classy sprinter who also does 
the broad jump, is looking better each meet. 
Against the Generals, Parsons scored firsts 
in the 440 and the broad jump , and placed 
third in the 220 for 11 points. A cross-
country performer in the fall, Jordan has 
consistently provided the Spiders with 
strength in the distance running. Richmond's 
top 220 man is Tom Beane, who set the Uni-
versity record of 22 seconds flat. 
One of the reasons for Hardy's optimism 
was the strengthening of the weight squad 
with Wayne Liebich and Billy Thacker. Both 
are strong contenders in the shot and discus 
events. Frank Skinner and Paul Sheridan 
have carried the Spiders' bann ers in the pole 
vault. 
Six more meets are ahead for the Cinder-
men. 
the opening game, 5 to 2, and then lost a 
2 to O decision to Randolph-Macon's Ralph 
Ramer, a brother of our Dan, '49. 
Since then they have swept aside all op-
position, although they had to perform what 
seemed a miracle or two to get past a couple 
of the opponents. 
Big Ed Ketchie, a smart one who has a 
good knuckle ball, started the Spiders on 
the victory road with a well-pitched 8 to 1 
victory over the University of Pennsylvania. 
He allowed nine hits but kept them well 
scattered. 
Then Lehigh came to Millhiser Field and 
apparently had a victory in the bag until the 
Spiders burst out with seven runs in the 
eighth inning for an 8 to 6 triumph. The 
very next day it looked like they were going 
to take a licking from Virginia Tech's Gob-
blers who had a three-run lead going into 
the last half of the ninth. So the Spiders 
scored three runs in the ninth and another 
in th e tenth, and that was the ball game-
s to 7. 
Then the Spiders, reversing tactics, won 
a couple of games in the very first inning. 
Pinky Loehr, the All-State outfielder who 
doubles as a pitcher , hit a three-run homer 
in the first to provide more than enough 
margin for 5 to 1 victory over a Maryland 
team that is considered one of the best in 
the league. In their next outing at Charlottes-
ville, the Spiders got all of their hits-4-
and all of their runs-4 - in the first inning 
to defeat the University of Virginia, 4 to 3. 
Ketchie was the winning pitcher. 
Then V.M.I.'s hapless Cadets fell, 11 to 
5, with Freshman Jim Tardivo getting the 
credit. 
Washington and Lee came to town with 
the leadership in the Bix Six race at stake. 
The Spiders belted two General pitchers for 
11 hits, including a homer by Russ Cheat-
ham, and took the game, 8 to 4. 
It looked like the Spiders wou ld get their 
lumps when they played Hampden-Sydney 
at Death Valley. The tigers blasted Tar-
divo from the hill with a 5-run blast in 
the first inning. It was uphill work after 
that, but the Spiders triumphed , 10 to 8-
thanks to a 4-run rally in the ninth inning! 
Carl Carnes , a freshman with a fast ball, was 
the winning pitcher. 
The Spiders, who have showed little power 
at the plate in most of their games, have 
unquestionably the best college infield in 
the Old Dominion in Simon (Shack) Moug-
hamian, the Phi Beta Kappa first baseman ; 
Captain Warren Long at second; Barry Saun-
ders at shortstop, and Russ Cheatham at 
third. 
Five outfielders have been battling it out 
for the three positions. Loehr is a fixture 
in left field when he is not pitching, and 
Frank Gragnani , a freshman, seems to have 
cinched the centerfield berth. Bill Eudailey, 
with two timely hits in the Washington and 
Lee game, seems to be the number three 
man, although Ellis Redford, a veteran, and 
Wiley Bragg , a freshman, are still running. 
SPIDER FOOTBALL ON UPGRADE 
By SPENCER D. ALBRIGHT, III 
W ITH football at the University of Richmond on a decided upgrade, 
thanks to the hard work and extensive re-
cruiting program of Coach Ed Merrick and 
his coaching staff plus a surge of Alumni 
support, Spider supporters should have plenty 
to cheer about in the next few years. 
Merrick in his second year as head coach 
at Richmond is still optimistic about the 
chances of more football glory at his Alma 
Mater. "We'll be stronger in '52," he says, 
pointing to last year's record, in which the 
Spiders edged George Washington, 20-19, 
and gamely battled a tough William and 
Mary eleven on even terms for over 59 
minutes before bowing to the Indians, 20-14, 
on a disputed touchdown pass in the last 40 
seconds. · 
"We hope to hit our peak in 1953, " con-
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tinues the Spider mentor , who is jubilant 
over the fact that freshmen will be eligible 
for varsity service next year. 
This year's Spring Practice, which put 
the accent on fundamentals, was again a big 
success. Merrick, faced with the task of 
acquainting the Spiders with the T-forma -
tion system last year, was unable to give 
maximum individual instruction on the 
fundamentals until this spring . With a 
squad of only 40 boys reporting to them 
for the Spring Drills, Merrick and his staff 
had ample time to give instruction in block-
ing, tackling, and pass defense. 
Partly because of the small squad, this 
year's Spring Practice was closed with a 
scrimmage between the offensive and de-
fensive teams instead of an intrasquad game 
(Continued on page 31) 
QUOTE ENDQUOTE 
FOUR faculty members, lecturing under the auspices of alumni and alumnae in the Richmond area, won headlines in the na-
tion's press and editorial pages with their comments on subjects 
ranging from the sublime to the ridiculous. 
Dean Raymond B. Pinchbeck , one of the nation 's top names in 
the field of local government, former chairman of the Henrico Coun-
ty school board, started the lecture series with a blast directed at the 
"horse and buggy" pace of county government in Virginia. 
Next came Dr. Samuel W. Stevenson, professor of English who, 
with tongue in cheek, proposed a new school within the University 
to give scientific training for husbands who desire to become "thor-
oughly proficient in the achievement of masculine dominance." Such 
a school is even more necessary, he insisted (Dean F. Byers Miller 
won't like this), than the School of Business Administration . "Amer-
Dean Raymond B. Pinchbeck 
Branding county government in Virginia as both 
inefficient and extravagant, Dean Raymond B. 
Pinchbeck of the University 
of Virginia proposes that 
counties which receive as 
much as 40 per cent of their 
income from the State should 
be required by the State to 
operate und er the county 
manager, or simi lar form of 
local government. 
Counties which receive 50 
per cent or more of their in-
come from the State would 
be required to consolidate, 
either functionally or geo-
graphically, with adjacent counties. 
He proposes the ultimate consolidation of Vir-
ginia's 100 counties into 35 super counties. 
Ninety-three of Virginia's counties receive more 
than 40 per cent of their income from the State , 
D ean Pinchbeck said, and 79 of them receive more 
than 50 per cent. 
Miss Pauline Turnbull 
Mi ss Pauline Turnbull who doubles in Art and 
Latin at W esthampton College , closed a scholarly 
discourse on art from the 
Renaissance to the modern 
day with a few well-chosen 
words of praise for the un-
conventional artists who 
draw the stragg ly-h aired, 
horse-faced girls, the melted 
watches which droop from 
tree limb s and the geomet-
rical designs which the label 
insists are a picture of Queen 
Victoria. 
You see, these artists, Miss 
Turnbu ll exp lained, are more 
than artists. They really perform "the role of the 
psychiatrist." 
How shou ld a person behave in the presence of 
this art ? Miss Turnbull gave the word: "The same 
as when you attend a play, see a movie, or read 
a modern novel." She recommended in the words 
of the director of the Museum of Modern Art that 
one "make friends with the arti st and enter into 
the creative experience together." That way, she 
said, "you vicariously get a release from your own 
tensions and perhaps some renewed strength to 
meet the frustrations of our day." 
ican business," he argued, sagely, "is doing all right. American hus-
bands are not." 
The third at bat in the lecture series was Miss Pauline Turn-
bull who gave a learned discourse on art through the ages, under 
the title, "As Artists See Us." She even had a good word to say for 
abstract art, to the disgust of her best friend and severest critic, Dean 
May L. Keller, who said, snorting, that abstract paintings "properly 
belong in the trash can." 
The final speaker, Dr. Spencer D. Albright, Jr., associate professor 
of political science, laun ched a verbal assault on Senator McCarthy, 
and also hurled a few very critical adjectives at Republican Presi-
dential Candidate Taft (although Dr. Albright never called Taft's 
name). 
Here are a few pithy paragraphs as quoted in the nation's press: 
Dr. Samuel W. Stevenson 
Dr. Stevenson's School wou ld offer instruction 
both at the undergraduate and graduate level and 
would offer three degrees: 
B.D.M. (Bachelor of Domes-
tic Management), M.M.D . 
(Master of Marital Dis-
cipline), and D.C.M.S. 
(D octor of Complete Matri-
monial Superiority). 
( He proposed the imme-
diate conferring of posthu-
mous degrees upon Henry 
VIII, and Bluebeard.) 
His schoo l would be fi-
nanced from roya l ties on his 
projected " Handb ook for 
Husbands " which , he said, would outse ll Dale 
Carnegie's "How to Win Friends , etc." The hand-
book would be dedicated to Alisoun, the famed 
Wife of Bath in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, not 
for any admiration of her, but because the shame-
ful way she ran through husbands inspired him 
to take up his pen in defense of the male spouse. 
Dr. Spencer D. Albright, Jr. 
Republican leader s "may be courting danger in 
app lauding the conduct of Senator McCarthy," the 
Wisconsin Republi can who 
has been making head lines 
with his charges of Com-
munistic conspiracy or asso-
ciation against persons high 
in the national governme nt, 
/ says Dr. Spencer D. Al-
bright, Jr., associate profes-
sor of political science in the 
University of Richmond. 
He charged that "to the 
extent that party leaders on 
the national level and the 
state level take over the Mc-
Carthy accusat ions as part of their own strategy 
these leaders participate in the guilt of McCarthy-
ism . That gu il t is in the nature of irresponsible 
accusations, character assassinations, innuendo, in-
sinuations." 
Although he never mentioned Senator Taft by 
name , he was sharply critical of Taft's assertion 
in a recent speech that "Senato r McCart hy's ac-
cusations have been fully justified ." He labeled 
this endorsement "an action dismally unworthy of 
the fine name that a father had given a son-a 
name that the son is under obligation to hold 
above such unworthy conduct. " 
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1899-
The Rev. R. W. Neathery, who for 36 years has 
been the pastor of the Baptist Church at Falconer, 
N. Y., has retired from the active ministry. In his 
years of serv ice Neathery has officiated at 1,135 
funerals and married 998 couples. 
1900-
Adon A. Yoder who proves the saying, "You·re 
never too old to learn," has enrolled for a course 
of study in atomic energy at Colorado University 
in Boulder. 
1901-
" I have never been happier than now, says 
Dr. ]. W. Cammack who, although he has retired 
from the active ministry , has supp lied in some 
pulpit every Sunday in the last twelve months. 
1903-
Dr. Powhatan W. James, retired President of 
Bethel Woman's College, Hopkinsville , Ky., and 
Mrs . James are now making their home in D allas, 
Texas. Both of them are kept busy with literary 
and educational pursuits, says Dr. James, who 
himself is supposed to compi le, edit, write and 
publish seven more books. 
,After 43 years of service in South America un-
der the auspices of the Baptist Foreign Mission 
Board , the Rev. James C. Quarles has retired to 
make his home in Richmond. 
1907-
Both E. M. Louthan , '07, and his son, M. R. 
Louthan, ' 31, are on the staff of Bluefield College , 
Bluefield, Va. The former serves as college treas-
urer, while the 1931 graduate teaches in the mathe-
matics department. 
1908-
Dr . E. P. Wightman of Rochester , N. Y. , is pre-
paring and writing a chapter of a technical book 
of photography. 
1909-
Virginia State Senator G. Edmond Massie is 
acting as chairman of a steering committee to rec-
ommend a program and plan future meetings of 
an advisory committee on vocational and adult 
educat ion in public schools. 
1911-
The Rev. A. 1. Shumate has resigned his work 
at the Cave Spring Baptist Church to assume the 
pastorate of Morgans Baptist Church in Bedford 
County. 
1912-
Q. C. Davi s, Jr., former member of the Virginia 
House of Delegates and former Mayor of South 
Norfolk, was elected by the 1952 General Assem-
bly as judge of the new Corporation Court for 
the city of South Norfo lk. 
J. Elwood Welsh is the proud grandfather of 
twin boys, the sons of James Elwood Welsh, II, 
an economist with the Bureau of Statistics of the 
U. S. labor D epartment. Th e twins' names are 
James Elwood, III , and Laurice Rhem Welsh. 
1913-
William T. luck of Richmond has been elected 
president of the Virginia Tuberculosis Associa-
tion. 
1915-
Dr. Dudley Pleasants Bowe has been elected to 
active fellowship in the American Academy of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology and is listed as one of 
the Founders of the Academy. . 
Dr. Moses lewis Breitstein, otologist-in-chief of 
the Baltimore Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital, staff 
otolaryngologist for both the Union Memorial 
Ho spital and the Hospital for Women of Mary-
U. OF R. DRUG COMPANY TEAM 
An alumni team, E. Elwood Ford, '27, 
(left), and R. Milton Hobson , '33, have re-
ceived significant promotions in the Bodeker 
Drug Company. 
Ford was elected by the company's board 
of directors as president of the wholesale 
drug company, and Hobson, the company's 
secretary, was promoted to the post of secre-
tary and treasurer. 
Ford, who received both his B.A. and 
LL.B. degrees from the University of Rich-
mond, returned to teach accounting in the 
School of Business Administration for three 
years before joining the Bodeker Company. 
A member of the Virginia State Bar, he is a 
Certified Public Accountant in both New 
York and Virginia. 
· Hobson, a native Richmonder , has been 
with Bodeker since 1936, with the exception 
of four years' service in the Navy during 
World War II, including a 14 months tour 
of duty in the Pacific. 
SOLONS ATTEND U. of R. DINNER 
Nineteen University of Rid1mond alumni 
who help make Virginia laws had a chance 
to talk over their days under student govern-
ment at a dinner given for them by the Uni-
versity on January 29. 
Twelve members of the House of Dele-
gates and seven State Senators, including 
Senator R. 0. Norris, Jr., ' 01, of Lively, old-
est member of the Senate in point of service, 
met at the Richmond Commonwealth Club. 
Three of the salons, Senator M. M. Long, 
'10, of St. Paul; Senator Garland Gray, '21, 
of Waverly; and Delegate W. R. Broaddus, 
'20, of Martinsville, are members of the Uni-
versity board of trustees. 
Also present was Delegate John B. Boat-
wright, '08, of Buckingham, a veteran mem-
ber of the House and the brother of Dr. F. 
W. Boatwright. 
Other members of the Senate attending 
were: Benjamin L. Campbell, '36, of Peters -
burg; Major M. Hillard, '26, of Portsmouth; 
G. Edmond Massie, '09, of Richmond; and 
Robert C. Vaden, '05, of Gretna. 
In addition to Delegates Boatwright and 
Broaddus, University of Richmond members 
of the House are: Albert 0. Boschen, '99, 
of Richmond; Felix E. Edmunds , '24, of 
Waynesboro; Dr. Walter C. Elliott, '25, of 
Lebanon; Wrendo M. Godwin, '2 0, of 
Parksley; Francis B. Gouldman, '28, of 
Fredericksburg; W. Moscoe Huntley, '27, 
of Richmond ; Edwin R. James, '24, of 
Hampton; William G. Purcell, '35, of Rich-
mond; William A. Walton, '15, of Dis-
putanta; and Joseph J. Williams, '3 0, of 
Henrico. 
land , otologist- in-chief for the Baltim ore health 
departm ent, and consu ltin g otologist for the Mary-
land department of education, was elected to 
memb ership in the University of Richmond chap-
ter of Phi Beta Kappa in March. 
J. Earle Dunford and Mr s. Dunford have moved 
from Richmond to their hom e "Dunquit," Wak e, 
Virgini a. 
1916-
Thomas J. Stark e, president of th e Richmond 
Engineering Company , Inc. , has been named to 
the national advisory board of the Small Defens e 
Plants Admini strat ion by the admini strator of the 
government agency. The 13 branch offices of the 
Admini stra tion act to see that small busin esses get 
their share of defense work, as well as to protect 
such busine sses in times of distress . 
Th e Brown Uni versity Christian Association re-
cently observed the Sesquicentennial of voluntary 
religious activities on the campus, and K. Brook e 
And erson, executive secretary of the BCA , made 
an addr ess, "T he Brown Christian Association -
Retrospect and Prospect, " during th e celebration. 
1917-
William Earl e White, Peters burg attorney , was 
presented the annual Floyd Lubman Memorial 
Award as the city's outstanding citizen. White , 
who is chairman of the Petersburg Hosp ital Au-
thori ty, was selected by a citizens ' committee for 
bis work in trying to obtain a new hospital for 
the city. 
ORR HEADS LAW GROUP 
George Wells Orr, '08, is an air-minded 
lawyer. 
Mr. Orr, who has had wide experience with 
aviation law, is the new head of the Aviation 
Insurance Law Committee of the Insuran ce 
Section of the American Bar Association. 
He began his work with aviation when he 
was executive head of the R. J. Reynolds, Jr., 
aeronautical enterprises, and later as Director 
of Claims for the United States Aircraft In-
surance Group he persona lly directed the 
handling of some 10,000 aeronautical tort 
claims. 
A member of several aeronautical and in-
surance organizations, Mr. Orr served on 
the Board of Governors of the Aeronautical 
Chamber of Commerce of America for six 
years. 
1920-
Thomas M. Winn , retiring president of the 
Covington, Va. , Kiwanis Club, wi ll serve on the 
club's Board of Directors for the year 1952. 
Malcom Thompson, M.D. , of Louisville is now 
president of the Kentucky Surgical Society. 
1921-
W . R. Shands , genera l counsel of the Life In-
suranc e Company of Virginia, has been promoted 
to the position of vice-president and general coun-
sel. 
1924-
The Rev. Herbert R. Carlton , pastor of the First 
Baptist Church at Galax , has been appointed sec-
retary of the Summer assembly of the Virginia 
Baptist General Association. 
Perry N. Jester took charge as Counsel General 
in Hamilton , Canad a, in February, 1951 , and re-
ports that the best feature of his position is being 
near the United States . 
1925-
The Fir st Baptist Church of Washington , D. C,. 
celebrated its 150th anniversary on March 7. Dr. 
Edward Hughes Pruden , pastor of the church for 
more than 15 years , was toastmaster at a dinner 
marking the anniversary. 
1926-
Dr. J. Chester Swanson, Superintendent of 
Schools in Oklahoma City, has been awarded the 
honorary LLD. degre e from the University of 
Oklahoma City. 
DR. GARBER ELECTED TRUSTEE 
Dr. John H. Garber, '16, for 27 years pas-
tor of the Hampton Baptist Church, has been 
elected to th e University of Richmond 's 
board of trust ees. 
Termed by President George M. Modlin 
as "one of the most distinguished members 
of the Baptist denomination in Virginia," 
Dr. Garber has twice been a vice-president 
of the Baptist General Association of Vir-
ginia, has served on the Baptist Board of 
Missions and Education , and has been a 
member of the Sunday School Board of the 
Southern Baptist Convention since 1944. 
He is a trustee of the Religious Herald 
Publishing Association, and in recognition of 
his Christian ministry and his service to the 
denomination, the University of Richmond 
conferred on him the honorary degree of 
doctor of divinity in 1948. 
He received his professional training at 
the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 
and at Crozer Theological Seminary. 
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1927-
Jo s. J. Williams, Jr. , who has been a member 
of the Virginia Legislature since 1937, was recent-
ly elected Chairman of the Third District Demo-
cratic Committee. 
Th e Rt . Rev. Walter H . Gray, D. D ., has been 
elected a Life Trustee of Trinity College , Hart-
ford, Conn. 
T. J. Noffsing er, former assistant super intend ent 
of agents of Peoples Life Insurance Company , has 
been promoted to the newly created position of 
agency secretary. 
1928-
Harry L. Hill , '28, bas been appointed Genera l 
Agent at Wa shington , D. C., by the Paul Revere 
Lif e Insuranc e Company. 
Previously Hill had been associated with the 
Globe Indemnity Company , in New York . 
Kenneth A. Bradshaw has been appointed vice-
president and genera l manager of the Virgini a 
Transit Comp any and executive vice-pres ident of 
the Portsmouth Transit Company. 
1929-
Thomas H. Austin is serving as executive di-
rector of the Richmond Citizens Association , an 
organization which works for better municipal 
government. 
Chap lain (Li eut. Col.) Edward W. Eanes has 
received appointment as Chief, Military Personn el 
Division, Office of Chief of Chaplains, Departm ent 
of the Army. Chaplain Eanes entered the service 
in 1941. 
James L. Dodson has been elected to the Co-
lumbia , S. C., City Council. 
Dr. R. H. Fowlkes who formerly bad his office 
at St. Luke 's Hospital , is now practicing medicin e 
and obstetrics in Bluefield , W. Va. 
1930-
Tom Yeaman will be represented at the Univer-
sity of Richmond full-time next year when his 
daughter Ann Carol enro lls as a Westhampton 
freshman. Yeaman, supervis ing accountant for the 
Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia , has been 
with the telephone company for 22 years. 
After live years as minist er of Matthews Baptist 
Church, Hudgins , Va., the Rev. John H. Allen 
has resigned to assume the pastorate of the Oaklyn 
Baptist Church, Oaklyn , N. J. 
Archie C. Berkeley , Richmond City Democratic 
Chairman, has been elected to the Third District 
Democratic Committee. 
Donald R. Mann has returned from the Ameri-
. can Embassy, Havana, to make his home in Arling-
ton. 
Dr. Ernest L. Honts was installed during March 
as the new pastor of the Tabernacle Baptist 
Church, Richmond. 
1931-
The School of Theology at Southwestern Semi-
nary in Fort Worth, Texas, has elected Joseph P. 
Edmondson, Jr., to serve as secretary and treasurer 
of the Theological Fellowship for 1952-53. 
Signs of a University of Richmond dynasty in 
the Richmond · Chamber of Commerce were evident 
when E. Claiborne Robin s was elected to succeed 
President George M. Modlin as president of the 
Chamber. R. Mclean Whittet, '12, was chosen as 
the organization's second vice-president. 
Married: Miss Flor ence Audrey Branch of Ashe-
ville and Dr. Milton Josiah Hoover, Jr., of Rich-
mond. Dr. Hoover, who received degree of mas-
ter of theology from the Southern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary, graduated from M.C.V. He has 
comp leted a residency in surgery at M.C.V., and a 
residency in orthopedic surgery at Johns Hopkins 
University. 
1933-
David H. Katz, Jr., has been appointed chief 
probation officer for the Richmond Juvenile and 
Domestic Relations Court. Prior to the war Katz 
served with the Social Service Bureau, and after 
his discharge he became a probation officer. 
1934-
William Seward of the College of William and 
Mary in Norfolk, was the speaker at a Book and 
Author Dinner sponsored by the Emporia Wom-
an's Club on May 9. 
Dr. Edward E. Haddock was the first incumbent 
to declare officially that he wou ld run for re-
election to the Richmond City Council on June 10. 
Dr. Haddock was appointed to fill a Council va-
cancy last fall. 
The Rev. Raymond E. Abbitt has been tempo-
rarily stationed in Mindanao, Philippines, from his 
positi on at St. Luke's Hospital, Manila. 
Engaged: Miss Mary Susanna Gochenour and 
William H. Fowlkes. Fowlkes served in the Corps 
of Engineers during World War II. 
1936-
Ernest T. Gearheart, Jr., has joined the law firm 
of Jesse, Phillips, Kling , and Kendrick, of Arling-
ton and Fairfax, Va. 
Kenneth R. Erfft who was granted a military 
leave of absence from his position of Business 
Manager of Furman University is now serving in 
the Office of Nava l Procurement, Macon, Georgia. 
LONG CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS 
Alma Mater, who has two sons among 
Virginia's delegation of nine in the House 
of Representatives , will have a third if 
M . M. Long, '10, is successful next Novem-
ber in his bid for election from the Ninth 
District. He already has been nominated as 
the Democratic standard bearer for the 
"Fighting Ninth," and now faces a stiff con-
test with William C. Wampler, 26-year-old 
Bristol newspaper publisher. 
Mr. Long, who has served in the Virginia 
General Assembly since 1940, is well known 
both as a lawyer and banker. He is a past 
president of the Virginia State Bar, and is 
a member of the Board of Trustees of the 
University of Richmond. 
If he wins the seat from the Ninth, Mr. 
Long will join J. Vaughan Gary, '12, Third 
District, and Watkins M. Abbitt, '31, repre-
sentative of the Fourth Virginia District. 
Of course, one of Virgnia's two Senators-
A. Willis Robertson, '07-is an alumnus. 
1937-
The townspeople of Morganton, N. C., recently 
gave Bill Robertson a television set in appreciation 
of his work in municipal recreation. 
Bernie Gilman is stationed at Camp Edwards, 
Mass ., as an aide-de -camp to the Camp's command-
ing General. 
Engaged: Miss Imogene Brock Clement to Ed-
gar Duncan Hawle y, Hawley attended both the 
Un iversity of Richmond and the University of Vir-
ginia. 
Leonard B. Archer, Jr., has been director of 
the Rutland Free library, Rutland, Vt., since Sep-
tember, 1951. 
Married: Miss Loretta Elizabeth Gilliam and 
Walter Lucas Brock, Jr. The couple are making 
their home in Lexington, Ky. 
1940-
Sadi James Mase was awarded a Ph .D. degree 
from Harvard University in March. 
Married: Miss Jane Hayden Morris and Paul 
Saunier, Jr. Saunier is executive secretary to Con-
gressman J. Vaughan Gary, '12, and the couple 
will make their home in Richmond and Washing-
ton. 
Born: a son, Francis Scott Ripley to Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert F. Ripley on December 4, in Norfolk. 
Married: Loraine Green Cochran and Walter 
Booth Gillette on March 22 in Fa lls Church. The 
couple will make their home in Richmond. 
Carlson Thomas has accepted the position as 
Assistant Professor of Drama at Washington and 
lee University. Carlson is n0w associated with the 
Drama Department at Ohio University . 
Engaged: Miss Mabel Coit of Richmond and 
William Jefferson Cash of Norfo lk. 
Chaplain (Major) George Rumney, USAF, is 
now stationed with the 62nd Troop Carrier Wing , 
McChord Air Force Base, Tacoma, Wash. 
1941-
Alvin Francis Beale, Jr., of Richmond has been 
awarded a Ph.D. degree in physical chemistry from 
the University of Michigan. Beale is now teaching 
at the University of Wyoming. 
A. Simpson Williams, Jr., has joined the law 
firm of Davis and Parkerson in Richmond. 
ARE YOU A SQUARE PEG? SEE PROFESSOR BLANKS 
"Bui lding up some business for Richmond's 
father-son trade" is Jesse W. Markham's comment 
about his new son, Jesse W., Jr., who was born 
April 13, 1951. If you' re a square peg in a round hole-
or even a square peg with a yearning to be 
a round one-you better watch out. 
That's the advice of James B. Blanks, '26, 
professor of education and psychology at La 
Grange College, Georgia. 
Helping students and others find their 
place in lif e is of major concern for Blanks 
who was one of the first applied psychol-
ogists licensed by the state of Georgia. 
Are you a moron? Or better still, perhaps 
you have hidden potentialities as a genius. 
With the help of batteries of tests, Professor 
Blanks is able to help the people whom he 
counsels answer these questions. 
Professor Blanks often tries out the tests 
on himself, and he says that they prove that 
he should be exactly where he is-teaching. 
Besides his work at La Grange College, he 
commutes to Columbus three nights a week 
to teach at the Off-Campus center of the 
University of Georgia there. 
Professor Blanks trains prospective teach-
ers, preachers, professional workers and 
other young men and women to und erstand 
their psychological problems. 
After receiving his degree in business ad-
ministration from the University of Rich-
mond, Mr. Blanks studied at Wake Forest 
where he received his M.A. degree. Later he 
studied at Columbia University, and, at the 
University of Virginia. 
[ 15} 
William H. Widener has been writing a series 
of articles for American Mercury. The March issue 
carried one titled "The Real George F. Kennan, " 
in April "Freedom's Case Against Acheson," and 
for May or June publication Widener is writing 
an article on Korea. 
Charles McNutt wi ll receive his Th.M. degree 
from Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, in 
May. He is pastor of the South Ruffner Presby-
terian Church, Charleston, W. Va. 
1942-
Born: a daughter, Carol Sue, to Dr. and Mrs . 
George E. Cox on December 7, in Chattanooga , 
Tenn. 
Virgil M. Lumsden, Jr., recently was appointed 
as Assistant to the Director of the Columbia Hos-
pital for Women in Washington, D. C. Formerly 
he had served as Administrative Assistant to the 
Director of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Balti-
more, and as Assistant Management Officer of 
the William Beaumont Army Hospital in El Paso , 
MARKHAM ON RAYON 
Alumnus turned autho r is Jesse W . Mark -
ham, '4 1, assistant prof essor of economic s 
at Vanderbi lt Un iversity, whose book, Com -
pe1i1io11 in !he Rayon lnd11stry, will lead off 
a new Harvard University Press series on 
workable competit ion. 
Mark h am is also the wr iter of almost a 
dozen articles in the field of business for 
leadi ng econom ic journals. 
A Phi Beta Kappa gradua te of the Uni-
versity of Richmond , he attended the John s 
Hopk ins University gra duate school befor e 
entering th e N avy durin g World War II. 
In 1949 he received his Ph.D . degree from 
H arvar d University. 
T exas. Lumsden receive d a degree in hospital ad-
ministrat ion from Columbi a Universi ty. 
Born: a son, Robert Leland, to the Rev. and 
Mrs. Leland Hi ggi nboth am on Novembe r 6, in 
D ayton, Ohio. Father Hi gg inbotham is now pas-
tor of the First Bap tist Chur ch, Hight stow n, N . J. 
Charles W . K rause, a director of audio- visual 
aids for the Educa tion Board of the Pres byterian 
Chur ch, U. S., is wor king in the Richmond office. 
Edwar d M . Klein is now associated with Mor-
ton G. T halhimer, Inc. , Realtor, in Richmond . 
Melvin D. Burgess has been elected assistant 
treasurer of Biggs Antiqu e Co ., In c., Richmond , 
by the company's Board of Di rectors. 
Engaged: M iss Fr ieda Louise W este rmann of 
Richmond to D r. Cour tney Cox of T azewe ll. 
Phil ip B. Mason is now wor kin g in the person -
nel depa rtm ent with the Kentu cky Synth etic Rub-
ber Corpora tion, in Louisvill e. 
1943-
Maj or Joseph P. Nas h, Jr ., is now in Korea as 
assistant G-2 ( int elligence) officer for the X Corps . 
Before shipment overseas, Major Nas h had been 
stat ioned at Swarth more , Pa., as commandin g of-
ficer of the 151st Anti aircraft O peration s D etach-
ment. 
Engage d : Mi ss Martha Ann Hunt er of Fa ir-
field, Conn ., to Francis Baco n H art , Jr. , of Rich-
mond and Los Ang eles. 
George Willi am Sadler, form erly special at-
torn ey in the office of Chief Counsel of the Bu-
reau of In ternal Revenu e, has ope ned a law office 
in Richmond. 
1944-
Bo rn : a son, John Philip , to Mr. and Mrs. 
Philip Kepp ler on March 4, in Princ eton , N . J . 
ESPECIALLY FO R YOU 
For young men and women who are preparing themselves for 
business and professional careers, The Life Insurance Company of Vir-
ginia has designed a special plan which offers maximum protection at 
minimum cost. 
If you cannot, just now, afford to own-on a regular plan-all the 
life insurance you need, but can look forward with reasonable assurance 
to a good future income, this special plan will ideally suit your needs. 
Ask a Life of Virginia Representative to tell you about the many 
advantages of our Modified Life Plan. 
THE LIFE 
Insurance Company 
OF VIRGINIA 
Established 1871 Richmond, Virginia 
Ma rri ed: Mi ss Na nni e Lee Stembridge of W ash-
ington , D. C., to Lyman H amaker of Richmond , 
on January 27. 
1946-
Engaged: Miss Patricia Side ll Gart h of Char-
lott esvi lle to Meredit h Wat kins Rhod es. The wed-
ding is plann ed for the late summ er. 
The Rev . E. Gordon Conklin has resig ned his 
field of churc hes near Wa kefield to assume similar 
dut ies at W illi amsto n, N. C. 
Russell 0. Lang is now associat ed with the 
Maytag Compa ny as Regio nal Manag er with head-
quart ers in Richmond . 
Engaged: Mi ss Joyce Arlene Martin and Ran-
do lph McCut cheon, Jr. McCutcheon is now attend-
ing the Medical College of Virg in ia. 
Born : a daugh ter , Cather ine, to Mr. and Mrs. 
P . W infr ee Fore, J r., of Culpeper, Va. 
Robert C. Moss, Richmond attorn ey, was the 
second candi da te for City Council to file his peti -
tion . Th e Council election is set for J une 10. 
Engaged : Mi ss Jewell Slusher of Floyd to Robert 
Lewis McD anel, son of Dr. and M rs. Ralph C. 
McD anel. Th e weddin g will take place in Jun e. 
7948-
J une 8 will be the first bir thday of Jo Eliza-
beth Willi ams, the daughter of Mr. and Mr s. 
Howa rd M. Willi ams of Laurinbur g, N . C. 
W illi am Byrd Pond joined the Thomas r. Mas-
sey and Co., In c., Real Estate Brokers, in Rich-
mond on Febru ary 15. 
Engaged : Mi ss Margaret Anne Summ ers of 
Lexing ton to Wi ll iam B. Lumpkin , Jr ., of Rich-
mond . The wedding will take place in May. 
D wight H . Anderson will receive his B.D . de-
gree fro m And over-Newto n Th eological Semi-
nar y in May. On the first of Ju ne he will become 
associate mini ster at First Ba pti st Chur ch in W ash-
ington, D . C. 
L. C. Jensen, J r., has been promoted to th e po-
sit ion of Placement Officer for the Unit ed States 
Patent Office. 
1949-
Born : a son, Robert S., Jr. , to Mr. and Mr s. 
R. S. Morse on Februar y 28 in Martin sville. 
Paul A. Myers is now serving w ith the 822nd 
Engineering Arm ored Batta lion in Korea . 
STONE DIRECTS TUDENT 
CENTER 
Robert M . Stone, '30, a member of the 
Uni versity of Richmon d staff since 1921, is 
th e man officially in charg e of the operation 
of the Alumni-Stud ent Center Building , in-
cludin g th e physi cal operation of the build -
ing, the schedulin g of all activities, and th e 
promotion of a broad program of stud ent 
recreation . 
H e also will serve as financial advisor to 
stud ent organizations whi ch use th e build-
ing. As President Modlin said in announ c-
ing Mr. Stone's appointm ent , he will hav e 
"an opportunit y, even more than heretofor e 
to influence the lives of the stud ents on the 
campu s." 
Hi s office is located on the main floor of 
the bui lding whi ch serves both as the recrea-
tional center for stud ents and also the head-
quart ers of the Alumni Society. 
LANE, VIRGINIA'S FINEST 
Edward E. Lane, '48, Richmond attorney, 
has been named "Virginia's Outstanding 
Young Man of 1951" by the Virginia Junior 
Chamber of Commerce . 
Last spr ing he was general chairman of 
the Richmond Junior Chamber of Com-
merce "Clean Up-Paint Up -F ix Up" cam-
paign. Thi s drive to beautify the city won a 
first-place national awar d from the United 
States Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
Mr. Lane, who was earlier selected as 
Richmond 's outstanding young man of the 
year, also participates in Boy Scout work, his 
church , and in a number of charitable and 
civic undertakin gs. 
Although he has been practicing law only 
since 1948 when he graduated from th e 
University of Richmond , Lane is an officer 
or committee member in several professional 
organizations. 
" 1 remain at heart a civilian ," says P. Dimmo ck 
Jenkins (Air Force Lieutenant Jenkin s, that is ) 
who is sta tion ed wi th the Medica l Service Corps 
at the Maxwe ll Air Force Base, Al abama. 
Engaged: Mi ss H elen Harper of LaGrange, N. 
C., to Willi am N. Gee , Jr ., a juni or medical stu -
dent at the Medical College of Virginia. 
Lt. Walter J. (Buddy) Gan s, Jr. , is stat ion ed at 
Parris Island , S. C., where he is "trying to save 
the taxpa yers' money. " 
J . P. (Deck) Hankin s is serv ing as a Medic al 
Service Representative for the J. B. Roerig & Co ., 
Pharmaceuticals , in Arlington. 
Sgt. Jack P . Bull is serving in Kor ea with the 
45th Infantry Di vision. Jack entered the Army in 
September, 1950 , and joined the 45th Divisi on 
in Oct ober, 1950. 
Born: a daughter, Elizabeth Ewing, to Mr. and 
Mr s. C. L. Woody , Jr., on Febru ary 4th in Mar-
tinsville. Accordin g to th e birth announcement , 
the new Wood y mode l boasts " Free Squealing" 
and " Chang eable Seat Covers" and "Must be 
seen and heard to be appreciated ." 
M arri ed: Mi ss Margaret Ella McGee to H arry 
W. Fore, Jr. , on November 21, in Richm ond . 
H. Coleman McGehee, Jr. , is serving as Assistant 
Attorney General and counsel for the U nemplo y-
ment Compensation Commission of Vir ginia. 
Engaged: Mi ss Roberta Edna Clarick to Philip 
Arnold Rosenfeld . Rosenfeld is a stud ent at the 
Medical College of Virginia . 
William T. Smith , Jr. , is a candidat e for the 
Bachelor of Divinit y degree in May from the 
South ern Baptist Th eological Seminary. 
Engaged: Mi ss Charlotte Ann e H omes to Car -
ro ll Mil es. They will be marri ed this spr ing. 
Engag ed: Mi ss Mary Ann Coate s (W estham p-
ton, ' 52) to D onald G. Edel. Th e weddi ng wi ll 
take place in the early fall. 
Engaged: Mi ss Betty Jean Snid ow of Charle s-
ton, W . Va. , and Gilbert Gr ay H enley of D an-
ville and Richmond. Th e wed ding will take place 
in Jun e. 
Marri ed : Mi ss Dori s Louis e And erson to Stuart 
Massie on Easter in Sudbury, Mass. 
Louis Suffredini , Jr ., is now at tending Navy 
officer candidat e school at Newport, R. I. , for a 
course which will lead to his commission as an 
ensign. 
Born: a son, Mark Chesley, to the Rev. and 
Mr s. Thomas E. Pugh on February 28 in a Rich -
mond hospital. Fath er Pugh is pa stor of the Wil-
liams burg Bapti st Church. 
Married: Miss Patr icia Lois Jam es to Corporal 
Oliver B. Cross , Jr. , on April 5, in Richmond. 
1950-
"T he Forty-Thi rd Bavarian PFC " is the title 
given D arre ll K. Gilliam who looks aft er a regi-
ment or so of teenage Bavarians. Since landi ng 
with th e Forty-Third Infantry Di visio n last fall. 
Gi lli am has been doing counseling work wit h the 
3,50 0 children in German Youth Centers in Augs-
burg , Germany. 
Engaged: Miss Betty Jun e Win ston of Kan sas 
City, Mo., to John Thomas Smith of Richmond. 
Th e wedding w ill take place M ay 11 in Kan sas 
Citv. 
Engaged: Mi ss Shir ley Eudora Wi lli ams of 
Richmond to Th omas Clark Moody of G len All en. 
Th e wedding will take place in June. 
Married: Mi ss Barbara Ri ce D ale and H. Au-
brey Ford, Jr. , in Richmond on March 15. 
1951-
James A. Payne , Jr., now a 2nd Lieutenant in 
the Marin e Corp s, is serv ing in Kor ea . 
Born: a son, Ralph M., J r., to Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph M. Owe n on February 21, 1952 . 
Ens ign Walter J . McGraw has been seeing the 
world with the Navy in the last year. Hi s trav els 
have taken him to both the Mediterranean and 
Caribbean areas , but in April he planned to return 
to the School of Naval Justice , Newport, Rh ode 
Island. 
Marri ed: Mi ss Ann e Elizabeth Lindsey of Rich -
mond and James B. Bourne of Richmond on D e-
cember 27. 
Mar ried: Miss France s T emple Reynolds and 
Richard A. Turner on February 29 in Richmond . 
Engaged: Mi ss M arie Jacquelin e to Forrest Nathan 
Parker. Th e wedding will take place in May. 
Engaged: Mi ss Frances Arlin e Stuart to th e 
Rev. Rol en Conway Bailey. Bailey will be gradu-
ated fr om the South ern Bap tist T heologic al Semi-
nary, Louisvill e, in M ay, and the wedding will 
take place May 31. 
Marri ed: Mi ss Billie Jam es of Richmond to Jo-
seph A. Odd o of New York on February 2. The 
couple will mak e their home in New Y ork . 
Fred Lee Gardn er was ordain ed a Baptist min-
ister on January 27 at th e Berea Baptist Church 
in H anover County . 
Born: a son, M ark Stephen , to Mr. and Mrs. 
Stephen P. H enkes on March 6 at Racine , Wi sc. 
Engaged: Mi ss Charlotte Ann Breeden to We s-
ley W. Brown. Th e wedding will take place in 
September. 
1952-
Engaged: Mi ss Barbara H app (W esthampton, 
'53 ) of Wilm ette, Ill. , to George H. Poffenberger 
of Hampton. 
Engaged: Mi ss M ar ian Th eresa Scruggs to Paul 
M. Loehr. Th e wed ding will take place Jun e 7. 
University of Richmond 
School of Law 
School of Business 
Westhampton College 
Class Rings 
Fraternity Jewelry 
Fluvanna Boy 
(Contin11ed from paf!,e 2) 
Th e room that Robert and the other 
colored boys on the farm occupied, in a 
house out on the edge of the yard, was 
better than was available to most colored 
boys hired on adjacent farms; it was there-
fore a gathering p lace, several nights a week, 
for quit e a group . On e had a banjo, an-
other had a Jews' -harp , all of us could 
"clap ." So we had music and dancing, app les 
or watermelons in season, and storyte lling 
always. Our dancing was so informal, always 
strictly "stag ," that it did not fall under 
the ban of the very strict rules concerning 
''w orldliness. " 
When Robert had gone to the "Mourn ers' 
Bench, " had "come through," and was ready 
to be baptized and unite with the church, I 
asked him one day, as we were a bit separated 
from the others in the tobacco field, how 
different he was going to be after he joined 
the chur ch. He said : "Well , I am going to 
love everybody." I said: "You don't mean 
you are going to love Jim Bryce (who had 
taken Robert's girl), do you ?" Without hesi-
tation or time for deliberation, he repli ed: 
"I am going to love him, but hate his ways." 
In all the sixty-five years since that con-
versation, though I have acquired a Ph.D . 
and have associated with lots of Ph.D .'s and 
D.D .'s, college presidents and professors, and 
thousands of our more thoughtful young 
men and women, I have not found so much 
practical Christianity put in so .few words . 
And that littl e N egro boy had culled this 
kernel from the rather emotional sermons 
of an untrain ed preacher and from livin g 
with a_ Christian family! 
The first year of my .formal education 
was in a "free school ," as public schools 
were then called. The session was five 
months, the teacher was an older broth er, 
the salary was the standard $20 per month . 
Another brother taught me my letters one 
evening before school opened. At supper, 
after my first day, the fam ily wanted to 
know how I liked school. I said I did not 
like it at all , and was not going back any 
more. No arg ument follow ed; someon e 
discreetly guided the talk to another topic. 
I noticed next morning after breakfast that 
WALTER B. ANDERSON 
( L. G. Ba/four Ca., Products) 
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Mother was fixing my lunch as well as my 
brother's. I wondered if there would be a 
"scene" when he started the two and one-
half mile walk , thru the fields and woods . 
But as he set out , Mother said to me: 
"Johnny needs you to help make his average, 
twenty scholars per day, so his pay will not be 
cut or the school closed ; I am going to hire 
you to go so you will count. I'll give you 
a cent a day and pay you for yesterday." 
Then a sister broke in: "You will make a 
whole dollar in the session." In the thrill 
over the prospect of having a dollar ,_ I for-
got my obj ections and trotted off with my 
little cloth book bag strapped over my 
shoulder, containing my reader, speller and 
arithmetic. My slate was left at school , 
lest it get brok en as we wrestled on the 
way to and from school. How does this 
compare with a school bus, warm lun ch at 
school, no night work, a package of bubbl e 
gum, a wrist watch , rubber boots for wet 
days, and other paraphernalia now considered 
essential. 
About one and one-half miles from home 
our path passed the hom e of a very well 
thought of farmer who had never been to 
school. There we were joined by a littl e 
son, beginning like I was, and his older 
brother. My friendship with that boy, whom 
I visit now when I have some time at my 
old home and with the father, resulted 
in my acq~iring a hair cutter (let's not call 
him a barber) who trimmed my hair till 
poor eyes and unsteady hands compelled 
him to stop. I don't believe there was a 
barber in Fluvanna Co., in that day. Hair 
cutting was done by some neighbor or mem-
ber of the family (I always cut Robert's 
hair), or some shoemaker or wheelwright 
who hop ed by this free service to win popu-
lar favor and more trade. I recall the howl 
and threats of desertion when a certain 
wheelwright began to keep shop regularly 
Saturday afternoons, and made a charge of 
20 cents for a haircut. · 
After the year at the "free school," I went 
to a private school conducted by an ante 
bellum graduate of the University of Vir-
ginia on his farm adjoining my old hom e. 
In time, I became the largest boy in school, 
and the most advanced, having no class 
with other pupils save the daily spelling 
from an abridged dictionary, where we had 
"cu tting down," to promote study and 
promptness, as spelling was the first class 
at 9 o'clock. But at this stage I had less 
stimulus and some golden curls diverted 
my thoughts too, so I was taken out of 
school in February and put to work on the 
farm. A brother was teaching then in the 
Glade Spring Military Academy and, after 
conferences and correspondence between my 
brothers and sisters and mother, it was de-
cided to send me there for a year. By dili-
gent application , I won graduation and also 
the first prize , a scholarship to Richmond 
College, from which two of my brothers 
had graduated. As indication of how shel-
tered and restricted my life had been, it was 
at Glade Spring that I saw my first knock 
down and drag out fight . This was between 
a littl e corporal and a big private who did 
not like the corporal's frequent reminders 
to "dress right." After they had washed up, 
the big private's face was so bruised that 
his eyes were closed, and the littl e corporal' s 
face showed no bruises at all. I learned 
then that it took something more than beef 
and brawn to win even a fist fight. 
My first course in college consisted of 
four classes-senior English, senior Latin , 
first year French and first year German. 
Since classes met five days per week, I was 
carrying 20 hours as a freshma n. After I 
had won the coveted Math. Prize two years 
later , Prof. Gaines remarked to me that 
he had at first set me down as a language 
fiend. I am proud to say that I later won 
the Greek Medal. 
I was appointed Instructor in pre-college 
Latin after my first session, now 58 years 
ago, so that up to my retirement in 1948 , 
I had taught 45 years in this institution. 
My scholarship was continued for my sec-
ond session. Thereafter, I did not ask for 
it, but was never charged tuition in Col-
lege. I held scholarships or fellowships or 
instructorships in the Hopkins. Some schol-
arships had a cash bonus above tuition, there 
was compensation for service as Instructor, 
and these lessened the necessary supplements 
which were furnished by sister and brother 
who sponsored my education. 
College and University work was hard 
and sometimes dry. Examinations were sup-
posed to be six hours long, but the Latin 
Professor announced about 4 o'clock one 
Friday afternoon in Jun e that we seemed 
tired and should quit and come back Satur-
day morning at 9 o'clock for three hours 
more. No objection was raised; the Pro-
fessor had spoken. If the students did not 
relish all the edicts of those veterans of the 
Confederacy, all agreed 'Theirs not to rea-
son why." 
[18] 
Only six of us received the Bachelor 's 
degre e in June 1896, from a student body 
of approximately 200. B.A. requirements 
included 40 hours of either Latin or Greek, 
20 additional hours of other Foreign Langu-
age, 20 hours of Math ., 10 hours of English; 
the rest had to be made up from the rather 
restricted offerings of a faculty of only seven 
Professors . If these requirements were now 
in force, I doubt if we would have six B.A. 
men from a student body of 1,000. The 
professional schools of Law, Medicine, Theol-
ogy, required no college work for admission, 
nor did Business and Industry make such 
stipulations. 
Most men got enough of the college grind 
in a year or two. I took it into my head that 
I wanted to get a job on a railroad. A young 
man from my neighborhood, home on vaca-
tion, dropped a dollar in the Sunday School 
collection basket as nonchalantly as I put 
in a penny. I heard him telling of his short 
hours , of the many nice trips he made on 
"free passes." Driving a railroad engine 
seemed the life for me. So one night in 
the spring of my second session, I put up 
my books and went for an intervi ew with 
my youngest professor who would, I thought, 
be most sympathetic with the views of a 
youth of twenty. I came quickly to my point, 
and asked Professor Boatwright if he thought 
a college education would make a man have a 
better time in life . He hesitated, cleared his 
throat; I thought I was going to win my point. 
Then he looked in my eye and said: "Is a 
good time your main objective in lif e?" 
I was soon back in my room, and my 
books were open before me. It was in the 
following June that Dr. Robert J. Burdette, 
famous as a lectur er and humorist, gave 
the Commencement address, using as his 
theme the proverb: "Seest thou a man dili-
gent in his business? H e shall stand before 
kings." I became firmly . resolved that I 
would furnish the diligence , and trust that 
time would lead me to some place in which 
I could serve my generation, and show my 
appreciation of what kin and friends and 
institutions were investing in me. A good 
time in life has come as a by-product. 
COVER GIRL 
She's Miss Joy Selby of Pittsburgh, 1952 
May Queen, who reigned over Westhamp-
ton festivities on May 3. Joy, a winsome 
brunette, is a dean's list student in the Eng-
lish department. 
Queen Joy was crowned by her Maid of 
Honor , Miss Mary Ann Coates of Wash-
ington, D. C., while the Westhampton senior 
class, dressed in pastel formals, looked on 
from the tiers of the Luth er H. Jenkins 
Greek Theater. 
Attending the Queen in her Court were 
Miss Beverley Randolph and Miss Betsy 
Ph,illips of Richmond , Miss Beverly Gilbert 
of Haverhill , Mass., Miss Sue Peters of Rad-
ford, Miss Barbara Ferre of Miami, Miss 
Eleanor Bradford of Portsmouth, Miss Char-
lotte Babb of Ivor, Miss Betty Hurt of Cul-
peper, Miss Anne Holmes of Hilton Village, 
and Miss Jane Ozlin of South Hill. 
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1916 Class Secretary 
MRS. CHARLES THROCKMORTON (Norma 
Woodward) 
1515 Confederate Avenue, Richmond, Va. 
Frieda Meredith Di etz is sai ling on April 24 
for Europe conducting a party of seventeen wom-
en, one alumna in the group, Thurma Valentine 
(Mrs . H . B. Baxter) of Petersburg, class of 1923. 
T he group is ret urning June 16 on the Queen 
Elizabeth. Frieda is staying over for the Bayreuth 
Wagner Opera Festival and the Salzburg Music 
Festival, also to be the guest of friends in Brit-
tany and Germany . She expects to meet a smaller 
group from Virginia-now organizing-to sail in 
late August, returning with her in October. 
Class Secretary 
Miss ANNE-RUTH HARRIS 
1917 
6705 Kensington Ave., Richmond 26, Va. 
REUNION, June 6-8, 1952 
June marks our thirty-fifth anniversary. How 
about trying to get back for Commencement) Drop 
me a line and we in Richmond can plan the social 
activ ities. 
1919 Class Secretary 
MRS. PALMER HUNDLEY (Helen Hancock) 
3021 Nob le Avenue, Richmond, Va . 
Most of our news concerns our children and 
gra ndchildr en. Virginia Jones Snead's daughter is 
graduating from Westhampton this year. 
Janet Wyatt Fountain has a grandson, William 
Fountain . 
Virginia Bundick Mayes and her husband have 
been spending the winter in Florida. Juliette 
Brown Carpenter and her husband spent Christ-
mas in Florida with their daughter and grand-
childr en. 
Margaret laws Decker and her husband will 
spend this summer abroad. Hester Tichenor War-
field is delighted that her daughter and son-in-law 
will move from Minnesota to Hester's home town , 
Monroe, Georgia . 
H elen Hancock Hundley is busy this year as 
President of the Christian Women's Fellowship 
in her church. 
Elizabeth Tompkins is recovering from a recent 
fall. She has to have her crutches for a few more 
weeks, but she is quite cheerful about the whole 
matter, remarking that it is at least a new ¾x-
penence. 
Margaret Hut chison Rennie's son, James, Jr., 
grad uates in June from Hampden-Sydney. H er 
daughter Agn es who was tapped for the National 
Honor Society in March will graduate from Thom-
as Jefferson in June. Her daughter, Margaret, 
went to Philadelphia with the Virginia All-Stat e 
Orchestra to play before the National Music Edu-
cators Convention. 
1921 Class Secretary 
MRS. E. 1. D UPUY ( Catherine little) 
Spencer , Virginia 
No news from our class has been published for 
several issues of the BULLETIN. !Phy? Because 
I need help from each of you . I am not able to 
make up news nor am I willing to believe that 
"we" aren't doing some thin gs which all of us 
wou ld like to know about. 
Leonora Dor sey, spending Christmas with her 
sister-i n-law (Mai e's sister, you know), reported 
that Eva Ellis Kilby 's daughter, a freshman at 
Westhampton, is making a fine record. She en-
tered W.C. after being an outstanding graduate 
of Culpeper High School. 
Our high school has some boys at Bluefield Col-
lege and I hear from them that Leonora Dorsey is 
quite a fine Dean. Glady's son, Randolph Mc-
Cutcheon, is a freshman at the Medical College 
of Vir ginia. 
Theresa Pollak has had to give up all of her 
administrative work at school (R.P.I.) because of 
her mother 's illness. She is teaching still , of 
course, and we see her name often mentioned in 
the art news in the paper. 
Recently, May Thompson Evans spoke in Rich-
mond on the Food and Drug Act, before the Rich-
mond Branch of the A.A.U.W. She works with 
the directors of ten regional offices of the Federal 
Security Agency on administrative matters. Along 
with the notice of the meeting was a fine picture 
of May, in the daily paper. 
I hope all of you wi ll read these notes and 
send us news of you and yours. Don't be so bash-
fu l and so busy that you fail to send in some item 
about your activities . 
Class Sec,-etary 
MRS. R. P. ADAMS (Julia Roop) 1922 
Upper Kentland Farm, Whitethorne, Va. 
REUNION, June 6-8, 1952 
Here I come again, girls, after letting you rest 
these severa l years I It 's grand to be back again. 
Start watching the mail for those letters, posta l 
cards, 'n things from me-for this is our thirtieth 
reunion year, and we simply must head West-
hampton-way , come June 6, 7, 8. Remember what 
a wonderful time we had at our twentieth and 
twenty -fifth reunions-that super de lux e buffet 
supper at Ir ene Stoneman's; the other buffet sup-
per at Jeanette Henna's whe n Jeanette and Leslie 
were joint hostesses and served that fancy cherry-
almond-cream cheese salad (I sti ll make it when 
I'm trying to put on airs) . Well, anyway, there is 
to be anot her buffet supper Friday, June 6, and 
a breakfast Sunday, June 8. On the 7th, we'll join 
all the others for the general alumnae events. A 
committee is now working with Miss Lough, and 
every deta,il wi ll soon be planned. You'll soon 
hear all about it, but until then please mark those 
dates on your calendar and make every effort to 
be there. We'll have so much to talk about-we'll 
want to know whose childr en have been married; 
who has grandbabies, and if so, what kind; who 
has travelled where-oh, a hundred things. Plea se, 
please be there. I'm not only eager ly waiting to 
see you, but dying to see the campus , too. It's 
more beautiful each visit. 
I wish I had Jots of news items, but until next 
time, after I have had time to collect them, I have 
just a few. Hi lda Lawson Jecklin has just received 
her Master's degree at George Washington. Hilda 
teaches in Washington, you remember . 
How many of you have read in various news-
papers and magazines of the many honors which 
have come to Irene Summers Stoneman's daughter , 
"lit tle" Irene? It seems that daughter Ir ene, like 
her mother, excels in everything perta ining to 
homemaking-sewing, cooking, etc. And in FHA, 
4-H, and home demonstration work, she's won 
just about every honor avai lable. She has been 
given wonderful trips to Florida, to Chicago, to 
St. Louis, to mention just a few. last summer, 
there was a whole article about her in McCall's 
magazine, with pictures of her, the home, and of 
Irene and Pete. I think Irene plans to enter V.P.1. 
this fall. 
Leslie Booker dashes hither and yon, as all of 
you know . She recently had a trip sout h, meeting 
with alumn ae groups in Atlanta and Birmingham, 
and atte ndin g a district meeting of the American 
Alumni Council in Biloxi, Mi ssissipp,i. Her son, 
Rusty, is a freshman at the University of Rich-
mond, and lewis is in his second year at Harvard 
law School. 
I have just returned from a very interesting 
trip to Florida. Three women friends and I took 
off in our car with plans to tour the who le state . 
[ 19) 
My very superior sons said such a bunch of old 
hens wou ld get no farther than Wytheville, fifty 
miles away, but we drove 2,705 miles without a 
mishap. We went down the East Coast, going on 
over the overseas highway to Key West, and re-
turned by the west coast. We drank enough orange 
juice to kill us, but it didn't , and had enough 
funny experiences to last the rest of our days. 
At the Haven Hotel in W ,inter Haven we slept 
in the cocktail room ! There was not a nook to 
be had in that town anywhere that night, so the 
hotel manager let us sleep in the cocktail room 
and have the powder room for our bath. Never 
did four women have so much for so little-in 
the way of luxury , I mean! 
Here on the farm, spring is here-always a 
thrilling season-but I dread giving up the Angus 
herd of mothers and babies which are kept close 
by the house and barns for feeding in winter, but 
moved farther back to fields of pasture in sum-
mer. I love looking out the windows at the dear 
little black babies prancing and playing while the 
mother cows serenely eat and stand guard. Sud-
denly each baby gets an idea he must have a little 
"snack" and off he dashes to his mama-invari-
ably the right cow, though each cow looks ex-
actly like all the others. The snack finished, back 
to the other playmates he goes. They are just too 
sweet. . . . But how different they look by sum-
mer. When I get back in the fields in midsummer , 
there are my wintertime p layful babies, strutting 
around by their sleek, matronly mothers, trying 
to act very grown-up and dignified. By that time 
they are almost as big as their mothers, but still 
nursing. They seem a little shame-faced about it, 
I imagine. But enough of this down-on-the-farm 
news. 
All of you remember , I'm sure, how bashful 
I am about mentioning money! But in spite of my 
extreme reluctance, I must say that it surely would 
be grand to have a record for alumnae fund con-
tributions at this reunion as we did last time. 
Remember? It seems no '22 members have struck 
oil as yet, but in the number of contributors we 
were really tops, and as to amount, we were right 
up there, too! If someone who has just lost an 
unknown rich kinsman could come across, and 
the rest of us do our very best, maybe at the 
alumnae luncheon when Leslie Booker starts tell-
ing who did what, and to please stand, we'd again 
get to stand up and let everyone look at us as .we 
did in 1942 ! Remember? Everyone, practically, 
sent her contribution that year. Couldn 't we do it 
again ) let's try. 
You-all be getti ng your ducks and your ducats 
in a row. 
P. S.-Sorry, this is mostly about the cows and 
me. But just you wait. I'll have you next time. 
1923 Class Secretary 
MRS. EVAN H. LACY (Camilla Wimbish) 
1324 Wilkerson Street, South Boston, Va. 
By this time you have heard from a member of 
our class, reminding you of the Alumnae Fund, 
and asking that you make your contribution. Eth-
ney Selden Headlee , Ruth Powell Tyree, Jo Tuck-
er, Elizabeth Hill Schenk and I divided our class 
roll and wrote to you suggesting that you f!,ive 
for two very important reasons: ( 1) to hasten 
the day when Westhampton can boast of a swim-
ming pool, and ( 2) for the good stand ing of our 
class. You know '23 has always boasted of its 
loyalty to each other and to the College. It also 
boasts of two members on the College faculty , 
"Tuck" and Hannah Coker. We want to continue 
to be the "firs t with the mostest" in whatever 
field it happens to be. In order to retain our good 
standi ng a larger number of us must support the 
Alumnae Fund with our gifts. Don't forget to 
mail yours to Leslie today if you haven't already 
done so. 
Recently I had a long talk with Glenna Loving 
Norve ll in Miller & Rhoads . She and her husband 
are now living in Bon Air, though her address is 
Richmond, Route 8, Box 641. She is still vitally 
interested in '23, and asked me many questions 
about you . 
Jane Waters Gardner attended the Alumnae 
meeting held in Philadelphia this winter. It was 
so good to hear from her again . 
Margaret Ostergren Edwards' son, Jonathon, is 
a sophomore at the University of Richmond and 
is on the Dean's list. Among the other Alumnae 
sons at U . of R., who are following in their moth-
er's footsteps, as far as grades are concerned, are 
Louise Beck Morris ' son who is a freshman, and 
Katharine Essex Clark's son. 
Dora Ranson Hartz's son, David, was one of 
twenty Juniors at the U. of R. who made Inter-
mediate Honors. Quoting from a Richmond paper , 
"Intermediate Honors, which requires a cumula-
tive academic average of 90 or above, is the high-
est academi-c recognition awarded juniors at the 
University.' ' Our congratulations to Dora and 
D ennis. 
A recent letter from Lelia Doan says that she 
has lost quite a few days from school this year 
on account of flu. She seems to have had the type 
which was difficult to throw off. There were so 
few Latin substitutes available that her classes were 
actually bored with nothing to do , and as Lelia 
said "were delighted to have me back again even 
though it was Latin I was teaching." 
Louise Haley Forster's little girl, Lukie, who has 
had rheumatic fever, is greatly improved and is 
able to walk again after a severe illness. 
It was certainly a shock to many of us to hear 
of Pattie Martin Ransone 's death . I do not know 
the details, but she was killed in an automobile 
accident a few months ago. We send our love 
and deepest sympathy to her family. 
I saw Doug Oliver at the State W.M.U. meet-
ing in Danville. She is making a fine Executive 
Secretary of W.M.U., and we are proud of her. 
Kent Loving and Betty, his wife, were at a 
wedding which I attended recently. -Kent is Vir-
ginia Kent Loving 's son. He said that Virginia is 
fine, and is just as busy as ever. 
Very recently I spent a week end with Hannah 
Coker out at College. It was wonderful , and Han-
nah had every minute of our time planned. It was 
fun staying in Hannah's suite in the dormitory. 
I even paid a visit to Room 210 to see if it looked 
like it did when I lived there in 1922 and '23 . 
I am sure the two little girls who occupy it thought 
I was slightly out of my mind. It was good to see 
Miss Keller and Miss Lutz again, and to visit 
with Miss Lough over the phone. I also saw Ruth, 
Ethney, "Tuck" and Leslie at a luncheon at Miller 
and Rhoads which Hannah gave on Saturday. 
Ruth 's daughter, Ginge, is studying for her M.A. 
at the University of Virginia. 
Won't you let me hear from you' Tell me about 
your children and grandchildreu. 
1925 Class Secretary 
MRS. DAVIS T. RATCLIFFE (Idaline 
McVeigh) 
6 Hillside Road, Baltimore 10, Maryland 
Cathryn Henna has been transferred from San 
Francisco to the National Headquarters of the 
American Red Cross in Washington, D. C. Her 
present address is: 4311 Second Road, N., Arling-
ton, Virginia. 
Billie Gordon Atwill, her mother and Pat are 
living in an apartment at Virginia Beach. Pat has 
an office job in Norfolk and also does some radio 
and TV work. Billie's interest in the theatre has 
not waned and she has joined the Virginia Beach 
Little Theatre Group. Her new address is: 615 
Mayflower Apts., Virginia Beach , Virginia. 
Evelyn Boatwright Lynch is getting ready to 
move from the home on Bostwick Lane . Our sym-
pathy goes out to her , for it must be a tremendous 
task after 36 years of living there. She has bought 
a house nearer Richmond and expects to move 
June 1st. 
Billy Spangler Rogers (Mrs. Davi] L.) and her 
husband have a home at Tahoe City, California 
( "in snow country," Billy says). She is librari an 
of the Tahoe Truckee Unified School District , 
with four elementary schools and one Junior-Senior 
High to service. There is also a community cen-
tered library, which Billy started-cat_a logu ed, 
furnished and staffed. She sti ll hopes to move 
eastward some day. Her address is: Box 684, Ta-
hoe City, California. 
Kwan Fong Cheung Ling is on Formosa. I 
hope that we can have some direct news from her 
before too long. Some of you, I know, will want 
to write to her. The address is: Mrs. Walter W. 
S. Ling, 13 Ren Ay Road, Section 2, Taipeh, For-
mosa, China. 
Gladys Wright Cocke's son, "Tomty," had an 
operation on his back before Christmas but is now 
back in college at Randolph-Macon. Gladys and 
her husband went to Florida for a three-week 
vacation this winter. Her term as City Council-
woman in Fredericksburg expires this year. 
A Christmas card from Martha Lipscomb 
Walsh stated that her oldest son, Robert, was to 
be married the first part of the year in Williams-
burg, Virginia. All detai ls were missing . 
Don ' t forget the Alumnae Fund-and make 
your check as large as possible 1 
1926 Class Secretary 
MRS. H. I. WILLETT (Betty Ballard) 
, 6430 Roselawn Road, Richmond , Virginia 
First of all, we appreciate very much the many 
responses to the Christmas letters. We could never 
have gotten them out without the help of the two 
Galvins . 
Gene Edmondson Barney's son is stationed at 
the Jacksonville, Florida Naval Air Station but 
Gene thinks that he may get to Virginia some-
time. We certainly hope to see him if he does, 
and Gene has asked that any of us having sons 
stationed at Great Lakes, Illinois, get in touch 
with her. I know that the boys wou ld want us 
to do that promptly. 
Ione Stuessy Wright 's family increases by leaps 
and bounds. The latest addit ions are a Siamese cat 
and a 141/z-year-old-daughter. Ione recently spent 
a most interesting ten days at a Congress of Peru-
vanists commemorating the 400th ann iversary of 
the founding of the University of San Marcos. Vic 
continues his interest in Pan American Airways 
and gardening, especially landscape gardening for 
tropical homes. Our other two gardeners, Annie 
Renee and Mary Virginia, go into it more from 
the farming angle, Annie Renee having recently 
added spareribs and sausage to her corn-on-the-cob 
and Mary Virginia being interested in a general 
Southampton variety. 
We hear more and more about Florence Book-
er's excellent work with the Washington-Lee choir. 
That group appeared before the Music Educators' 
National Conference in Philadelphia in March and 
appears annually at the National Gallery of Art. 
We are very proud of having a daughter in 
lVho 's ]Vho in American Colleges, young Harriet 
Willingham. Her brother intends to enter Rich-
mond College this fall with a career in Physics in 
mind. 
May Copenhaver Wilson's daughter, Eleanor, 
is at Smith and a younger daughter is at Roland 
Park Country School. 
Bill Coleman, Louise Mattern Coleman 's son, 
hopes to get in some interesting trips in Europe 
while he is stationed in Munich. 
There are four addresses that I want to call to 
your attention. Margaret Miller Smith has closed 
her Washington home temporarily and can be 
reached at 936 Lake Shore Drive , Chicago, until 
further notice. 
Amelia Gill Nicholls is associated with the 
Dade County Board of Health , Florida. Her ad-
dress is: Mrs. R. B. Nicholls, 2010 Prairie Ave-
nue, Miami Beach, Florida. 
Margaret Lazenby Brown thinks that Glenna 
James, Mrs. Arthur B. Kennedy, can be reached at 
the home of her mother, Mrs. W. K. Graves, 721 
Tazewell Avenue , Bluefield, Virginia. 
And I know that some of you would like to 
write to May Rudd, Mrs . Harry Harris, Reynolds 
International of Cuba, D. A. , Apartado 961, Ha-
bana, Cuba. 
We are very happy to have heard from some 
other members of '26 also-from Ali-ce Taylor 
and Margaret Dorsey who are busy teaching and 
doing a dozen other things . Alice always has such 
[ 20} 
interesting vacations that I hope she will write 
to Louise Galvin in September so that Louise can 
tell us all about it in the fall BULLETIN, and I 
wou ld like to hear more about Margaret's work 
with the Drama Club . 
A happy vacation this summer to all '26 ! Some 
post cards to your classmates back in Richmond 
will be much appreciated. 
1927 Class Secretary 
Miss DOROTHY KELLY 
2600 Hawthorne Avenue, Richmond, Va. 
Miss CATHERINE BELL 
University of Richmond, Virginia 
REUNION, June 6-8, 1952 
Can you realize that this June we will have the 
opportunity to get together for our 25th reunion? 
Anna Massey DeVilbiss, who has agreed to act 
as chairman of the planning committee, has al-
ready met with Miss Harris and Catherine Bell to 
make preliminary plans . Everything hinges on 
having each of you let us know as soon as pos-
sible when you will arrive and whether you wish 
the committee to make arrangements for a place 
for you to stay. We are ready to go ahead with 
plans for a ga la week end if you will just come. 
Let's make this the best reunion ever ! 
Most of you have had a letter recently concern-
ing the Alumnae Fund. Please be as generous as 
you can; there are so many good things we alumnae 
can do for Westhampton. 
Maude Everhart Tremper is in the midst of 
plans for the wedding of her oldest son, Over-
ton, Jr. Ovy is in his third year at Colgate and 
the girl he is marrying is the daughter of a pro-
fessor there. 
Dorothy Knibb has a new apartment in Wash-
ington and is getting some of her antiques fixed 
up to use there. She sees Margaret Saunders Haile 
occasiona lly ; Margaret is quite busy with a very 
active family. 
Edith DeWitt has been transferred to Cincin-
nati. She's still with A. T. & T. When I had a 
Christmas card from her, she was house hunting 
and getting ready to go to Norfolk for Christmas 
with her brother and his wife. 
I have a new list of addresses for our class and 
and see that Eleanor Waters Ramsey is now living 
in Richmond. 
Keep the reunion in mind and plan to come. 
We'll be letting you know more about p lans a 
little later. 
1929 Class Secretary 
MRS. WILLIAM S. SIMPSON (Violet Cer-
varich) 
4413 Wythe Avenue, Richmond 21, Va. 
At the recent election of officers for the coming 
year at Westhampton, I was very proud to find 
that Jackie Gustin, Roma's daughter, will be the 
new Vice-President of College Government. Con-
gratulations, Jackie! 
Helen Moon, Jimmy Stuessey Mattox, Virginia 
Perkins Yeaman and I have all been in the hos-
pital for various ailments but are out and feeling 
fine now. Clare Johnson Wayt had her car stolen 
from the front of the church. As you can see, there 
is never a dull moment among the Richmond 
crowd 1 
We have a change in address to record: Frances 
Bristow Young (Mrs. J. A.), 4022 Monticello 
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia. 
Mary Stevens Jones was in Richmond recently 
for several days, visiting Helen Moon. Mary Stev-
ens edits the weekly newspaper at Culpeper and 
stays pretty busy as you can well imagine. 
Elizabeth Barton is planning to spend part of 
the summer in Virginia visiting relatives and 
friends. 
Rosalie Gore Parsons is very busy these days 
teaching veterans in the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades. 
This is part of an Adult Education program and 
she teaches from 7:30 a.m. to 12:30 p .m., daily. 
Marilla Mattox, Jimmy's and Guy's daughter, 
and my daughter, Nancy, were on the Albert Hill 
Junior High School varsity basketball team this 
year . They had a wonderful time p laying and won 
8 out of 10 games. Who knows, here may be 
the answer to Miss Crenshaw·s prayers! 
You will be interested to know that the Rich-
mond Branch of the A.A.U.W. raised the money 
for a scholarship in memory of Elizabeth Fleet 
who was killed in an automobile accident last 
year. It is an International Study Scholarship to 
further the education of deserving women and Dr. 
Angela Meister, a student at Johns Hopkins Uni-
vers ity , is the present holder of this scholarship. 
The annual meeting of the Alumnae Fund work-
ers was held in February and our class had four 
present-Tom Rudd, Virginia Yeaman, Mary 
Richardson Butterworth and I. We enjoyed a de-
licious chicken dinner and then went to Keller 
Hall for the "business '" end of the meeting and 
as a result you wi ll all be hearing from me soon . 
We already have 10 contributors ( 100 per cent 
would mean 65 contributors-we ll, I can dream , 
can't P) I know we are all proud of being in 
the top ten last year in the amount contributed. 
The college year ends June 30th, so let's see just 
how far we can go by that time. 
1930 Class Secretary (Pro Tem) 
Mas. MATTHEW L. WOOD (Dorothy 
Abbott) 
105 Banbury Road , Richmond, Virginia 
MRS. GEORGE E. WITHERS (Jean Collier) 
- 505 South Davis Avenue, Richmond , Va . 
We extend our sincere and heartfelt sympathy 
to Alice Richardson Connell in the recent loss of 
her husband, Richard Grant Connel l. 
1931 Class Secretary 
Miss MARGARET LEAKE 
408 N. Meadow Street, Richmond, Va. 
Carolina Beattie , Anne Jones Berkholtz, Eliza-
beth Gill Minor and I represented the class of 
1931 at the Alumnae Fund dinner. By this time 
you have heard from one of us. Just wish that you 
all could have been there. Nature celebrated by 
giving her deepest snowfall of the season and the 
camp us was beautiful. 
Elizabeth Minor's older daughter is a student at 
Westhampton this year. I also hear that Dot Lind-
say Cawthorne's daughter is at Westhampton. This 
means that these 3 lers can come back for our 25th 
reunion to see their daughters graduate. 
Amelia Ullman is planning to spend April in 
Paris and thereabouts. She will leave about the 
first of the month and take a motor tour of France 
and Italy. 
Louise Schmidt was in town recently for a visit. 
She is studying music in Boston. 
Tootsie Mays Manning has been located. She 
is living in Lawrenceville, Virginia. Now that 
leaves Clare Cannon Mooney and Mary Lee Mc-
Cracken as "lost sheep." Anyone know about them? 
1932 Class Secretary 
MRS. EMMETT C MATTHEWS (Mary Hod-
nett) 
16 Maxwell Road, Richmond, Virginia -
REUNION, June 6-8, 1952 
This is the last BULLETIN you will receive before 
the closing of school. When you read this, June 
will be just around the corner, and time for our 
big reunion! The dates we want you to be here 
are Friday, June 6th, Saturday the 7th and Sun-
day, June 8th . Doesn't it thrill you just to think 
about seeing old friends you may not have seen 
since our graduation? Then, too, if you've never 
been back it is worth it to see the changes that 
have taken place on the campus since the era of 
the Red Cross Building. 
If you are not planning to stay in town with 
friends and would like to stay on the campus it 
will be a distinct pleasure, I assure you, to stay 
in the new dormitory. For reservations be sure to 
let me, or Leslie Booker hear from you in plenty 
of time. 
Early in January all the girls who live in Rich-
mond met at my hous e to talk over plans. Kath-
erine Roberts Hesby very kindly consented to be 
chairman of our "homecoming." By thi s time you 
should have heard from some member of the 
class telling you of our plans. Please don't dis-
appoint us for we want to see you, and the only 
way our reunion can be a real success is for each 
of you to come. 
Evelyn Gardner Ward (Mrs. N. P.), who is now 
living in Canada visi ted her parents in Hampton, 
Virginia in February. She has promised that she 
will return in June for the reunion. Her address 
is Fort Fronteaunac , Kingston , Ontario , Canada. 
Congratulations are in order for "Cappy" 
(Elizabeth Capitaine Beaty)_ She and Frank have 
a new daughter, Mondella Jane, who arrived on 
December 11, 195 L They also have twin daugh-
ters, who are now about five years old. Cappy writes 
that Frank had to leave for sea duty soon after 
the arrival of the baby, but expects to return to 
New York the first of May. 
Jane (Little) and "Bus" Grey and their' two 
children, Frances and Kenny moved soon after 
Christmas to their new home at 6511 W. Frank-
lin Street. 
We have most interesting news from Eleanor 
Pillow Ewell , and her daughter, Patricia , who was 
our class Baby Cup Winner. In December Elea-
nor accepted a new position. She is Secretary of 
the Henrico County Chapter of the American Red 
Cross. She does case work for the servicemen 
and their families and also for the Veterans and 
their families under certain circumstances. Before 
accepting this new position Eleanor had worked 
for ten years with Travelers Aid Society of Rich-
mond. Patricia, Eleanor 's daughter graduates from 
Thomas Jefferson this June. All through high 
schoo l she has been an outstanding student. Re-
cently she was tapped for membership in Quill 
and Scroll, and National Honor Society, which are 
the two organ izations at Thomas Jefferson. She 
was Mortar Board Alumnae Award winner in 
June 1951 when she was chosen as the outstand-
ing gir l of the Junior class. She is also a member 
of the National Thespian Society, and has one of 
the leads in the Senior Class play. We rejoice 
with Eleanor in her daughter's wonderful accom-
plishments, and we are very proud of "Our Baby 
Cup Winner." We hope Patricia can attend some 
of our reunion functions for we want all of her 
mother 's classmates to meet her, now that she 
is grown up. 
I hope to see each of you in June. 
1933 Class Secretary 
Miss GERTRUDE DYSON 
1500 Wilmington Ave., Richmond 22, Va . 
Kathryn Harris Hardy (Mrs. Ed. I.) had a 
Christmas note from Dolly Latane Hammond 
(Mrs. William H.) . The big news with Dolly 
was the birth of a fourth son a few months pre-
viously. 
Another boy for '33. Archie Fowlkes received 
an announcement from Adelaide Holloway Patter-
son (Mrs . Martie)_ James Martie Patterson ar-
rived on January 13th. 
1934 Class Secretary 
MRS. LUTHER WELLS (Grace Rowland) 
400 Beechwood Drive , Richmond 26, Va. 
First , ihanks to Frances Lundin van Heuveln, 
Virginia Watkins Ellenburg and Virginia Mc-
Into sh Puckett for their pleasant cooperation in 
the recent Alumnae Fund Drive. 
Katherine Brown Van Allen has a new son 
born last spring. This makes four children, the 
others are all girls. 
Two of our class were recently publicised in 
Richmond newspapers: Nancy Davis Seaton for 
her work with the Florence Nightingale Circle at 
Sheltering Arms Hospital; Julia Donahue Martin 
and her mother in an article of flower show j udg-
ing. 
I understand that four members of our class are 
moving into new homes-Eleanor Hardaway Park-
er in Suffolk, Virginia, and Virginia McIntosh 
Puckett on Moss Side Avenue in Richmond. Gen e 
Newton West has moved from Massachusetts to 
Marion, North Carolina and Edith McDanel Shel-
burne will soon leave Winston-Salem for another 
North Carolina city. 
Last month I met Virginia Ferguson down-
town. It was the first time I had seen her since 
graduation. She is teaching school near her home 
in Boykins, Virginia and apparent ly enjoying it. 
She looked wonderful, very smart and it gave me 
a lift to see her after nineteen years. Last sum-
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mer she went on a trip to Canada with Virginia 
Watkins Ellenburg and a group. 
Frances Folkes Blinn is our successful business-
woman of the year. She has moved her three chil-
dren back to Richmond and has an agency of 
twenty-odd women selling World Book Encyclo-
pedias with outstanding results. Her enthusiasm is 
so enormous that she will surely succeed. 
Arnrnye Herring Hill showed several excellent 
portraits in the Tuckahoe Woman 's Club Exhibit 
at River Road Baptist Church here . She made the 
wise choice of continuing in fine art rather than 
commercial work when she left Miller & Rhoads. 
Her work has steadily improved so that it equals 
that of any portraiture done in this area. It is a 
pleasure to see her maturity. 
I would like to welcome all of the nongraduates 
of our class. Please, each of you, spread the word 
around that we consider them Alumnae of West-
hampton and send me the names and addresses of 
any you know who would like to be put on our 
mailing list. 
For the record, I will end by announcing that 
we have sixty-five children in our class to date. 
1935 Class Secretary 
MRS. CM. TATUM (Gladys Smith) 
2105 Rosewood Ave., Richmond, Virginia 
Mary Pat Early Love, Lola Williams Pierce , Sue 
Whittet Wilson , Betsy Marston Sadler, Estelle 
Veazey Jones, and I have written you in behalf 
of the Alumnae Fund , and we hope you will all 
respond with contributions to the Fund and with 
news for the BULLETIN, 
We extend our most sincere sympathy to Con-
nie Vaden Rupel , who lost her husband in an 
automobile accident in January. We understand 
Connie is still in Covington, Virginia. 
We wish to offer sympathy also to Margaret 
Gravatt Varkentine, whose father died after a 
long illness , and to Marian Allport Foley, who re-
cently lost her grandmother . 
Margaret Gravatt Varkentine teaches several 
subjects in the Beaverdam High School. 
Mary Pat Early Love has returned to govern-
mental service and is now employed in the office 
of the Collector of Internal Revenue. 
Betsy Marston Sadler's daughter, Arny, made all 
A's last term. We hope she' s planning to attend 
Westhampton. 
Mary Anne Guy Franklin is legislative chair-
man for the A.A.U.W. in Richmond. 
I saw Jean Shafer at one of the recent A.A.U.W. 
meetings . Jean is quite active in the local organ-
ization. 
Sue Whittet Wilson's son, Buddy , is in one of 
Margaret Taylor Galloway's English classes. He 
says that Ducky is an excellent teacher. 
We have a new address for Alice Oberle Harri-
son. She and her husband and daughter , Judy, 
live at 458 Townsend Avenue , New Haven, Con-
necticut. 
Helen Whitten Adams is building a home on 
River Road in Chesterfield County and is wait-
ing eagerly for its completion. 
Mary Mills Freeman is moving to a new home 
July 1. Her address will be 6001 Cary Street Road, 
and she will live in a five-bedroom hous e near 
the James River. 
Miss Emily Brown returned to Richmond re-
cent ly to speak to the Tuckahoe Club . Jackie John-
ston Gilmore was chairman of the luncheon and 
Mary Mills Freeman introduced Miss Brown . 
Jackie Lowe was married during the summer to 
Whitey van Rosendahl; we are sorry we do not 
have his initials or given name. Jackie now lives 
at 224 Buena Vista, Monteato, California. Jacki e 
has our best wishes for happiness . 
Billy Rowlett Perkins and her family must have 
a wonderful time on their Delaware farm. Their 
very clever Christmas greetings to Harriet Wal-
ton tell of family activities and Billy's interest in 
the A.A.U.W., her church and home. 
1937 Class Secretary 
Miss ELIZABETH ANGLE 
521 North Belmont Ave. , Richmond , Va, 
REUNION, June 6-8, 1952 
Hello again! I'm awfully sorry to have missed 
the last issue of the BULLETIN, but there just 
13. G . Cline in Alexandria . We have put off our 
next get-together until this summer, when they 
will visit us at the beach. Yes, we are heading 
back to Virginia Beach I Bob has his orders and 
we're on the move again come June. He is going 
back to sea, has command of a destroyer out of 
Norfolk, so I will have my first real taste of being 
a Navy widow. Imagine a Navy man being ashore 
for eight years! 
Hope you will all remember to send me the 
information I asked for to bring the class files up 
to date. After the time with Frances I just want 
to make sure we are correct on everyone I Don't 
forget the importance of the Alumnae Fund Driv e ! 
1943 Secretary 
MRS. W. D. MooRE (Ann Byrd) 
Coats,_ N. C. 
Reunion: June 5-7 
It's less than three months before that important 
·tenth reunion, and it's wonderful to hear from 
more and more of you as June comes closer. 
I was in Richmond one day last week to see 
Rose Koltukian Wallace. She and Greg (now 4 
years) were visiting her parents, and we had a 
wonderful afternoon together. She and Jim have 
finished their new home and are kept busy in 
·church and community affairs in Wilberham, 
Massachusetts. If all of you look as near ly the 
same alter ten years as we thought we did , then 
time has certainly stood still since 1943 1 
I had a long letter from Jean Bowers McCam-
mon. She and Sam are doing fine work in the 
Mechanicsville, Virginia area where he's pastor 
of the Fairfield Presbyterian Church. They have 
two children, Anne 7, and John 4 . 
Marjorie Clements Kidd has returned from Java 
and is living in New Haven, Conn. where Bob 
is working for the Armstrong Rubber Co. She's 
·planning to be at the Reunion and should have 
many fascinating things to tell about life in In-
donesia. 
Barbara lewis Talbott sent a picture of her 
young son and a sample of her work with the 
Annapolis Citizens Planning and Housing Asso-
•ciation. Young Davy was very ill this winter 
with pneumonia, but is now quite well and husky. 
She sent some distressing news. Anne lilly Fisher 
had polio last fall and was crippled. Anne's last 
address was 116 Woodmont Circle, Clinton, Ten-
nessee, and I know she would appreciate hearing 
from us. 
Phone 7-4035 
327 West Main Street 
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Barbara also had heard from Jo Ward Franks 
who was expecting her third child, and Ann Oakes 
who spent a week in New York last November. 
Pamela Carpenter George is in Burnsville, Geor-
gia ]joking after a doctor husband and four chil-
dren. She and Virginia Delph Ogg are way ahead 
of most of us in that respect. Virg ,inia had four 
children too, the last I heard. If anyone can 
challenge them, please let me know. 
Louise Wiley Willis is enjoying being a wife 
and mother in Culpeper, Virginia within sight of 
Skyline Drive. 
Helen Herrink Fix wrote from Cincinnati that 
she's planning to fly down in June for the re-
union, with her children, and spend a week at 
Westmoreland Park while she's in Virginia. 
Anne Arwood Sheedy, whose husband was killed 
last fall is in Jackson, Miss. until the end of the 
year when she plans to return to Virginia. She 
says it will be her 19th move since her first child 
was born r 
Donald and I are driving to St. Louis the last 
of this month for a Medical Convention. 
The rest of the news comes from Evelyn Allen 
Krause who is doing a first class job of keeping 
up with those high powered R•ichmond girls! 
At the time of this writing, Frances and Bob 
Bell are in the process of selling their house in 
Massachusetts and settling in their new home in 
Richmond. 
Pepper Hathaway recently spent two weeks in 
Laurinburg, North Carolina, where her family has 
moved . 
June Hargrove Ruble is substitute teaching at 
Thomas Jefferson High School. Her little daugh-
ter , Judith, modeled at Miller and Rhoads in the 
Spring fashion show on March 14. 
Reba Booker Fox is continuing with her tele-
vision shows. She now has two half-hour shows 
per week. 
Florine Nucko ls Claytor is busy at the Tele-
phone Company. She says that she and her hus-
band are looking forward to the summer when they 
can get back to their golf. 
Helen Ridgeley is teaching school in Elkins 
Park, Pennsylvania. She spent the summer of '51 
abroad and attended the University of Edinburgh 
and also traveled quite a bit in Europe. 
When I talked to Marguerite Shell Ritchie, she 
had just attended a committee meeting to make 
plans for the Reunion. This committee consisted 
of Florine Nuckols Claytor, Marguerite Shell Rit-
chie, and Louise Cordozo long. The committee 
is planning three functions for the fifth, sixth and 
seventh. We certainly hope that all the girls in 
the class will try to attend our class Reunion 
this spring. Marguerite is very busy with Woman's 
Club work. She helped to organize the Forest 
Heights Junior Woman's Club. 
Virginia Delp Ogg has been having quite a lot 
of trouble and we want to express our concern for 
her and Wade. Their baby must have a mastoid 
operation soon. He has been in the hospital off 
and on since last November. Virginia, of course, 
has been staying in the hospital with him and 
Wade and the other three children have been 
managing at home . Also they had an oil furnace 
fire in their home last October which did a great 
dea l of damage. Virginia says that they have just 
finished getting the house redecorated. 
Harriett Lewis Goodman called on her way 
through town en route to El Paso, Texas. Har-
riett's husband, Harold, was chief radio logist at 
Gallinger Hospital in Washington and he has been 
called back into the Army as a captain. Harriett 
and the children are accompanying him to El Paso 
where he will serve in an Army hospital. 
Congratulations are in order to two members of 
our class. Effie (Proffitt) and Henry Jones have 
another boy, born in September. We know that 
they are busy with three boys. 
Ruth (Phillips) and Tom Starke have a new 
daughter born on Ruth's birthday, January 26. 
"Fudge" writes that Terry weighed seven pounds 
and has red hair and a dimple. I quote "With 
Bert, our son , tearing around at breakneck speed 
and unerring ly finding the most dangerous and 
lethal objects in the house, you may be sure I 
stay on the fly." Then she adds, "We've been in 
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our new home a year and we are still busy build-
ing retaining walls, getting asphalt on the road, 
landscaping, etc. We love the country and Bert has 
a glorious time feeding the birds and squirrels. " 
Charles spent last week in Cincinnati , Ohio, at-
tending fhe Annual Meeting of the Department 
of Christian Education of the National Council of 
Churches. Charles Allen and I spent the week 
with my family. 
Remember, we are looking forward to seeing 
all of you at the Reunion in June. Also , please, 
don't forget to send your contributions to the 
Alumnae fund to Mrs. Booker. 
1944 Secreta,.y 
MRS. W. A. STANSBURY (Ann Burcher) 
2617 Tillett Rd., S.W. Roanoke , Va. 
My thanks to all of you who answered my let-
ters concerning the use of our class bond. How-
ever, I was disappoint ed at the number who did 
not reply. For that and other reasons it seems that 
a decision on the disposition of the bond will 
have to wait until reunion time in '54. 
The month of January brought three new addi-
tions to our class of · 44 younger generation . 
Carol Woodson Goode was born on January 7th . 
Carol, the second little girl for Skee and Millie 
Cox Goode, is a good, blue-eyed sleepy-head with 
a small amount of dark hair. Her blonde sister , 
Courtney, was six in October. 
Doris Hedgepeth Nea l and Frank announce the 
birth of their second daughter, Nancy Jane, on 
January 23. Kathy will be four in April. 
Margaret Burge Huet and Buddy also had a 
daughter on January 23. She was named Patricia 
lee and they call her Patty. Their son, "Tex ," 
will be three in May . The Huets are moving to 
Fredericksburg in April. Buddy is an industrial 
salesman for Sherwin-Williams. 
Our Portsmouth alumnae are on the move. The 
Keevers ( Gene Shepard, Dick and little "Mac") 
have moved to 15 Connor Place. 
Dot Monroe Hill and Stonie have the:r house 
p lans out on bid and their fingers crossed. Dot 
writes, "the suspense is killing me. If the verdict 
is within the budget, we hope to start building 
right away." 
G loria Ty ler Robertson and Clayton are back 
in Portsmouth after two weeks vacation in Florida 
and are making plans to build on the waterfront 
this spring. G loria says, "We both love the water 
and our boat is our great recreation. I even took 
an official U. S. Power Squadron Course in Sea-
manship and Small-boat Piloting so that I could 
be a really efficient first mate. Clayton was certi-
fied , as a diplomate of the American Board of 
Ophthalmo logy last summer. That little piece of 
paper over his desk represents four hard years of 
specialty training - it was a great day for us ." 
Ann Howard Suggs has been practicing pediat-
rics in Ashboro, N. C. for over two years. Her 
office has been at home since son, Russell, arrived 
last July and Ann says it's much nicer to have all 
of her activities under one roof. She is also presi-
dent of the hospital staff this year. Her husband, 
Joe, returned last fall after two years with the 
Air Force in Texas and is happy to be back in 
his own office "tooth doctoring." 
Natalie Lum, our other pediatrician , writes from 
Petersburg that the winter and recent flu epidemic 
have convinced her that getting out of town is 
the oniy way to rest. "Have been too busy re-
cent ly to do more than travel back and forth to 
the hospital and that's hard on me, for I'm a 
traveling woman at heart. Hope to get to New 
York in April to see Dot Ihnken and a few others 
and get a litt le rest." 
The flu epidemic was hard on both doctors and 
mothers. Evermond Hardee Daniel reports that 
her fami ly is finally recovering and g lad to see 
warmer weather. Twenty-two month old Penny is 
a ball of fire and talks her head off. Easy-going 
Lindsay has a hard time handling her more aggres-
sive little sister. 
During our senior year at Westhampton many 
of us heard Dr. Martha Lucas urge graduates to 
keep up their interest in learning even when homes 
and families consumed most of their time. I re-
member this when news comes from so many 
'44's who do find time for cultural pursuits. Rita 
Muldown ey Copley, with three children to care 
for, is taking part in "Great Books" study for the 
fourth year. Rita also belongs to a book club 
which, besides discussing babies, has its more seri-
ous moments, as evidenced by their new topic 
"An Evaluation of the 1930's and 40's in Litera-
ture, Art and Politics." 
Ellen Mercer Maxwell now handles all of the 
high school English and foreign langua ge courses 
for the University of Michigan's correspondence 
school. She has "two stude nt s in Jackson Prison, 
several bedridden people, children traveling with 
their parents all over the world, as well as the 
usual group from small Michigan schools. I'm 
never sure what the morning mail will bring." 
Ellen Mercer also reports that Keith is working 
toward his Ph D in Speech Correction in Jun e. 
He has done special work with esophageal speech 
this year which received mention nationalJy in the 
newspapers. Since then his mail includes in-
quiries from any sections of the country about 
"belching speech." 
Billy Jane Baker and Ballard have joined a new 
Current Affairs club that meets monthly in Rich-
mond for a formal dinner with a speaker on some 
topic of current interest. Dr. McDanel is chair-
man of the speakers' bureau. Along more practical 
lines B. J. writes, 'Tm taking sewing lessons. 
Ballard gave me a sewing machine for Christmas. 
It only took me a trip down town and a phone 
call to get the thing threaded, so you can see I 
need all the lessons I can get." 
1945 Secretary 
CONNIE SUTTON 
Box 165, Bon Air , Va. 
trust that all of you have . sent in your con-
tributions to the Alumnae Fund by now. 
Eulalia writes that Stein has received his LLB. 
degree and is working on his LLM., besides 
being the Pitts half of the Jaw firm of Hollowell 
and Pitts in Washington. Their little girl is in 
nursery school now . 
Liz and Howard Cone have thre e children-two 
boys and a girl. 
I'm sorry to report that Nancy Leslie has been 
ill and may have to have a serious operation. 
Nat Heller Moore is Jiving in Newport News. 
Her husband is stationed in that vicinity. She 
wrote that she ran into Marianne Jones in San 
Antonio. Incidentally, Marianne is back in Rich-
mond now. 
Nancy Grey and Linton are at Fort Meade. She 
has a lovely apartment complete with garbage dis-
posal unit (heaven) , just off the post. Little Lin 
is growing like a weed. 
Betty Clement Adair has been accompanying 
Eddie on some of his Jaycee trips. On one of 
these she saw Alice Gray and later saw Carrie 
Trader Drinkard. Carrie told her that Conway 
had been in Virginia for Christmas . Betty 's little 
girls are fine. 
Mary Ellen has given up teaching and is con-
centrating on housekeeping. She says Camden is 
a lovely little town. 
TwombJy's family seems to be thriving-her eld-
est, Deirdre , is still upholding the family honor 
by being on the Honor Roll at school. Ann hears 
from E. P. who is still in Indianapolis. 
Doris Mills is now working in Washington but 
she comes to Richmond every week end. 
I wish some of you girls who haven 't written 
to me this year would drop me a line. 
1946 Secretary 
MRS. D. J. HOWARD (Alta Ayers) 
3001 Bellewood Ave. , Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
I had some very nice notes on Christmas cards 
this year and can pass some interesting news on 
to you all. Ruth Smith Tschan (whose new address 
is 11-00 Clover Hill Rd., Wynnewood, Pa.) wrote 
saying she had had infectious hepititus last sum-
mer and spent two weeks in the hospital. She 
wasn't allowed to do more than wash her own 
face from June to Labor Day but tho' it was a 
Jong process of recovery, she's fine now. They 
moved into their new home in mid-October and 
managed nicely by having their baby-sitter and 
her husband move in with them. By Thanksgiving , 
they were settled for a real celebration. Santa 
Claus left a Hammond organ at their house this 
year so their housewarming during the Christmas 
season must have been quite musical. 
Connie Reid Rowlett and B. J. have bought a 
house in Charlotte and it was to have been ready 
around the first of March. Connie says they're 
quite anxious to spread out over the six rooms and, 
as she "retired" from Southern Bell the first of 
June, she'll have lot s of time to enjoy homemaking. 
Joyce Eubank's spending her second year teach-
ing 6th and 7th graders in the Augsburg Military 
School but definitely plans to return to the States 
this summer. She spent last summer traveling 
through the Scandinavian countries by train, bus 
and boat; then went through parts of England, 
Scotland and Holland by bicycle. Over the Thanks-
giving holidays she went to Venice and during 
Christmas, she and her roommate went to several 
cities in Northern Italy plus spending eight days 
in Egypt. She said there was a great deal to see 
everywhere and that Florence, of all the Italian 
cities, was the most interesting. Perhaps at our 
next reunion, Joyce can tell us in detail of some 
of the things she did. 
Lola Carter Goodell and Charlie have a boy 
now-born September 9. They named him Charles 
Standish, Jr. and by Christmas he was a powerful 
15 pounds . The Goodsells are building a larg e 
ranch type home near Richmond , between Me-
chanicsville and Ellerson. I had the good fortune 
to walk through it with them while in Richmond 
during the Christmas holiday and it's really going 
to be lovely. Estelle, their two year old daughter, 
is quite a blonde beauty incidentally . 
I was more than delighted to hear from Jean 
(Saperstein) Beeman who's now Jiving in Roches-
ter, Minn. (735 12th Ave., N.E.). Edward left 
the Public Heal th Service in August of this past 
year, they sold their new home and moved North, 
where he became a fe!Jow in medicine at the Mayo 
Clinic. They are justified in being very proud 
of him for as Jean says, his medical experience 
will be immensely increased by his contacts and 
work there . Jean and Edward have a daughter, 
Barbara Ann, born January 2 7, 19 5 2. Jean says 
she's into everything but doesn't mind ice and 
snow nearly as much as her mother does. The 
Beemans will definitely be in Minnesota for three 
years. Jean says that though people come to the 
clinic from most parts of the United States, the 
area around Virginia seems to send few patients 
comparatively-and she does miss Washington. 
She included news of her group too. Betty Block 
Gross, Jerome and daughter Jill, who's about 3 
or 4 years old now, I believe, are living in a lovely 
six room ranch home in the suburbs of Boston. 
So far as Jean knows, Jerome is still with Harvard 
and M .I.T. doing research, which is where he was 
when Dowell and I were in Boston during the 
summer of 1949. 
Dorothy Fishberg Feinberg has her second child, 
a boy, born this past year. Her first, Gail Audrey, 
is around 5 years old. The Feinbergs are still 
Jiving in New Jersey. 
Jean has kept in close touch with Elaine Weil 
Weinberg. After her marriage to Larry, an en-
gineer, they moved to a new house in Silver 
Spring, Maryland. On Decemb er 23rd, their little 
girl, Amy Susan arrived, a healthy 9½ pound 
child. 
Elsie Henley DiServio wrote recently to let us 
know of the birth of their second child, Donna 
Patrice . She arrived May 8, 1952 and their little 
boy is 2½ years old now . They are living in 
Richmond, R.F.D. 13, Box 144-A . 
Calley Goode Jackson wrote during January that 
they'd had a nice Christmas, despite the fact that 
Greer was sick with the virus and Nancy, too. 
Santa brought them a TV set but it doesn't sound 
as though Calley has a Jot of spare time for it. 
She's started back to work at the Medical College 
for two days a week. The girl who replaced her 
there hadn't had comparative anatomy so Calley-
wi!J be teaching till June. Pete, their little boy is 
in school now and lov es it. Greer is busy having 
bought a drug store in Colonial Heights in August. 
Mary Frances (Bethel) Wood wrote that her 
Christmas card from Barbara Ritchie Branch was 
signed "Barbara, David and Wane Branch" so 
she assumed they had a little boy but didn ' t know • 
when. 
Dowe!J , D. J. and I had a wonderful Christmas 
in Virginia this year but saw few people as we 
had just Jess than a week to divide between Rich-
mond and Norfolk. Then D. J. caught the "bug" 
which curtailed our activity even more-for while 
he wasn't rea1ly too ill, it did keep us tied down. 
I talked with Bev Ryland-and did see Cora 
Lynn, whose engagement was announced in the 
Times-Disf,atch on February 8. They're planning . 
to be married in the summer, though their date 
is yet uncertain. Hewy 's full name is Hewy Bid-
inger Goldsborough, Jr. and his parents live in 
Leesburg, Virginia. He 's a graduate of Stevens 
Institute of Technology, Hoboken , N. J. and is, 
an engineer with the power company in Richmond . 
We all send our very best wishes to them. 
Frances Anne Beale's engagement to David 
Oliver Goode, Jr. has been announced and the 
wedding will take place in May . 
1947 Sec,-etary 
Miss ISABEL AMMERMAN 
6000 Crestwood Ave., Richmond , Va. 
Now that spring is again here, we think of the 
final effort for the Alumnae Fund. By now I am 
sure all of you have heard from your group leader 
and have probably already sent your contribution 
to Mrs. Booker. If not , get out that old check 
book and make '47 100 per cent. 
Keeling Cole is our globe trotter this issue. In 
March she went to Puerto Rico for a glorious trip 
of ten days. We understand she was visiting a 
classmate from the Medical College. 
In checking addresses, we have been simply 
amazed at the way our class has moved around. 
We are hoping to get a fairly complete list to each 
FOR YOUR SAVINGS • 
• 2½ % current dividend. 
• Insurance of accounts to $10,000 
• Free parking-
after hours depository-
mail savings. 
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you read this. They 're going over to join Dave 
who is station ed there. 
I had a long telephone talk with Mary Elder 
Pauli and they' re gettin g permanently located in 
Arlin gton , Virginia in a new house. Her husband 
commut es to Wa shington. Inod entally , did you 
realize our class baby is now 7½ years old and 
in the second grade ' I've been feeling very old 
ever since Mary told me that. 
Margu erite Shell Ritchie is keeping very busy 
these days . She's been keeping the office for_ George 
since he start ed bis medical practice. Theu large, 
new house is really a beauty. 
Anne Arwood Sheedy wants to know if any of 
the old clan bas wandered out to the vicinity. of 
Albuqu erqu e, New Mexico. If so, she _ would like 
to see them. The Sheedy household 1s made up 
of three lively boys, aged 6, 5, and 3, whose am-
bitions run to becoming cowboys, pilots and movie 
stars. k" 
Peggy Jeanne Kyle offered t~ help in wor ing 
up the list of names ment10ned in the Jas_t BULLE-
TIN. Interest in the pro,ect 1s not running high , 
however. So far there have been only Jive who 
said they would be interested in having such a list 
made available. If that is the extent of the interest 
I don't feel it's worth my while trying to do any-
thing about it but , if you are interested, _and Just 
haven ' t written, pleas e send me a card within the 
next month or so. Then I'IJ decide whether to 
drop the idea or try to work somet hing out about 
it. Kay Weber Mclellan and Jack moved into their 
new home in Garden City, New York , at Thanks-
giving and then dashed off for a month with Jack:s 
family in San Antonio. Jack commutes from their 
Long Island suburb to his job in New York City. 
Kay should stay more than busy.- Their daugh-
ter is four and a real blonde and canng for her 
should be a full-time job in itself, but Kay goes 
to Hofstra College four nights a week to take 
courses in elementary education and Spanish. Kay 
says the Spanish is in case they get a chance to 
go to Mexico again. 
Puff Poteat Humbert and Dick had the nicest 
Christmas present I've heard of--:-a new daughter. 
They're Jiving at the U. of A. Field House at the 
University of Arkansas. 
Althea (Joni) Johnston Black. and Bobby are 
back in Richmond now after their latest tour of 
duty in the Army. Joni says_ she's ready to s_tay 
settled in one spot for a while now after having 
to move an average of once every one or two 
months. 
Believe in signs? 
THIS IS THE SIGN of America's premium 
table milk . .. the milk that gives you 
MORE of the food values you need 
MOST . . . such a lot more for such a 
little morel We're proud to hold the 
oldest continuous Golden Guernsey dealer 
permit in the country! 
VIRGINIA DAIRY CO. 
"Home of Better Milk" 
DIAL 5-2838 
Have you mailed your contribution to the Alum-
nae Fund? Please don ' t forget that. 
1944 Class Secreta ry 
MRS. W. A . STANSBURY (Ann Burcher) 
5814 Guthrie Avenu e, Richmond , Virgirua 
On e of the joys of serving as class secretary is 
that you begin to catch up on the news of all the 
girls . Please rememb er this when it comes your 
turn to serve. All of the group leaders are doing 
a grand job of supplying me with news- many 
thank s for your efforts. Working with the Alum-
nae Association, like contributing to the Fund, 
gives you a feeling of belonging and of accom-
plishment. Have all of you mailed your checks 
to the Fund? Our class bas a fine record to Jive 
up to and to try to break. 
You may realize as I have that some of the 
items in my letters have already been reported by 
one of our former secretaries - please excuse my 
lapses of memory. _ . 
Discrepancies in our address list keep coming 
to light, so I'll try to correct them as I go along 
and you can keep your lists up to date. We 
would love to have new addresses for Mary Cary 
Addison and Fran Kennard Wolf. 
Many of us knew that Kay Sanderson Culpeper 
was in Japan-now we have her address: 350 2 
Crome Nishi-Okubo, Shinjuku Ku Tokyo, Japan. 
Kay is currently studying in the language school 
and since two-year-old Kathy has a Japanese nurse, 
both of them shou ld soon speak like natives. Bob 
is already quite at home with the language. They 
Jive in the Baptist Compound, but Kay can get 
to know and help the Japanese people by having 
small groups meet regularly in her ?wn home: 
You may have noticed on the list that Jinx 
Thompson Paarfus has moved from Malvern 
Manor. She is teaching at Dumbarton s<:bool to 
help out while Ted is in Medical School. . 
Nell Collins Thompson's new address is Ver-
non Hill, Virginia , where Bob has accepted a 
church. 
Some of you asked for Anne McElroy Mac-
Kenzie's new address in Louisville. It is 143 Penn-
sylvania Avenue. They now have a room for Anne 
Stuart and a back yard that runs into a park where 
Mac plays golf-who could ask for more' 
Our M. D.'s move fairly often and are bard to 
keep track of. The last address we have for Ann 
Howard Suggs is Asheboro , North Carolina. Is 
that right? 
Lucy Garnett Lacy is at Norristown State Hos-
pita l, Norristown, Penn. . 
Baby girls made news for our last Jetter- this 
time it's boys. 
Randall Keith Filer, son of Bob and Ann Thurs-
ton Filer was born January 14. "Randy" has dark 
eyes and' what littl e hair he boasts is dark too. 
Phil and Anne Fisher Keppler announce the 
arrival of John Philip on March 4. 
The most exciting trip of the season was Har-
riet Shaffer's two-week Carribean Cruise in Feb-
ruary. 
Millie Cox Goode accompanied Skee to an In-
dustrial Management Conference at Washington 
and Lee. Skee was one of three speakers to dis-
cuss the question- "Are colleges doing an _ade-
quate i?,b in preparing young men for business 
careers? 
Thanks for the grand Christmas notes. Lois 
Kirkwood North wrote that she and Walter were 
preparing for their first Christmas away from 
home . The below zero weather in Illinois was 
enough to make her wish they were heading 
south. 
The winter has also been hard on Betsy Rice 
who bas acquired a car which refuses to start in 
cold weather. She is thankful for Staunton 's bills 
to "drift off" of. 
Betsy heard from Opal Ross Marshall who re-
ports: '"Harry and I are now landowners-fifty-Jive 
acres with a half-mile along a river. We hope to 
start building soon-a lready have ground laid off 
for a fish pond and now plan to be a gentlewoman 
fisherman by spring." 
Ellen Mercer Maxwell wrote that she and Keith 
planned to attend the Nationa l Speech Conven-
tion in Chicago during Christmas holidays. EIJen 
continues to work part-time with the Corre-
[ 24] 
spondence Division of the University , and also 
teaches at First Baptist Sunday School where sbe 
was recently made head of the Primary Depart-
ment. 
1945 Class Secretary 
MISS MARY ELLEN T UCKER 
3229 Fendall Avenue , Richmond 22, Va. 
By now I gu ess that each of you has received 
a Jetter from Kathy Mumma, Elizab eth White-
horne , Jane Wray McDorman , Ruth Pow ell, Con-
nie Sutton or Gin Friddell . I certainly hope that 
our class will be 100 % in contributin g to the 
Alumnae Fund Drive this year. I just wish that 
you could have heard Dr. Emily Gardner at the 
drive meeting. After hearing her , it made you feel 
like you really wanted to "d ig deep" into those 
pocketbooks. Now on with the news 1 
Bitsy Rosenbaum Hurwitz won 't have time to 
do all that housework now. Robin Elaine, weigh-
ing 6 lbs. 7 ozs., arrived in the Hurwitz house-
hold January 12, 1952. 
It seems impossible that we should have two 
future daughters for W. C. born on the same day. 
But it happened . Sally Dillard (9 lbs. 2 ozs.) ar-
rived at the Dillard's (Betty Lawson) on Jan-
uary 12, 1952. Betty says that she and Les really 
feel that they are making family progress with a 
son, a precious picture of whom Betty sent, and 
a daughter . 
Betty told me that she had heard from Eulalia 
Edwards Pitts' mother who said that Eulalia was 
extremely busy with their little girl, Carolyn. 
The S.O.S. for Lottie Blanton rea lly brought 
results. Lottie is stationed at Fort Sam Houston, 
Texas. I would like to quote Lottie's letter in 
part : "I returned to the United States in January , 
1951, and have spent the last year in Texas. Tbose 
four years on the Continent and British Isles were 
wonderful in many ways and I feel very near and 
dear to quite a few, particularly in Scandinavia 
and England. I like occupationa l therapy as well 
as the day I began. Just now, I'm working on 
wards and am best satisfied with that of any of 
the assignments . Social life calendar sounds like 
one for a deb-and I love it. Last month I had 
an exciting leave to Havana, Cuba and Nassau. 
I took colored slid es and made 145 out of 144 
possibi liti es. My cameras are both Retina II's from 
Germany. I have pictures from this leave of every-
thing-fighting cocks, an acrobatic parrot, Cuban 
agricultural produc ts and life on Paradise Beach." 
Lottie has made three television strips for recruit-
ing purposes. Her other activities include the 
AAUW, Travelogue, and United Nations Forums. 
The latest news from Doris Mills is that she 
is sailing on April 2, from New York to Bremer-
haven , Germany for 2½ months' visit with her 
sister, who bas lived in Berlin for three years. 
After seeing Germany, Doris and her sister in-
tend to go to France, Spain, and Switzerland. Doris 
plans to return to Richmond on July 4, at which 
time she will know whether she will return to 
Atlanta. 
It doesn 't seem possib le that Jane Woodward 
Tondattar has a little girl 4½ years old. Jane 
has sent a picture of little Gail to Ruth Powell 
which Ruth bas promised to bring to our next get-
together. Gail is learning to read and recently 
got her own library card. Gail also loves to draw 
and paint. You· know that Jane's husband is a 
free lance commercial artist. Jane has been work-
ing part time as a bookkeeper ( "of all things,"), 
she says. For the last three years she has been at-
tending "'The Great Books Discussions Series," 
which series Jane said that Miss Lutz liked so 
much. She also attends another discussion group 
on community affairs. They are planning to visit 
Richmond sometime this summer. 
Congratulations are in order for Lydia Crab-
tree. Lydia was married February 26, to William 
Cleveland Love in Christ Church, Frankfort, Ger-
many. Lydia 's husband is connected with Trans 
World Airways in Germany and Austria. They 
will live in Germany for sometime. 
Upon arriving at the home of some friends in 
Culpeper, Stewart and I were also greeted by the 
Yanceys (Jen Lea Guthrie) and the Adairs (Betty 
Clement). It was wonderful to see them. My only 
regret was that we did not get to see David Price 
Yancey wh o is almo st 2V2 , and littl e T emple 
Adair , almo st a year old. 
Althou gh I have no word from Carrie Trad er 
Drinkard, I have heard that she had her third 
child in Sept ember , a littl e g irl , Linda Susan. She 
and Danny mov ed into their new borne last sprin g . 
Conw ay Bibb Van Slyke, we are all very proud 
of you. Conway received an invitation to be in 
lVho's W ho of the South and Southwest . Con-
way beli eves that the basis for thi s in vitation was 
the publication of her M aster 's Th esis last year. 
Conway bas attend ed several AAUW meeting s in 
N ew York and bas met som e inter esting mem-
bers, but non e from W esthampt on. H ere is Con-
way's P.S. on her letter: " If any class memb ers 
get to N ew York, we have a guest room and a 
sofa-couch. We'd Jove to have them visit us. W e 
are about 45 minute s out of New York. " Th ank 
you , Conwa y. 
Liz Park er Cone wrot e that she didn 't beli eve 
we knew about their daughter, Frances Parker 
Cone, born April 16, 1951 , in Williamston , N. C. 
Their son is three now, and they have a wond er-
ful family life. 
Ruth Maris Wicker is working at Thalhimers 
in Richmond writing copy for advertisements. Be-
fore going there, Ruth was with the Department 
of Recreation . 
Elizabeth Whitehorne is back in Richmond 
after working in Cincinnati for two years. At our 
little Alumnae Fund meeting, Elizabeth told us 
that she had substituted several days but was not 
too fond of that. Now she is doing secretarial 
work for R. H . Wattinger, a contractor. 
We also wish to extend our congratulation s to 
Connie Sutton. Connie was made Assistant Sec-
retary of Sutton & Company, a real estate firm 
here in Richmond. 
Annette Patterson Hemby is back in Richmond 
also . She and Frank have been back for about a 
year and are living on Westham Parkway. An-
nette is working in the Traffic Department of 
Virginia Steel, and her husband is in the con-
tracting business. 
I know that all of you are as happy to hear as 
I am that Lieut. Stables (Nancy Grey Lazenby 's 
husband) is walking around now after receiving 
a wound in his leg while in Korea. He is in Japan 
now and Nancy has talked to him. 
What a nice time Jane Wray Bristow McDor-
•man had in Florida. She and her two children 
visited friends in West Palm Beach for ten days. 
Jane Wray said it was a real picture to see the 
children pick oranges. She has not forgotten her 
Phys. Ed. either. She is playing basketball for her 
church. 
The Kepplers ( Anne Fisher) are still living in 
Princeton, N. J. Anne is very busy with little 
Catherine who was a year old Valentine's Day , 
while Phil is teaching in the Department of Music 
at Princeton and doing some work on his Doc-
tor· s Thesis. 
Alice Gray Rawlings Johnson is in Fredericks-
burg and has only one child who is three years old. 
I want to bring you up to date on what some 
of the girls residing in Richmond are doing. Dot 
Francis is working in the Library at the Univer-
sity of Richmond, Kathy Mumma is teaching His-
tory at St. Catherine's School, Ruth Latimer is 
teaching some classes in Physiotherapy at the 
Medical College and working on her Master 's De-
gree, Ruth Hiller Powell is working in the Bio-
Chemistry Department doing research work for 
Dr. Evans at Medical College and I am secretary 
to one of the officials of Reynolds Metals Company . 
Now I need some help! The following girls 
I have not heard a word from or about them , and 
am not sure I am writing to the right place, so 
if any of you know their whereabouts, please let 
me know-Leah Levin, Frances Tait, Rita Vas-
chak and Inez Vest Westermann. The address list 
which you have just received definitely shows that 
I am still up in the clouds, so please make the 
following corrections: Nancy Grey Lazenby 's mar-
ried name is Stables, not Staples, and Jane Wood-
ward's is Tondatter, not Tondetter. Also Frances 
Tait cannot be reached at the address shown on 
the list. Until I hear from her, I am sending all 
mail to Route 2, Box 11 lA, Lovettsville, Va. 
Will be looking forward to hearing from each 
of you in the very near future . 
1946 Clt:tss Secretary 
MRS. D. J. HOWARD, J R. (Alt a Ayers ) 
3001 Bellewood Ave ., Apt . 1, Cin cinnati , 
Ohi o 
Babies are alwa ys such hap py news and here's 
a littl e fellow you all should hav e heard about 
Jong ago. Ricki e Whitt enberg er (Ri chard Con-
rad , Jr.) was born Jun e 7, 195 1, to D otti e 
(D avis ) and Di ck. H e's nin e month s o ld now, 
and weighs 25 pound s; bas light blond e hair , and 
is the proud possessor of eight teeth. D otti e says 
they have lots of fun with him. Di ck is a C.P.A. , 
workin g for th e governm ent and go es to George-
town to Jaw schoo l five night s a week. Belated 
congratulation s to the Whitt enberg ers ! 
I beard through Gale Abbott that Jacki e Hodg es 
Walk er and Hank have anoth er little girl , named 
Ann Cart er. Th ey certainly hav e a fine famil y-tw o 
girl s and two boys . Hank teach es in Al exandri a, 
Virginia , and their addres s is Route 1, Box 402-E. 
Jean White Robeson and Andy received an 
awfully nice valentine. Twas a 7-lb. 8-oz. daugh-
ter born February 7, 1952. Her name is Catherin e 
Gr egory , and I'm sure Martha , who is not quit e 
two , is delight ed with her baby sister. Lif e around 
the Rob eson trailer on Copl ey Hill certainly can't 
be dull these days and we all send our very best 
wishes for colic-l ess night s. 
Perhaps a number of you saw Calley Goode 's 
engagement announcement in the Tim es-Dispatch . 
She 's being married this June to Greer P. Jack-
son. Greer is a senior at the pharmacy school of 
the Medical Coll ege of Virginia, and they are be-
ing married as soon as he graduates and takes his 
State Board . So, in June her family will consist 
of Greer, Greer , Jr. , age 5, and Nancy, age 2. As 
Calley exuberantly wrote- "a mighty wonderful 
family to start out with. It is indeed and we all 
wish them every happiness. 
A note from Pat Husbands Berton revealed the 
fact that she, Bill and Mark flew to California for 
Thanksgiving and had a marvelous time. Of course 
the grandparents were delighted to meet their 
grandson, Mark. 
Ruth Smith Tschan wrote on her Christmas 
card that she and Don were planning to build a 
stone house in Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania, where 
they are living. Ruth's mother and grandparents 
were spending Christmas with them, so their Yule-
tide was especially merry. I think I've told you 
their second child, Martha Lucille was born June 
29, 1949. 
Cora Lynn Chaffee keeps quite busy with her 
apartment and job in Richmond. Her aunt and 
father are with her. They have a nice large apart-
ment on Grace Street. She wrote that she hoped 
to have two graduate students working under her 
in February which should lighten her load some-
what. With all this she's managing to write on 
her thesis so she must have little spare time. 
A nice Jetter from Nooky Richardson Phipps 
arrived the other day. She 's not teaching this 
year but is enjoying a bit of free time. She had 
lunch with Julia Shelton Jacobs, Frances Ann 
Beale and Bev Ryland in Richmond this January 
but sent no particular news of them. 
Mary Frances Bethel Wood's letter was most 
newsy this time. She's just returned home after 
nursing her mother through a ten-day siege of 
flu. While she was in Richmond she met Jeanne 
Yeamans and Lelia Phillips for lunch. Jeanne and 
Lelia had a glorious trip to New York this past 
October-they flew up and saw all the shows on 
Broadway . 
Marian Lawton Kinzey has a second son, 
James Reynolds, who was born January 16, 1952. 
Marian told Mary Frances that her two Johns were 
very proud of him and of course , so is she. 
Ding Lambeth Shotwell and Ralph had a fine 
Christmas with their daughter, Lynn. Ding and 
Ralph wrote a script for a Foreign and Home Mis-
sions Fashion Show for the Missionary group. 
It was such a success that it was repeated with 
newspaper coverage. They hope it may be adapted 
for general use throughout the country. 
Ann Jones Parker wrote Mary Frances that 
they're fine and Donald, Jr. gets cuter all the time. 
Don has already passed two parts of his C.P.A. 
exam. Ann's mother _ is going out to Pasadena to 
visit them for three months in May. 
Shirl ey Krug er Lern er and husband are in New -
port N ews. Mar y Fran ces said she und erstood that 
Bob run s th e hobby cent er, sellin g all sorts of art 
and hobby sup plies. 
Jo yce Eubank wrote me one of th e most in ter-
esting lett ers I' ve ever received. She's in Aug s-
burg, Germ any where she's teachin g th e 4th and 
5th g rades in the Am eri can Schoo l on th e Mil ita ry 
Post. Joyce arri ved in Bremerh aven on the No rth 
Sea, Aug ust 30th and from th ere was sent to 
Augsbur g, a town in south ern G erman y w ith a 
populati on of about 200 ,000. It is in th e mos t 
beautiful part of Ge rm any and is very near G ar-
mish, a pop ul ar ski resort wh ere Jo yce goes at 
every opportunity. Garmi sh is located in the Ba-
varian Alp s, the highest spot in Germany , above 
the timb er lin e and th ere's nothin g but mountain s 
and snow . At one po int you can see four countri es 
on a clear day- G erman y, It aly, Switzerland and 
Austri a . Since being in Germ any, Joyce has tra v-
eled all over that country and into Au stria , Swit zer-
land , Franc e and Spain. On e of the most int erest-
ing trip s wa s a thr ee-day, 1,625-mil e jaunt through 
Germany to Berlin . Th ey had to driv e th ro ugh 
the Ru ssian Zone to ge t there . J oyce says th e sol-
diers check your trav el time, your car and every-
thing else imaginabl e . She says th e Russian sol-
diers looked anything but vici ous, most of th em 
being young boys of about 15 or 16. How ever , 
she observed that she hoped th ere they saw th eir 
first and their last of Russian soldiers. When they 
made their trip to Switzerland they happ ened to 
get to Luzern when the Swiss were having a fes-
tival which is held only once every 25 years and 
people from all over the country were there in 
native costumes. Th ere were parades, pageant s, 
street dances and such . She was mu ch impre ssed by 
King Ludwig 's castle. It really is fabulous as most 
of you probably recall from your history at W. C. 
She said in the Hall of Mirrors she counted over 
70 chandeliers, all filled with lighted candles and 
she wondered how in the world they ever lighted 
them all. Th ey saw famous paintings in Munich and 
in the Museum in Madrid . Joyce said having 
seen the original works of such men as Raphael , 
Rembrandt, Van Dyck , Michaelangelo and El Greco 
made her understand why they are immortal. 
She went to Paris and Spain at Thanksgiving time . 
She found the Spaniards a happy and attractive 
people and especially liked Barcelona. Joyce bas 
signed up for a trip to Rome, Cairo , Egypt , J eru-
salem and Athens during the Easter holidays and 
hopes to go to England , Ireland , Scotland, Nor-
way and other nearby countries before starting 
back home around the last of August. Can you 
imagine a more exciting year' On e last thing-
Joyce said she found it awfully hard to get ac-
customed to seeing ruins and rubble in so many 
places and she often wondered just how those 
people who knew war so intimately thought of 
us. She says at times the antagonism is very ob-
vious and more important than that, some of the 
very ideals and ideas we fought against are still 
being taught to the young people . It 's certainly a 
distressing observation. 
Write to me whenev er you can , and don 't for-
get the good old Alumnae Fund. 
1947 Class Secretary 
ISABEL AMMERMAN 
6000 Crestwood Avenue, Richmond , Va . 
REUNION, June 6-8, 1952 
At our last meeting , excitement over the re-
union ran so high that any news and business at-
tended to was purely incidental. But come hail 
and high water, the BULLETIN must go out. 
The first item is one for Ripley, but since he 
isn't around, we must carry on in his place . John 
J. Shea, III, son of Helen (Chandler) and Jack, 
arrived in time to celebrate the birthday of both 
his father and his father's father! That day in 
January hereafter should be set aside as "N ational 
Shea Day." 
Other news from the Diaper Club: Nancy 
(Richardson) and John Elliott welcomed a third 
member, John Poole, III, into their family on 
January 16. They are temporarily living with her 
parents, so Nancy has no problem with securing 
a sitter. Susie (Guard) and C. L. Woody , Jr., an-
nounced the arrival of a new 1952 Model , Eliza -
beth Ewi ng (Beth) on Febru ary 4 . Our congratu-
lati ons to all you new mama s and papas! 
W e are happy to learn that one of our g lobe-
trotting classmates will be back in OJ' Virginn y 
before summer. Lena's (Thornton) husband will 
receive hi s disch arge from the Arm y before Jun e 
6, we hope. 
Verda Sletten trave led to Lib erty, Mo. , in Oc-
tober to visit Betty (Bowdl er) and Jim Muir-
den. Jim is a m inister ial stud ent at Willi am Jewell 
College, and Betty is emp loyed by Hallmark 
Greeting Card s as assistant to an art teacher. They 
p lan to return to South America as missionaries 
after Jim comp letes his studies. 
An excitin g experie nce seems to be in store for 
Mary Cox when she takes four de legates from 
Newport News Hi gh to New York for the Co-
lumbi a University Press Conference. Mar y is su-
perv isor of th e yearbook-good luck, you brave 
girl! 
Congrat ulations are in order for Mary Lou 
(Ma ssie ) Cumby who is serv ing on the Alumna e 
Fund Committ ee. Let's all back her up with our 
contributi ons I Guy is workin g for Richmond 
Newspape rs, In c., and they are living at 4 111 
Bremner Boulevard. 
Two other new addresses you wi ll want are: 
Ollie' s (Mr s. H. H. Stirling , Jr.), 43 Monticello 
Road, Jefferson Manor , Alexand ria, Virginia, and 
Toni 's (Mr s. E. A. Zuercher) , 5416 Ni mitz 
Court, Louisv ill e, Kentucky. 
Ruth Schimmel was marr ied on April 6, to 
Robert Loevinger , and her new address is 315 E. 
80th Street, New Yor k City . 
Wh en the schoo l door s closed for Christmas 
vacation , Alice (Mason) and Jesse Cra lle were 
Florida bound -" Life ( even a schoolteacher 's ) 
can be beautiful. " 
Betty O 'Brien reports that Ann (W iley) and 
Tom Kelley have bought a home in Hampton . 
Please send us your new address, Ann. 
A most int eres ting letter from Lavina (Wat-
son) Reilley describes a 40-acre mountaintop para-
d ise whic h they have bought near San Francisco. 
Thirte en acres of orchards, 11 acres of vineyards 
( app les, pears , prunes and wa lnuts) and spr ings , 
one of which they plan to dam for a pond, are 
included . Af ter six months of clearin g numerous 
acres and straddl ing stum ps, they have decided to 
name it "Back Achers. " She wrote also that Bob 
has changed jobs and is now with an engi neering 
firm. 
S.O .S.-Anyone knowi ng the whereabo uts of 
D oris Pitman , Bobby (Rock) Hardy and H elen 
Conant please contact us immediately . We don 't 
want anyone to miss receiving inform atio n about 
the reuni on. 
Betty, Izzi e, Mimi , Na ncy and Betsy look for-
ward to seeing you in Jun e. 
1948 Class Secretary 
Mi ss J ACQUE LINE JETER 
40 12 Noyes Avenue , Charleston, W. Va. 
Two of our gi rl s have deserted the East in re-
cent months to take up residence in sunny Cali-
fornia . Monty (Elliott) Ownby wrot e soon after 
she arrived in Corona do (7 36 "D " Avenue), and 
is unde rstand ably thrilled that Ralph is once again 
stateside. In early February he arrived in Cali -
fornia and flew east ; then he and Mar garet drov e 
back and are settl ed there in an apartment. Bar-
ring unforseen event s, Ralph should be gett ing 
out of the Navy at the end of June , at which 
time they will return to Richmond. Th e other 
Californian is Jackie (Pitt) Suttenfield who is 
presently in Solvang , near Santa Barbara. 
Also from clear across the countr y came a birth 
announcement from Betty (H engeve ld) Brad-
shaw wi th news of the February ar rival of Thomas 
Scott Bradshaw. (Incident ally, on your class list 
Betty 's address should read Fairchild Air Force 
Base, Box 2265, Washington.) Marian (Thom-
son) Goo lsby has another son, also there is Peter, 
who is one year old, and the latest addit ion, D avid 
Arthur . Maria n and her husband have moved from 
Knoxville to the W ashingt on, D . C. area. A boy, 
too, for Margar et and Jack Brizend in e. His name 
is William Edward and he was born January 15. 
Jack , by the way, is to graduate in June , but they 
are considering staying there in Conn ecticut. And 
now for some girls I Janic e (Conant) McCoy 
wrote me a note when Deb orah Sue was one day 
old so that yqu would all be certain .to know of 
her arrival, and Winnie (M cAlpine) Early also 
has a futur e Westhamptonit e. 
Ginny ( Smith) Kynett wrote a nice, long letter 
concern ing their whereabouts since leaving Rich-
mond in 1950. She and Gerry were in New Yor k 
for almost a year, but presentl y are living in Wall-
ingford, Pennsy lvania ( 5 Leslie Road, P.O. Box 
7). Th ey have a ranc h-style hou se in a small de-
velopment of thirt een hou ses and seem very well 
pleased. One of G inny's neighbors is a classmate 
of hers from Bradford, and one a W esthampto n 
graduate , so she seems to be in good compa ny 1 
Gerry is worki ng with Brooke & Compa ny1 Invest-
ment Bankers , in Philad elphi a. And one of the 
rea lly important bit s of news from them is that 
there is now a young Kynett -Li nda , who will be 
one in April. Th e thr ee of them have already had 
a grand vacat ion this year. With Gerry's family 
they spent a couple of wee ks in F lor ida. The two 
adult Kynett s attended an Alumni Dinn er in 
Philad elphia where Dr. Modlin was th e guest of 
honor. 
Lois (McClannahan) Garr ett writes that she 
is once again a worki ng gal- this time for the 
Office of Price Stabiliza tion as a receptioni st and 
clerk -typist. Her husband Jack, was recentl y made 
a partner in the law firm of May, May, \Xfilli ams 
and Garrett in Richmond. Th ey are li ving about 
eight miles from town in a six-ro om house with 
26 acres of land most ly in woods and are thri lled 
to death with the who le setup . (Mr s. E. G . Gar-
rett, Jr. , RFD 14, Box 105, Richmond .) She ex-
tends an invitation to all of you to visit them 
when you can . I was sincerely sorry to learn of 
the serio us illness of Lois' mother and am certain 
I speak for the who le class when I say we wi ll 
be thinking of her often. 
Of course, Doris Moore's letter this tim e brought 
much new s about Millicent Hutcherson 's wed-
ding to Sim Ta ylor on the 19th of January. A ll 
the atte ndant s wore wh ite and carried red carna-
tions and from all repor ts, the wedding was beau-
tiful. G inna H ernd on wrote about the lunch eon 
which D oris had for Millic ent the day of the 
wedding and said the main table was str ictly 
"We sthampto n." Emily (Smith) Powers and Betty 
(Hi ckerson ) Butterworth were other 48 ' ers there, 
too. Sim is continuin g to teach at a junior high 
school in Arlin gton. Betty and Jack Butt erworth 
plan to live in the same place for another year, 
inasmuch as Butt er is go ing to intern at Johnston-
Willi s. . 
It certainly is grand to ge t news from some of 
the girl s who have been absent from' our write-
ups for some time. Eleanor (Pitts) Rowan for-
warded news of Lena Jgger s, who is a histo logy 
techni cian at Belling s H ospit al at the University 
of Chicago. In add iti on to working , she takes 
several courses and does research on taxon omy so 
she keeps quit e busy. H er address is Gates Hall, 
1010 East 59th Street , Chicago 37, Illin ois . 
Ann (M cKee ) Cou lbourn sent us news of her -
self from Charleston , South Carolina, where she 
has been living for a little over a year. Joe has 
an insura nce agency th ere for the Prudential In-
surance Compa ny and th ey think the city is beau-
tifu l. The Coulbourns have a young Jo e now who 
is almost two. 
H annah Bar low wro te a wonderfu l letter about 
her first Chri stmas in Japa n. She and the girl she 
lives with had a tree all decorate d and hung 
their cards over the walls. It was the first time 
many of the young fo lks who visited them had 
ever seen our western treatment of the holid ay. 
Hannah says they have recently acquir ed a small 
orga n purc hased by gift s of some of th eir fri ends 
in this countr y and it was a real thrill to hear 
those young peop le sing the H allelujah Chorus. 
Franc es (Orrell) Dunn and Sarah (Bi shop ) 
Wilbourn e were our represe ntatives at the Alum-
nae Workers Conference. I hope that by thi s time 
you have all sent contributi ons to the Alumna e 
Fund. If not, please do so I Flip and her husband 
went out to schoo l to the Song Contest in Feb-
ruary. Remember how hard we always worked on 
it ' She passed on word that Mary (Cro ss) and 
Bob Marshall have bought a new home at 2621 
Delro se Avenue. Another one of the moving girl s 
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is Maud e Leigh (Gi les) White who is living in 
Bon Air, Va . Maude Leigh has been teaching the 
5th grade at Bon Air Elementary School. Betty 
Stansb ury report s a successfu l basketball season at 
W esth ampton Schoo l. Betty told Frances that she 
took her class to W.C. one af terno on and ran into 
a class of "apparat us," and that they were fasci-
nated with all the goi ngs-on ! 
Florence Goodman 's engage ment has been an-
nounced and she plans to wed H ank W eber in 
Ma y. They will be living in Hartford, Connecti-
cut . She will be comparatively near Vi vian (B or-
ton) McK enzie. Vi vian and Kermit are in New 
Hav en where she is worki ng for the Voic e of 
America. Kermit is teach ing on a fellowship at 
Yal e University. 
Apologie s go to Carol (Bu xbaum) W aranch, 
whom I completely omitted from the address li st. 
As you all know , she is Mr s. Stanley Waranch , of 
503-B Birmingham Avenue , Norfo lk, Vir gin ia. 
Caro l and Stan took a January vacation and went 
to the land of the sun, Flor ida. 
Bish was complaining this time about th e Jack 
of respo nse from her group. Cmo n, you ga ls, and 
get on the ball. W e hear that Johnny Johnson is 
back in Main e once more. I had a note from D ot-
tie Lloyd on her Christmas card. She and a girl 
friend hop e that perhap s they wi ll be able to take 
a trip to Europ e thi s summer. Bish wro te that 
Renie (Barbour) Fenlon has become quite active 
in civic and club work in her suburb. She is oc-
cupi ed with landscaping the Fenlon yard thi s year. 
(Her hous e numb er on South Crive is 20.) Bish 
says her two childr en had a siege w ith the gr ippe 
germ which laid Richm ond low, and she some-
time s wishe s her B.A . were a R.N . ! 
I had a note from Emil y (D eitrick) Burklow 
saying that after Jun e, wh en Troy receives hi s 
sheepskin , they wi ll be leaving Cookeville , T enn . 
She wrote, "After Jiving in Cookeville for thr ee 
years and not seeing a soul from W.C. , I have at 
last come across someone who went to We sth amp-
ton. " She discovered that the wife of a pastor 
there atte nded Westhampton a coup le of years, 
so was going to see her. 
Allen Rucker is still teaching near her home . 
She is also taking Elementary Education at tbe 
University of Florid a and expects to get her Ma s-
ter 's pretty soon. She is tryin g to get a job teach-
ing American children in Europe next year. 
Pam (Burn side) Gray sent word that Norma 
Polk Mile s had her second son, Thomas Whitting-
ton , on March 2nd. Mari a (C arter ) Satterfield is 
li ving at Crownsville , Mar yland , near Fort Meade 
now that Sat is back in the Army . She says they 
are living in the country again, but have a nice 
house and are so gratefu l that Sat can at least be 
in the U . S. 
Beth (Ch amb liss) H olcomb and Charlie are 
living in Roanoke now wher e he is an adjust er 
for Motor s In suranc e Corporation. She sent a pic-
tur e of litt le Charlie who is a good-looking littl e 
boy. Ellen flew up from W inston-Salem for a visit 
during January . 
Ann e (Brun er) Wo o is quite busy this winter. 
In addition to her housekeeping and baby-raising, 
she is taking 7 hour s of classes there at the Semi-
nary . She is to be a bridesmaid May 31 in Fran ces 
Stuart' s wedding. 
W e were very sorry to learn of the death of 
Wilma Lum 's father last year. W e hope, Wilma , 
that even though we didn 't hear of bi s passing 
until recently , you will accept our sincere sym-
pathy. 
Im ogene Harris is no longer working in Wash-
ington , but is teaching the 8th grad e at the Wil -
liam Byrd Hi gh Schoo l in Vinton , Virginia. H er 
address there is 1019 H alliahurst Avenue. 
Please make these addit ions and corrections to 
your add ress lists :· 
Johnson , Joan-30 Lee Street , Lincoln, M aine. 
Lide , Florence- Mr s. Willi am Snider , 1806 In-
dependence Road , Greensboro, . C. 
Moore, Arl een- Mr s. Robert Moore, Jr. , Box 
68, Christ iansburg, Va . 
Parlow, Pat- Mrs. Da vid Dani el, 6335 North 
Art esian Road , Chicago , Illinois. 
1949 Class Secretary 
Miss HATHAWAY POLLARD 
239 S. Hawthorne Road, Winston-Salem , 
North Carolina 
News, news, news, this time 1 So Jet's dispense 
with introduction and dive right in-
Mary Burton Haskell Finleyson , Alec and their 
year-and-a-half-old daughter , Joan Margaret are in 
Evanston, Illinois, where Alec is working toward 
a Ph.D. degree in dramatics at Northwestern Uni-
versity. Mary Burton remarked on the smallness of 
the world, their upstairs neighbors being from 
Richmond, and one of their down-the-street neigh-
bors being Betty Cox-whom you most probably 
remember from Westhampton as Betty Graham. 
Georgia Rea Ellett wrote and enclosed a snap-
:shot of their daughter, Deborah Kay, now almost 
a year old. (How 'bout snapshots from some more 
of you proud parents') The Elletts are living in 
Clarksburg, where both are teaching ( Georgia, 
third grade, and Lowell , seventh), and are "crazy 
about it." 
From Powhatan, Virginia came a letter from 
the high school librarian , Jackie Cunningham, re-
ferring to her present work and location as most 
enjoyable , Jackie also relayed news of Pat Rayl , 
who has a nine-months-old son and is living in 
Asheville, North Carolina. 
May Lee Yook wrote that Bev Hofer is livin g 
in Winchester and had called her. May Lee has 
become a profound advocate of Winchester and 
continues to proclaim the joys of teaching. 
· Elizabeth Hsu is working in Aon Arbor , with 
plans to resume work on her doctorate in bacteri-
o logy next fall. 
Kitty Carter wrote that she is continuing in 
guidance work at Varina High School, in addi-
tion to being senior sponsor and business staff 
spo nsor of the annual and teaching two classes 
daily. "Full day, believe me 1", she comments-
and I dare say she's right! Kitty also told of Ruth 
Gouldin's engagement to Carl Tiller. 
Among the newer second generation '49ers are 
Gevie (Nag er ) and Donald O 'Donn ell's John Jay, 
born January 14, and Kit (Van der Schalie) and 
Harry Pederseo's Keith Rendell, born January 8. 
Only a littl e less new are Mitzi (Kee see ) and 
Richard Baylor's Richard , Jr. , born in Decemb er, 
and Lou (Wino) and Ben McCutcheon 's Julia 
Wino, born in October. 
At the time of Audry Bradford's letter Mary 
Aon Peddicord Williams and family were spend-
ing severa l weeks in Florida, where Bo was as-
sisting his father with some construction work. 
And another young '49er reported by Abie-Cyo 
(Patrick) and Jack Lawson's Jack, Jr., who ar-
rived in February. 
Rosie Calhoun McCarty and Jack are now set-
tled in Christiansburg on ly a few blocks from Vir-
ginia Otey Dickin son, and within visiting range 
of Ano e Bing Abbitt. Virginia is sti ll teaching 
sixth grade in Christiansburg and reportedly quite 
food of it. Rosie had been substitute teaching oc-
casionally. Anne was working in the payroll office 
at Radford Ar senal. 
Rosie had also heard from Martha Kenney, 
Carolyn Bonham Thompson, and Mary Clare 
Dough erty. Martha is teaching in Falls Church, 
Virginia . Mary Clare was continuing to teach 
general science at Marion High School-but not 
for long, as she had plans of being married soon. 
Carolyn's news : a "darling little black-hair ed 
girl" ' named Betty Bonham Thompson. 
Page Graves' engagement has been announced 
to Jay Thurman Thompson, Jr. , of Keysvill e, a 
graduate of Hampden-Sydney College, and MVC 
School of Pharmacy. 
Marilyn Alexander was married Dec ember 22 
to Edward Kubu . Marilyn plans to continue with 
the psychology departm ent at Princeton University 
until June , when Ed will receive his Ph.D . in 
chemistry from Princeton. 
From Jean Harper Sellers quite an assemblage 
of news. Bobbie Todd Clark's son, Peter , cele-
brated his first birthday in February. Nancy Kiz-
zia White is now living in Arkansas and has two 
sons. Janet Richards Stanton and Frank have 
moved into their new home. Janet is working 
with the Department of Agriculture at the Uni-
versity of Maryland-and in her spare time ob-
serving the accomplishments of daughter Ellen , 
seven months old at the tim e of Jean's letter. 
Further commentaries from Jean: Diane Brown's 
wedding to Ira E. Mogul is planned for June 22. 
They will live in Boston. Ann Morano is still 
teaching in Richmond, having transferred this 
year to the new Hermitage High School. As for 
herself, Jean commented that she had been chiefly 
housekeeping, but enjoyed having time for Red 
Cross volunteer work, sewing and such things as 
she had never found time for before. 
Betty Dick enclosed a most enjoyable letter 
from Mitzi Verra describing the duti es and pleas-
ures of being a dean and announcing her engage-
ment to Jack Williams. Wedding plans were in-
definite at the time of Mitzi 's letter. Betty had 
been chiefly involved with her daughter Kathy's 
series of illnesses - here 's hoping Kathy is in fine 
health by now and has forgotten all about being 
sick. 
Kakie Smith wrote of a '4 9 luncheon reunion in 
Hampton in March, with Harri et Smith as hostess , 
and Jean Moody , Cyn Patrick Lawson , Ida Eanes 
Patrick, Elaine Leonard Davis , Audrey Bradford, 
and Kakie in attendanc e. "Wish more of us could 
do this sort of thing more often," commented 
Kakie. 
Jean Moody 's biggest news-her engagement to 
Stuart Vincent, of Emporia, with the wedding set 
for June 14. Kakie and Ida have both been active 
and busy members of the Junior Woman 's Club, 
Kaki e having been elected vice-president of the 
Wythe Junior Woman's Club for the coming 
year. 
Enclosed in Kakie 's letter was a write-up of 
Marilyn Michener 's wedding to Norman Anthon y, 
in November at Ruislip Manor, England, where 
they will live until Norman completes his service 
with the Army. 
Other news from Kakie was of Jackie Smith 
Hagen and Johnny who are building a new hou se 
in Suffolk. 
Izzy Taylor described enthu siastica lly the Pensa-
cola version of Mardi Gras and the recent techn.i-
color movie made by the Pensacola Chamber of 
Commerce which includ es a bit on "red snapper" 
(n ext in Izzy's heart to Rover). 
A pertinent and timely suggestion from Izzy-
that we all register to vote in our new communi-
ties. Thanks for the reminder, Izzy. 
And, while we're on the subject of government , 
a bit about Mary Lusby's part in international de-
velopm ents. Lus attended the Press Reception for 
Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh in 
October, concerning which she wrote a most en-
tertaining commentary, which has been preserved 
for the class scrapbook. Mary remarked that she had 
an excellent view of the royal couple especia lly 
when they talked to the reporter next to her. "The 
press reception" she commented, "was undoubted-
ly an indication that this country has opened its 
heart to the royal couple and greets them with 
the same open enthusiasm that the King and 
Queen received twelve years ago." 
Actually, Mary' s letter came to me via Kitty 
Wyatt , who offered no comment on her own ac-
tivities except that she was continuing to teach 
in Danvill e. 
Inde ed, it was a surprise and delight to receive 
a letter from Randy Mann Ellis, just in time to 
includ e her news. 
Randy' s news: Pat Driscoll Foster has another 
son-Patrick-born last August, and is living in 
New York. Joyce Roberson Goforth is living in 
Alta Vista, Virginia , where Frosty is teaching. 
Randy and Dick are living in Philadelphia, where 
Dick is a resident in ophthalmology at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Hospital. They now have 
two daughters, the older being two years old; 
the younger, Susan Gwen, was born last October. 
Ano e Carter Kraft and Libby McNeal Clay-
brook both described the alumnae fund workers 
dinner at Westhampton, February 26. It must have 
really been lovely on a snowy night-but a bit 
hard on transportation facilities, and so let me 
exp ress special appreciation to the group who 
repr esented '49 there: Anne, Libby, Ruby Pat-
terson Weber , and Martha Hall who drove all the 
way from Charlottesville and back in the snow 
just for the meeting! Undoubtedly you will have 
heard more about the plans that originated at the 
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dinner by the time you receive this BULLETIN; so 
I shall not discuss them here. 
As for my activities since last BULLETIN, I've 
been chiefly involved in moving into a new-and 
I do mean brand new-a partment which I share 
with a medical student and a research technician 
at Bowman Gray. It's really a dream of an apart-
ment , and we should be most pleased to have it 
admired by any of the '49ers who wander down 
this way . 
1950 Class Secreta,-y 
MRS, M. B. PIERCE (Elizabeth Givens) 
1533 Charles Street, Richmond, Virginia 
Definite signs of spring arou nd Richmond indi-
cate that J uoe will soon be rolling around and it 
will be tim e for members of the Class of '50 to 
think about their first reunion. The important dates 
to remember are the week end of June 6, 7, 8. 
Please mark it on your calendar and start making 
plans now to attend. Our reunion is not at May 
Day , but I'm sure some of the girls in our class 
will be back on the campus that day. I think 
some of the girls were confused because we had 
a "get-toget her " at May Day last year. We do 
hope a large number of the girls wi ll be able to 
come back to see our "Little Sisters" graduate. 
The next important thing in connect ,ion with 
our reunion is to send Dori s Lee Reeves , 2312 
Park Avenue , Richmond, Virginia, some clipping 
or snapshot about yourself ( or your family, if 
you're married) to go into the class scrapbook . 
This will be on display at the reunion and we 
are so anxious that each girl be represented. So, 
please cooperate by send ing the item to Dori s Lee 
by the middl e of May. This appeal applies to the 
non-grads as well as the graduates of our class. 
I know there ' II be lots of chatter and fun at our 
reunion for the girls in our class have been doing 
so many interesting things lately. It keeps me on 
my toes just trying to keep up with such an ac-
tive class, but thanks to the grand cooperation of 
our group !eqders, we have kept in contact with 
most of the girls. 
In case you've lost your group leader 's address, 
please write direct to your class secretary at the 
above address and I' II be certain of getti ng your 
news into the BULLETIN. From "Far Away Places " 
I've had such newsy letters from several girls in 
our class recently. Mary Sue Mock, a lieutenant in 
the Marine Corps for women , is stat ioned now 
in Hawaii. She is one of the two women officers 
at this Marine Corps base and she said they ex-
pect soon to have an additional 150 women sent 
over from the United States. Susie seems to be 
having a wonderful time going swimming most 
all of the time, and driving her '51 Chevrolet. 
She expects to be station ed in Hawaii about two 
years. 
Another interesting letter came from Libby 
Rowse who has an apartment in Pasadena , Cali-
fornia. She drives 17 miles to work each day in 
her ·so Ford, which is a real asset for her in see-
ing the beautiful scenery of California. Libby is 
working as a secretary for Carnation Milk Com-
pany. 
Also I have heard from Barbara Beattie who 
is an executive assistant for the American Col-
lectors Association in Minneapolis. She finds her 
work most interesting, but it is grand to hear 
she' ll be coming back to Virginia during the sum-
mer. Barbara's wedding to Skip Fanney will take 
place this fall. 
One of the import ant items of news is the 
" increase in popu lation " or the birth of several 
new babies in our class. Marjorie Parson Owen 
and Ralph have a littl e boy nam ed Ralph Mar-
shall Owen, Jr. , born on February 21, and they 've 
decid ed to call him Marshall. Another "Jr. " in our 
class is William Lees Rowe, Jr., the son of Jean 
Rain er Rowe and her husband. He was born on 
January 26. 
Jane Pitt Robinson and Hyter are the proud 
parents of a baby gi rl , Grace Cullen , born in 
Richmond. Hyter finishes dental school at the 
Medical College in June, and they plan to move 
to Fries-near Galax , Virginia-where Hyter will 
establish bis practice. 
Next to the numb er of new babies in our class 
is the number of new jobs which girls have taken 
or will be taking in the near future. Jeanne 
Schanen has a new job in cancer research with 
the Franklin In stitute in Newark, D elaware. She 
and Win , who works at the Philadelphia National 
Bank, helped with a tea this winter for W est-
hampton alumnae in the Philadelphia area. 
Alth ough her job may not be new, it is news 
to us to learn that Lorane Graves has a most in-
teresting position working for a group of engi-
neers at United Aircraft in Hartford , Conn. 
Cathy Kraus e Keeney has a secretarial job at 
the Kentucky Trust Company in Loui sville while 
Lindy is attending the Southern Baptist Seminary. 
Cathy writes "Lindy is working on his B.D. de-
gree and I'm working on my P .H.T. degree (Put-
ting Husband Through). " 
Jean Bishop will be taking a new job thi s sum-
mer when she comes to Richmond to do publicity 
work for the Foreign Mi ssion Board of the South-
ern Baptist Convention . Congratulations go to Bish 
who has been sponsor for the school newspaper 
which won the Columbia Pres s Association Award 
for the best lithographed high school newspaper in 
the 1100-1500 enrollment bracket . 
Lorraine Chapman will be another member of 
the Class of '50 with a new job this summer. She . 
is joining the W.A.F. (Woman 's Air Force) and 
she'll leave for basic training July 1, at Lackland 
Air Base, San Antonio , Texas . After six week s of 
basic trainin g Lorraine will enter physical therapy . 
Marg aret Alexander Anderson is back in Rich-
mond working in the library at Binford Junior 
High School. Sat has gone to Tokyo. 
Marj orie Canada is completing her last two 
months of occupati onal therapy trainin g at a 
tuberculosis sanatorium near New York City. She 
gradua tes in June and thi s summer she'll begin 
her work as a therapist at Boston State Hospital. 
Penny Wilks Fitzgerald is livin g in Fayett eville , 
North Carolina where her husband , Earl, is a certi-
fied public accountant. He has his own office and 
Penny assists him. 
Clarice Ryland Price and Fuzzy are happily 
settl ed in a new apartment in Richmond since 
Fuzzy has been released from the Navy . W e hear 
that they have been thinking about a trip to the 
W est Coast thi s summer. 
Bea Covington O 'Flah erty and Billy are being 
transferred from Miami to New Brunswick , Maine 
during April. Bea said they feel as though they 
are going from one end of the world to the 
other. 
One of our group leaders has a perf ect right 
to have her news a little confused. It is Jean 
Tinsley who received a beautiful diamond from 
Roy Martin, who is in the Naval Air Corps , this 
winter. She's been floating around on a special 
littl e cloud ever since. 
Jean does report that Jo anne Waring was a 
page at the Virginia D .A.R . Convention in 
Alexandria recently. 
I have given up my job at the Virgini a State 
Library and now I'm busy fixing up Buck's 
and my apartment. Both of us are excited about 
the pu rchase of our lot in Chamberlayne Farms, 
just outside the city on Route 2 going to W ash-
ington . W e don't know when we' ll get our house 
built, but we're dreaming about it and drawing 
house plans. 
Before closing I want to remind you of two 
imp or tant items. Don 't forg et to mail Mr s. Booker 
your contribution to the 1952 Alumn ae Fund. 
Second, don't forget the dates of June 6, 7, 8, the 
time of our first reunion. It is going to be lots of 
fun, and I'm sure you'll not want to miss it. 
1951 Class Secretary 
MRS. ROBT. M . JONES (Ch ar lotte H errink) 
214 South Boulevard, Richm ond, Va. 
The news has been a little slow in coming this 
mont h, but I'll try to catch up on everyone. 
Piret Koljo is recovering from a serious opera-
tion. Write to her: c/o W .S.S.F., 63 Auburn Ave-
nue , N.E., Atlant a, Ga . 
As usual, there are several weddings coming up 
soon. Millie Water s' engagement was announced in 
February , and she will become Mrs. Jim Harford 
on April 19th . On March 22nd Jane Ellis and 
Emerson Babb will be married. Westhampton 
girls in the wedding are Mary Ann Hubbard 
Dickenson , Jeanett e Aderhold, and Je?nne Gould-
ing . Bobbie Brown and Myron Yagel have set 
their date for May 17th. Pat Smith and probably 
Elizabeth McRae Dudl ey are to be in Bobbie's 
wedding. 
It seems that several in our class have changed 
their jobs since the last lett er. Nance Anderson is 
now with Experiment Incorporated as a tech-
nician. Reynolds Metals is lucky to have Shirley 
Hoover Freeland, who is reporting on auditing 
records. I have also changed jobs and am now 
working in the City Treasurer 's Office. 
New York now has another member of our 
class. Renee Groves is living there , but I don't 
know what kind of work she's doing. Renee has 
also been to Chicago where she saw Jane Lawson . 
Speaking of Lawson , I heard indirectly that she's 
planning to go to Europe in May . It must be nice 
to be working for an airline compa ny. 
Speaking of traveling, Elizabeth McRae Dudley 
and Roy flew to Nassau for their honeymoon. 
They are now living in Wilmington, North Caro-
lina. Another traveling member of our class is 
Ann Blakemore . Ann went to Paris in September 
where she is studying art. She will be there until 
next winter. 
Best wishes are in order for Helen Clark and 
Dick Hensley. Their engagement has been an-
nounced and they are planning an Augu st wed-
ding. 
Jeann e Goulding is now a receptionist for the 
Union Envelope Company and likes her job very 
much. 
I think that you might be interested in some 
former members of our class. Rosie Varn is teach-
ing in Chesterfield County and is sharing an apart-
ment with Charlotte Houchins. Ann Lyde 's job 
really sounds interesting. She is working on Radar 
for the Naval Research Department in Washing-
ton . Station WRNL has another Westhamptonit e 
working for them. Sue Pitts is private secretary 
for one of the top men· there. It must be nice to 
be a wheel. Shirley Hall Murphy is keeping house 
and has an adorable baby boy. Doris Goodwyn 
Bridgeforth is also a mother now, but I don 't 
know much else about Doris. 
Since moving to Richmond , Jean Love Hanson 
has been showing movies to patients at the Medi-
cal College. She is also doing some medical illu s-
trating. 
Millie Wright paid Richmond a visit on March 
15th and stayed a week. 
Another recent engagement in our class is that 
of Ann Jone s to George Moffatt. Ann received 
her ring Chri stmas, but as yet hasn 't set the date. 
George is now in the Navy and is stationed in 
Norfolk. 
Eleanor Easley is busy teaching public school 
music. She is teaching singin g, folk dancing, and 
other rhythm games in grades one through eight. 
She also has a girls' glee club and a boys' quartet. 
Since being in New York, Betty Baker has seen 
several plays as well as a numb er of concert s and 
operas. Never a dull moment ! 
Besides being a busy housewife, Lea Thompson 
Osborn is teaching the second and third grades 
at a school outside of Towson , Maryland. 
Eleanor Wright Weston has been at her home 
in Hampt on for sometime , since Billy has been 
in Japan . 
Jun e 21st will be a red letter day for Libba 
Eanes. She and Channing Baskerville will be mar-
ried then. Ann Rogers Crittenden and Doris Good-
wyn Bridgeforth are to be in the wedding, and 
Betty Tr edway will sing for the wedding. 
Kitty Bunting Bowman is working at the State 
Welfar e D epartment and is also keeping house. 
She says that being a minister 's wife is a full -
time job. 
That's all for this time , and if anyone has news 
for the next BULLETIN, please send it to your 
group leaders. 
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Law Building 
( Continu ed from page 8) 
vidual lockers will be placed along the cor-
ridors near the library on the first floor. The 
lockers will provide a safe and convenient 
place for the law student to keep the large 
number of casebooks, texts, notebooks and 
other equipment necessary to his studies. 
In addition to the facilities outlined above, 
the new building will include space required 
for the conduct of a legal aid clinic, an en-
larged moot court competition , and an intra-
mural law review. Now that adequate physi-
cal facilities will soon be provided, it is hoped 
that the necessary funds and staff will be-
come available for the inauguration of these 
three important services to the instructional 
program of the School. The location of the 
Law School in proximity to the other col-
leges of the University will certainly strength-
en the Law School and, it is believed, the 
other divisions of the University as well. 
In addition to a well-balanced and sound 
curriculum offered by a faculty composed of 
able full-time members and practicing attor-
neys drawn from among the leading mem-
bers of the Bar of the City and State, The 
T. C. Williams School of Law offers a 
unique opportunity for men and women in 
the study of law in the capital city of Vir-
ginia. The State Legislature and the City 
Council hold frequent sessions. All types of 
City and State courts, including the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, sit here, some 
of them continuously . The Federal District 
Court and United States Court of Appeals 
for the Fourth Circuit hold regular terms in 
Richmond . The State Corporation Commis-
sion and the Industrial Commission conduct 
their hearings here . These opportunities, in 
addition to library , classroom, and home-
work, afford unsurpassed practical methods 
of law study to the industrious student by 
his observation of law in the making and 
in operation as he observes the various legis-
lative, judicial and administrative depart-
ments of the State at work. 
Future law students will be studying in 
an atmosphere of University activity and 
culture and will learn to integrate their lives 
with those of other groups just as later they 
will int egrate their lives with their country. 
Life In Asia 
(Continued from page 4) 
tion. The small Japanese electric autos are 
an item of curiosity to the tourists . These 
autos only hold several people and are pow-
ered by an electric battery-driven engine. The 
battery needs recharging every 50-75 miles. 
Most of the traffic in the cities is directed 
by policemen rather than by traffic signals. 
The Japanese may take pride in their traffic 
police who stand on a pedestal in the center 
of the intersections and direct traffic. They 
wear black uniforms, white caps, white gloves 
and impress one with their firm gestures and 
military bearing . 
With the coming of spring the great at-
traction is the Cherry Blossom Festival which 
(Continued on page 32) 
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Atlanta Club 
President: MRS. JEAN S. GRANT, 991 Wads-
worth Driv e, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia . 
On Saturday, January 19, 1952, the Atlanta 
Alumnae Club had a luncheon with our Alumn ae 
Secretary, Mr s. Leslie Booker as our special guest. 
Even though the time of her visit to Atlanta un-
fortunately conflicted with some teachers' meet-
ings which hurt our attenda nce, we did gather to-
gether a representative group . 
While we ate, Leslie brought us up-to-date on 
the status of alumn ae projects, including the long-
anticipated swimming pool. We besieged her with 
many questions about the faculty, alumnae, and 
the campus as it is today and the girls who are 
playing prominent parts in guiding the student 
body. The group morale was bolstered greatly by 
Leslie 's frank enthusiasm for alumnae activities . 
The members disbanded with a feeling of high 
resolve for more and better Alumnae Club meet-
ings . 
Boston Club 
Chairman: MRS. JOHN E. MILLEA (Priscilla 
Kirkpatrick), 8 Mt. Ida Street , Newton 58, 
Massachusetts. 
The Westhampton alumna e in Boston and its 
vicinity are having a luncheon meeting in Boston 
on April 5. At this time they hope to form a 
real club and elect officers. 
Addi e Eicks, a senior at Westhampton, will at-
tend the meeting , and will bring recent news of 
the college . 
New York Club 
President: MRS. JULES F. DE DAN (Frances 
Gottlieb), 137 Walker Court , West Orange, 
New Jersey. 
On February 26, 1952, we held a dinner meet-
ing at the Barbizon-Plaza Hot el, 101 West 58th 
Street , New York. Dinner was served in the Cafe 
(downstairs) while the East Lounge on the 30th 
floor was reserved for the actual meeting. Every-
one agreed that the accommodatio ns were splendid , 
and the hotel staff most courteous. 
As we reported before , we shifted from our 
usual Saturday afternoon to Tuesday night in the 
hopes of having more at our meeting . While we 
gained many new ( and most welcome) faces, we 
Jost some of our old faithfuls. The net result was 
about the same. However, the group was one of 
the most enthusiastic we have ever had. This was 
evident not only at the dinner but also at the 
meeting. 
During the proceedings a Nominating Com-
mittee was appointed as follows: Sally Davis, 
Chairman , Natalie H eller Moore and Elizabeth 
Baker. A new slate of officers for 1952-1954 will 
be proposed and submitted to the Club at our 
next meeting . 
The Secretary reported a slight increase in our 
membership while the Treasurer added ano ther 
bright note by stating our treasury is still solvent. 
(Many thanks are due our members who have 
secured meeting places at no expense to the Club.) 
All in all, we felt we had cause for rejoicing in 
the progress our group has made . 
Our guest of honor was Dr. H. Ruth Hender-
son, National Dir ector of the Internati onal Divi-
sion of the Girl Scouts of America . Dr. Henderson 
so fascinated everyone with her accounts of Girl 
Scout activi ties, that had not the clock warned 
us, there is no telling how long we would have 
been at the hotel.. All of us join in wishing Dr . 
Henderson "Godspeed" on her trav els around the 
globe . 
Our next meetin g will be held in May. Then 
we hop e to have someone with us from West-
hampton to bring us up-to-date on our Alma 
Mater. If luck is with us, our meeting will be 
held again at The Barbizon-Plaza Hotel. Anyway , 
here 's hoping! 
Peninsula Club 
President: MRS. R. T. SHEPHERD (Peggy Lou-
than), 87 Post Road , Hilt on Village, Va. 
The Peninsula Chapter, Westhampton College 
Alumnae Association held a midwinter luncheon 
at the Hotel Chamberlin on February 9. It was a 
beautiful day and to make the get-together so de-
lightful we had as our guest Mrs. T. Preston 
Turner, Alumn ae President, and Mrs. R. E. Book-
er, Alumnae Secretary. 
Plans were made at the I uncheon for a tea to 
be held April 5, for student s attend ing West-
hampton and those who are interested in enroll-
ing at the College. Mrs . A. W. Patrick , Jr. , was 
appoi nted Chairman of arrangements. 
Among the other guests were Mrs. Joseph 
James of Fort Monroe, and Mrs. LeRoy Glover 
and Mrs. L. S. Rhodes of Gloucester. The Chapter 
would like to take this opportunity to extend an 
invitation to other Westhampton Alumnae in the 
Gloucester area to meet with the Peninsula Chap-
ter. 
Plans have been made for a lecture to be con-
ducted in the late spring by a member of the 
Richmond College Faculty. Miss Doris Moore is 
serving as chairman of this affair. If there are any 
Richmond College or Westhampton College Alum-
nae in the area who have not been contacted , 
please get in touch with the Chapter president. 
Philadelphia Club 
President: MISS LEONORA JOHNSON, 
2308 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A joint dinner meeting of Richmond College 
and Westhampton alum ni was held in Philadel-
phia on February 8, with 33 present including Dr . 
Modlin. We met at 6: 30 and had over half an 
hour of an informal get-together. After the din-
ner we elected the following officers: President , 
Leonora Johnson; Vice-President , Gerald P. Ky-
nett, Jr.; Secretary, Winifred Schanen; Treasurer, 
Al Barnett; Executive Committee; Clarence De-
noon, Luther Jenkins, Mrs. D orothy McGlincy , 
Jean Schanen and Bob Neathery. 
Dr. Modlin gave a most inter esting talk , first 
bringing us up-to-date on the well-known faculty 
members, then telling of the current program and 
prob lems of the University. H e told of the ath-
letic program and answered many of the questions 
of some of the alumni in a way that was very 
satisfying . He related the plans and hopes of the 
University in the future and ended by tellin g 
how we as alumni could help. The University 
shou ld make much progress under hi s leadership. 
The Philadelphia alumnae are planning to en-
tertain the Westhampton students from this area 
sometime during the spring. 
Richmond Club 
President: MRS. G. EDMOND MASSIE, III (Jayne 
Maire), 7705 Woodman Road, RFD 4, Rich-
mond, Virginia . 
The Richmond Club, in conjunction with the 
alumni of Richmond College, had a successful 
series of lectures presented by University of Rich-
mond professors. It is hoped that the lectures will 
be continued next year. 
Mrs. Enders Dick enson, III , is chairman of our 
card party to be held on April 25, in the West-
hampton College gym. The proceeds of this an-
nual money-making affair will go to the Swim-
ming Pool fund . 
[29) 
Washington Club 
P,-esident: MRS. F. M. CLEVINGER (Mary 
Brock), 4329 Lorcom Lane, Arlington, Va. 
Our chapter had a delightful , well-attended 
Valentine Party, February 14th, in the home of 
Estelle Kemper Butler. Alice Garnett Thomas was 
the refreshment chairman; Virginia Russell served 
the punch; and Mary Dudley Cappelman deco-
rated the table as a beautiful old-fashioned senti-
mental valentine. 
The party was supposed to be a " just-for-fun " 
party, but it was so well attended, and by a num-
ber of younger alumnae for their first time , that 
our President took advantage and conducted a 
business session . 
Virginia Russell made a plea for the Children's . 
Theater and we passed the hat and collected 
enough to make our club a patron of the enter-
prise . 
New addresses were listed and Nancy Orthey 
Rowan acted as treasurer and received dues. 
May Thompson Evans reported on the pupp<;t 
project and it was decided the president should 
appoint a committee to make arrangements for 
next year. 
Estelle Kemper Butler reported discounts are 
sti ll availab le from merchants on our list , except 
Erlebacher, and the Kay Rene shop which burned 
out. 
The Hi-School College Night which was held 
in American University was pronounced a big suc-
cess. Julie Wann and Joanne Waring worked 
hard on it. Our table was very attractive and made 
a good display. There was a viewer and Koda-
chrome slides of Westhampton College made by 
Miss Pauline Turnbull. Approximately twenty 
girls were interested in knowing more about West-
hampton. 
Julie Wann and Pat Fuller Gatlin agreed· to 
represent the college at College Night in Ana-
costia High School, February 19th, and we bought 
an ad in their annual. 
A spring tea for Westhampton girls in the city 
and interested high school students as special 
guests was announced to be held March 30th in 
the home of Betty Sherman Cale . 
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I Necrology I 
1876-
The Rev. Thomas Henry Fitzgerald died at 
Beckley, W. Va., January 16, at the age of 97. 
Mr. Fitzgerald whose ministerial career extended 
over fifty years served the Fitzgerald Baptist 
Church, Cumberland, Va. , from 1928 until 1930. 
One of the oldest University of Richmond 
alumnus, Mr. Fitzgerald attended Richmond Col-
lege from 1873-1876. Early in bis career as a min-
ister be covered the lonely eighteen-mile mountain 
trail between his churches on horseback. He re-
tired from the active ministry in 1930 and moved 
to Beckley in 1935. 
1894-
William Marcellus Wood , a retired banker, 
died Mar ch 13 at his Richmond home. A nativ e 
of Bristol, Tenn., he had Jived in Richmond since 
1918. 
1895-
James Waddell Gordon, '83, long a leading mem-
ber of the Richmond bar , died January 11 at his 
home in Bon Air. Mr. Gordon became identified 
with the meta l business which be establis hed in 
1897, and which was incorporated as the "Gordon 
Meta] Company ." At the time of his death he 
was ))r_esident of the company. Mr. Gordon began 
practicing law in 1895 with the firm of Smith 
Moncure & Gordon. Since 1940 the Jaw firm wit!; 
which he was associated was called "Gordo n & 
Gordon." 
1897-
Dr. John Muscoe Garnett Ryland died March 
I at his Richmond home. After atte ndin g Rich-
mond College, Dr. Ryland received his M.D . 
de~ree from the Hahnemann Medical Colleg e in 
Chicago . H e began the practice of medicin e in 
Richmond in 1917 and was active in bis profes-
sion until his death. 
1907-
The Rev . William P. Brooke of Louisa Coun-
ty, Virginia, retired Baptist Mini ster, died Janu ary 
30 at a Charlottesvi lle hospital. Mr. Brook e re-
tir ed seven years ago as pastor of the Bybee Roads 
Baptist Church in Fluv anna County where be 
had served for sixteen years. 
Mark Richards Lloyd, president of Standard 
Parts Corporation , died Mar ch 30 at his Richmond 
home. He was head of an automotive parts con-
cern that had bran ches in Richmond Roanok e 
and Norfo lk. ' ' 
1913-
Dr. Owen Osburn Diet z, pastor for almost 15 
years of the Fir st Baptist Church at Morgant own, 
W. Va., died_ January 26 at his borne. Althou gh 
he had been m 11! health for six years, Dr. Diet z 
had_ been ab le to take his usual place in the pulpit 
until last September. Dr. Di etz received bis mas-
ter 's degre e from the University of Pennsylvania 
and his bachelor of divinity degree from Croziei 
Theological Seminary at Chester, Pa ., and bis doc-
tor's degree from the University of Louisville. 
1915-
Colonel_ Kirk Broaddus, Unit ed States Arm y, 
retired , died March . 5 at his home in Texarkana, 
Texas . He was a native of Bowlin g Green in Caro-
line County. 
1917-
Dr. V. Streeter Lawrence , Jr. , professor of 
mathematics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute , died 
February 20 in a Roanoke hospital. After receiv-
ing his master 's degree in eng ineering from Cor-
nell, Dr. Lawrence taught mathematics at the Uni-
versity of Richmond from 1922 until 1_928 when 
he return ed to Cornell to join the mathematics de-
partment faculty. During the war he taught at the 
United States Military Academy and after his dis-
charge from active duty with the Army be joined 
the faculty at VPI. 
1919-
Dr. William Irvin e Owens of Pulaski died Feb-
ruary 23 at a Roanoke hospital. A native of Rich-
mond , he attended Richmond College and the Vir-
ginia Military Institute and received his M.D. de-
gree from the Medical College of Virginia. 
1927-
Dr. William E. Tomlinson died January 27· as 
the result of suffocation from carbon monoxide 
gas during a fire at his Richm ond home. After his 
graduation from Richmond College, Dr. Tomlin-
son attended the Medical Colleg e of Virginia. He 
served as a lieutenant commander in the Navy dur-
ing World War II , and had been associated with 
the Du Pont Company in Richmond for the past 
fifteen years . 
1932-
Carl Gray Gillikin died March 5 in a New 
York hospital. Surviving him are bis mother , Mrs. 
Caroline B. Gillikin of Richmond, and his wife. 
John B. Minor, a leading member of the 
Richmond bar who served as a professor of 
law at the law school of old Richmond Col-
lege for a decade at the turn of the century, 
died February 28 in a Richmond hospital. 
Mr. Minor had served thirty years as City 
Commissioner of Accounts in Richmond. A 
graduate of the University of Virginia law 
school, Minor joined the University of Rich-
mond law faculty in 1895. 
EDITH MARION CLARK HARKER 
June 1877 - March 1952 
When Edith Clark Harke i received her 
Bachelor of Arts degree from Westhampton 
College in 1933, it was one of the high points 
in her long and interesting life. She had held 
the unusual position of . app licant for a di-
ploma along with fifteen years' possession 
of the title of teacher of vocal music and di-
rector of choral activities at the college. Dur-
ing the four years of necessary study she had 
also acquired two children so that her time 
was divided in many directions. Since then 
these children have also gone to college and 
one is now married. 
Mrs. Harker was born in Springfield , 
Massachusetts where she graduated from 
high school and was awarded a diploma 
in Public School music from the Spring-
field Conservatory. Her own voice training 
began at the age of fourteen under Fred-
erick Zuchtmann and continued under 
Charles Adams, Gertrude Franklin Salis-
bury , Max Spicher, Mme. Bottero, Georg e 
Ferguson, Frank LaForge, John Bishop and 
John Finley Williamson. 
While teaching in public schools in Massa-
chusetts and Vermont, she was contralto 
soloist in several large churches in that sec-
tion as well as in Temple Immanuel in New 
York City. She also taught at Ashevill e 
Junior College and St. Genevieve's College 
in Asheville, North Carolina. During this 
time she presented summer concerts and a 
state-wide series of concerts. It was as con-
tralto soloist that she met Mr. Frederick 
Flaxington Harker while he was organist at 
All Souls Church on the Biltmore estate in 
North Carol ina . Mr. Harker had been 
brought from his home in Aberdeen, Scot-
land by Mr. George W. Vanderbilt to be-
come organist there. Later Mr. and Mrs. 
Harker were married in this same church. 
The desire for further study, teaching, di-
rection and compos ing took them to New 
York City for several years until the rector 
( 30) 
of All Souls Church implored them to re-
turn to Biltmore. There they remained until 
the death of Mr. Vand erbilt. 
Before the first World War they came to 
Richmond where Mr. Harker bceame or-
ganist at St. Paul's Episcopal Church and 
she sang as contralto soloist. He began hi s 
long career as piano teacher at the Univer-
sity of Richmond the next year and she soon 
followed as voice teacher. As they were 
anxious to expand the music program, theo-
retical and appreciation courses were begun , 
glee clubs and choirs founded. Growth con-
tinued until now Westhampton offers a full 
major in music. Mrs. Harker regularly pre-
sented outstandingly beautiful musicales in-
cluding Handel's Messiah , Bach's Christ-
mas Oratorio and Brahms' Requiem. West-
hampton 's Glee Club instituted the "Pop" 
concerts which continued for several years. 
Mr. Harker remained in this work until his 
death in 1936. His compositions are widely 
known and found in hymn books of many 
denominations. Due to ill health Mrs. Harker 
retired unobtrusively in 1946. It is interest-
ing to note that she was a charter member 
of the Richmond Musicians' Club in which 
she held numerous offices. During the years 
after her retirement she busied herself sort-
ing a tremendous collection of music to be 
given to the University of Richmond and 
to the Richmond City Library. On her death 
a music scholarsh ip was established in mem-
ory of Mr. Harker. 
For all of her exceptional professional 
talents most of the students fortunate enough 
to study with her will remember her for 
more human qualities . Her hospitality in 
"Wee Housie" and later in the larger hom e 
nearby , the excellent food prepared by her 
long-time friend, Miss Helen Lawson of 
Scotland, the gorgeous flowers in her gar-
den which everyone was invited to pick, but 
which she herself preferred growing, are 
all character istic of her ,friendly interest in 
everything. Her keen wit, quietly spoken, 
her love of a cribbage game, the many re-
turn visits of her former pupils , the poise 
that concealed a well-controlled fiery temper , 
all indicate the fine person that she was. That 
she and Mr. Harker kept bees, carefully 
planted each tree on their property , tried to 
raise silkworms, as well as the fact that after 
his death , she would rent "Wee Housie " 
only to couples with children, gives an in-
sight into a character outwardly reserved to 
those who knew her slightly - but actually 
full of warmth , generosity, sympathy and 
humor. 
- GRACE ROLAND WELL S, '34 . 
U. of R. To Receive 
( Co11ti11ued fr om /Jage 3) 
Because these bequests by Mr. Williams 
were set up as trust funds, they will always be 
administered by the First and Merchants Na-
tional Bank for the benefit of the Univer sity 
of Richmond and the other institutions 
named in the will. The University will re-
ceive as its share the income from $2,700,-
000 , but only the income from $600 ,000, 
estimated at $18,000 , can be used at the dis-
cretion of the Trustees for operating ex-
penses of the entire University , including 
the two liberal arts colleges. If the total in-
come available for operations were applied 
to a needy item such as improving the salaries 
of the faculty, the individual professor would 
receive an increase of less than five per cent, 
and that is too little to meet immediate re-
quirements if the University is to a"ttract and 
retain competent and effective Christian 
teachers. 
Colleges and universities that depend upon 
private endowments are at a financial dis-
advantage in comparison with state supported 
schools. The reason for this is easy to under-
stand. An institution which receives $500,-
000 annua lly from public tax funds has in 
this allocation an amount equal to the in-
come which a private institution receives 
from an endowment of approximately $15,-
0Q0,000 invested at current rates. Colleges 
and universities require income to supple-
ment receipts from fees because it has been 
found that students pay only about fifty per 
cent of the cost of their education . In spite 
of what appeared to be abundant endow-
ments, schools like Yale, Ha rvard , and Co-
lumbia operated in the red last session . If 
the University of Richmond, with its small 
endowment, is to streng then, or even main-
tain its program of higher education, it must 
continue to receive contributions, large and 
small, from alumni and friends. 
In making such a substantial bequest Mr. 
Williams greatly encouraged the adminis-
tration and trustees of the University of 
Richmond, not merely by assuring additional 
income for maintenance and scholarships 
but also by expressing the confidence of a 
businessman in the privately owned Chris-
tian school. Of late, prominent men of af-
fairs have used public occasions to voice 
their concern for the welfare of independent 
colleges in America and to plead with in-
dustrial leaders for more adequate financial 
support in order that these institutions might 
maintain their freedom. 
In an anniversary address at Wooster Col-
lege, Mr. Benjamin F. Fairless , president of 
United States Steel Corporation, made a 
strong plea for the small , independent liberal 
arts colleges of Ameri ca. "Their potential 
sources of donations have been reduced by 
the high taxes on those who might other-
wise be able to contribute. Their position , 
summed up , has become critical. " He offered 
to say: "I am not a proph et, but of this I 
am sure! The destinies of private enterprise 
and private education in the next half-cen-
tury will be closely intertwined. . . , It is 
regrettable that corporations have not given 
more aid to independent liberal arts col-
leges. Certainly, no institutions in America 
are more vitally needed or more worthy of 
assistance. They deserve the maximum finan-
cial support that Ameri can business can mus-
ter within the law." 
Speaking on Achievement Day at Wil-
liam Jewell College , Senator Robert Taft 
concluded his remarks upon the private col-
lege in education by affirming: "That we can-
not hope for the best from education unless 
we encourage and maintain and enlarge those 
institutions of learning which are complete-
ly separated from Government, It may be a 
greater effort today than it has been in the 
past, but there can be no higher purpose." 
Mr. Williams, by his generous will , set a 
noble example for other businessmen to emu-
late. 
Football 
( Contin11ed fr om page 11) 
as was held in 1951. The offense penetrated 
the defensive team, which ranked fifth in 
the Southern Conference on pass defense 
last year, for nine touchdowns in the hour-
long scrimmage . This could mean that the 
Spiders ' offense will be a powerhouse in 
1952 or that the defense will be woefully 
weak, but Merrick feels that "the true pic-
ture comes in between." The Spiders used 
new Split-T plays to account for three of 
the scores. To bring this point out the 
downfield blocking of the entire team looked 
especially good, and six of the nine scores 
required less than four plays. (Before the 
scrimmage Merrick had announ ced that the 
Spiders had worked on "distance plays rath er 
than short ground-gainers this spring. " ) 
Merrick singled out several of his boys 
for special commendation. He was pleased 
by the play of Quarterback Bobby Tyler , a 
junior from Victoria, and the improvement 
of Fullba ck Bud Thomas , of Harrisonburg , 
and Tackle Bob Berry, of Petersburg. Tyler, 
whom Merrick visions as one of the top 
quarterba cks in the State next fall , ranked 
fifth in the Southern Conf erence passin g 
race last season. 
The offensive work of Don Arey, of Har-
risonburg , and Ed Elliot, of W est Palm 
Beach, Florida, also came in for high prais e 
from the Spider mentor. In fact, Merrick is 
"well pl eased" by the work of the entir e 
squad. "Th e boys worked hard, and most 
o.f them improved. We think we are far 
ahead of what we were this time last spring. " 
Even with this optimism, several of the 
boys, whom Merrick is counting on to shoul -
der a great deal of the burden in the fall , 
were missing from Spring Pra ctice. Full-
back John Zupicich , of Shamokin , Penns yl-
vania , whom Merrick rates as "one of the 
best fullback prospects that Richmond has 
ever had," Quarterback Bill Bauder, of 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, Tackl e Dan In-
gram, of Oakland, Maryland, and Brent 
Holder, of Varina, Virginia, are all taking 
time out to make scholastic recuperations. 
Three transfers and a Spider returning 
from 1950 showed up well during the drills. 
Merri ck was unusually pleased with the work 
of Red Keville, a freshman tackle from 
Aquinas, and Bob Hallinan, a 210-pound 
freshman guard who was out of school last 
year. Bob Parrish, a transfer from Lynch-
burg College , and Johnny Brown , who trans-
ferred from the University of Tennessee, saw 
action at right halfback. 
During the spring drills Merrick decided 
to use John Gavlick, of Swoyersville, Penn-
sylvania, a center, on both offense and de-
fense, and Corky Johns, of Pottsville, Penn-
sylvania , at left halfback instead of right. 
As an indication that the Richmond foot-
ball stock is on the upgrade, Merrick and 
his assistants are finding it easier to recruit 
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new boys this year. "Last year," he says, 
"when we went to see boys, we had a hard 
time convincing them we played football at 
Richmond. We never did convince them we 
played in the Southern Conference ." 
With an inexperienced freshman-studded 
lineup the Spiders won three games last year. 
They also lost three others, including the 
game with William and Mary, by the mar-
gin of only one touchdown. Now with the 
experience that the team got the hard way 
last fall and the individual instruction of 
this spr ing, progress for the Spiders seems 
inevitable. 
"W e'r e still convinced," concludes Mer-
rick, "that we can build a football team that 
can compete on equal terms with other South-
ern Conference teams. And we think we' re 
making progress." 
Life in Asia 
(Continued from page 28) 
is held during the month of April. Thou-
sands of Japanese Buddhists congregate here 
to worship in the temples . Priests in their 
gold and bright colored robes go through 
their ceremonies in the temples and before 
the Great Buddha. Tiny girls in their bright 
red kimonas and copper headdress perform 
dances. The town is very picturesque with 
its religious ceremonies. The streets and 
boulevards are full of color with pink and 
white cherry blossom trees abloom. 
Yes, Japan is making a magnificent re-
covery from the ravages of war. Indeed, it 
may be said that the Asiatics are taking 
over a more dominant role in the present-
day world . The political system they fol-
low will be determined, not by force alone, 
but also by leadership and honest diplomacy 
on the part of America. May our decision 
guide the Orient to democracy. 
U. of R. Big Business 
(Continue d from page 6) 
big gifts, like the Millhiser Gymnasium and 
the Cannon Memorial Chapel. 
There is need for more money for running 
expenses. The salaries of the faculty should 
be increased to reward those who through 
their devotion stay with the University de-
spite monetary loss and to entice new, able 
professors to fill the ranks of those who have 
left. We are happy to note that satisfactory 
.financial arrangements have been made for 
retirement of professors and that a sabbati-
,cal leave has been worked out. 
Possible increase in income could come 
from a raise in tuition and room and board 
rates. While the Board of Trustees and the 
Administration wish to adhere to the original 
idea of furnishing higher education to those 
who can not afford large fees, the value of 
the dollar has radically changed. It is inter-
esting to note the comparison of fees for 
tuition and living per year of Westhampton 
College and some of the colleges for women 
over the country . Th ey range from $1,650 at 
Mt. Holyok e to $1,250 at Randolph-Macon 
and Hollin s, down to $840 at Westhampton, 
the lowest on a list of twenty-eight colleges 
surveyed by the associated alumnae clubs of 
Washington, D. C. Only Westhampton and 
Converse, with $950 per year, were below 
$1,000. Yet from what I have been able to 
see in my travels, few colleges have better 
living conditions or a finer faculty and teach-
ing facilities. 
Because of the dimini shing rates of interest 
on endowment funds , private schools are more 
and more in need of living endowments , that 
is, annual gifts from friends and alumnae. 
If each alumn a would think of the cost of 
her education as being und erwritten by her 
Alma Mater to the amount of 25% to 55%, 
she should be interested in paying back this 
loan in the years after her graduation on an 
annual basis, thus fulfilling a financial obli-
gation and insuring the future of her Alma 
Mater . 
Anoth er matter in which Westhampton 
relies on her Alumnae is in recruiting new 
students. Those of us who are teachers prob-
ably have a better chance of influencing good 
students to come to Westhampton but all of 
us have opportunities from time to time to 
reach someone in our neighborhoods who 
could be interested by us if we really tried . 
Surely we should put time and thought on 
this service to our College . 
The real strength and worth of a college 
lie in the lives of the alumnae. This is easy 
to count when M.A.'s and Ph.D.'s and other 
advance degrees are added . It is fine to be 
able to speak of the number of teachers and 
doctors and lawyers and public servants a 
college has graduated. Equally important is 
the part a graduate plays in the life of her 
community as a wife and mother. I'f she can 
live her life with the feeling of responsibility 
for those around her, seeing issues clearly 
and without prejudice, never being afraid to 
search for truth and act upon it, then indeed, 
no greater glory can she give her Alma 
Mater. Her devotion would be complete. 
Education 
(Continued from page 7) 
fer from stage fright was immediately dis-
pelled . Dean Pinchbeck and members of the 
radio crew were unanimous in admiration of 
their poise and stage presence. Sam Carey, 
balding, cherubic program director for 
WRVA, who was responsible for the weekly 
productions, said in amazement after the first 
show, "They behaved like seasoned troopers. " 
Each contestant is asked the same number 
of questions in each of the four categories. 
If a contestant answers the question correct-
ly, he receives ten points . If he muffs it, any 
other contestant may raise his hand for per-
mission to answer it-for five points. 
When girls won each of the first three 
quarter-final broadcasts, there was loud cheer-
ing from the distaff side of the University 
( 32] 
faculty, but the tiproar subsided when the 
boys, rallying nicely, captured three in a row. 
Then a girl won. Th en a boy won, but only 
after two extra round s of questions had been 
fired at the contestants to break the tie that 
existed at the end of the regulation period. 
A tense world awaited the outcome of the 
ninth quart er-final which, it was felt, would 
determin e once and for all whether boys are 
smart er than girls. The result was anti-
climactic. A boy won but that was to be ex-
pected since all of the three contestants were 
males. 
Perhaps the answer will not be known 
until May 16 when the final program will 
be conducted with a $900 scholarship prize 
which will pay all of the winner's first-year 
expen ses at the University. (M eanwhil e, 
alumni are invited to tune in the semi-finals 
which will be aired at 10 p .m., each Friday.) 
Participants who were having trouble with 
some of the difficult questions which were be-
ing served up that night , listened with evi-
dent glee when, during one of the four 
"breaks" in the program, the announcer told 
an unbelieving world that a professor had 
erred in supplying the answer to one of the 
questions which had been asked the previous 
week. In a manner reminiscent of the late 
Major Bowes, the announ cer sounded a tre-
mendous gong. 
Religion 
(Conti nued from page 10) 
issues of our time . . . to interpret the ur-
gent need of our world for trained, intelli-
gent, and dedicated young people-active in 
the life and service of their church and use-
ful in their vocational calling ." 
An editorial in the Collegian said : "The 
scientist, the philosopher, the politician, the 
businessman, and the homemaker all gave 
of their time to show that His way of life 
fitted into all paths of living. We should not 
let Religious Focus Week be just an isolated 
week of religious thought, but let it be the 
springboard for a living force in our daily 
lives." 
A leader in College Government remarked 
that "the inspiration and example of real 
living brought to us by the team members 
couldn't have come at a better time." A fac-
ulty member mentioned the opportunity af-
forded by Focus Week to become better ac-
quainted with the needs of his students. 
For the first time one student "began to 
think unselfishly and to catch a world-wide 
vision of the needs of all men," while an-
other said that "knowing that men and wom-
en from professions other than the clergy 
can talk about Christianity has driven home 
the fact that Christianity lives in everyday 
life." 
For a long time the entire campus com-
munity will feel the influence of Religious 
Focus Week and try to live more consistent-
ly by its theme based on Proverbs 3 : 6, "In 
All Thy Ways ... God." 
Drink More Milk for that 
~~Picture of Good Health!" 
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